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Zusammenfassung 

Vor mehr als einem Jahrhundert wurde über das Phänomen der Nicht-Mendelschen Vererbung 

(NMI), welche als jede Art von Vererbungsmuster definiert wird, in denen Eigenschaften nicht nach 

dem Mendelschen Gesetzen segregieren, zum ersten Mal berichtet. Im Pflanzenkönigreich können 

drei Zellkompartimente mit ihrem eigenen Erbgut, Nukleus, Chloroplast, und Mitochondrium, an 

einem solchen Phänomen beteiligt sein. Hochdurchsatz-Sequenzierungstechnologien (HTS) stellen 

nachweislich eine Schlüsseltechnologie dar, um NMI Phänomene durch die Assemblierung und/oder 

Resequenzierung von ganzen Genomen zu untersuchen. Jedoch bleibt die Generierung, Analyse 

sowie die Interpretation solcher Datensätze durch die vielschichtige biologische Komplexität 

weiterhin eine Herausforderung. Um unser Wissen über NMI zu erweitern habe ich drei Studien 

durchgeführt in denen unterschiedliche HTS Technologien involviert waren und zwei neue 

Algorithmen implementiert um sie zu analysieren. 

In der ersten Studie habe ich eine neue Postassemblierungspipeline mit dem Namen Semi-Automated 

Graph-Based Assembly Curator (SAGBAC) entwickelt, welche nicht Graphen-basierte Genom-

assemblierungen als Graphen visualisiert, rekombinierende Repeatpaare (RRP) identifiziert, und 

pflanzliche mitochondrielle Genome (PMG) in einem halb-automatisierten Prozess rekonstruiert. Wir 

haben diese Pipeline auf Assemblierungen von drei Oenothera Spezies angewandt, was in gefalteten 

zirkularisierten Modellen resultierte. Dieses Modell wurde durch PCR und Southern Blot Analysen 

bestätigt, sowie verwendet, um einen definierten Satz von 70 PMG Isoformen vorherzusagen. Mit 

Illumina Mate Pair und PacBio RSII Daten wurde die Stöchiometrie der RRPs quantitativ bestimmt, 

die sich bis zu dreifach unterscheiden. 

In der zweiten Studie habe ich einen post-Multiples Sequenzalignment Algorithmus mit dem Namen 

Correlation Mapping (CM) entwickelt, der eine segmentweise Anzahl von Nukleotidaustauschen mit 

numerisch erfassbaren Phänotypen korreliert. Wir haben diesen Algorithmus auf 14 Wildtypen und 

18 mutagenisierte Plastomassemblierungen aus der Gattung Oenothera angewandt und konnten zwei 

Gene, accD und ycf2 identifizieren, welche für das kompetitive Verhalten von Plastid Genotypen 

verantwortlich ist. Weiterhin wird die Lipidkomposition der Plastid-Hüllmembranen durch 

Polymorphismen in den beiden Genen beeinflusst. 

Für die dritte Studie habe ich eine Pipeline programmiert, um ein NMI Phänomen, bekannt als 

Paramutation, in der Tomate mit Hilfe von DNA- und Bisulfitsequenzierungsdaten sowie Microarray 

Daten zu analysieren. Wir haben das verantwortliche Gen (Solyc02g005200) identifiziert und waren 

in der Lage den verursachenden Phänotyp durch eine heterologe Komplementation eines 

paramutationsinsensitiven Transgens des Orthologs aus Arabidopsis thaliana vollständig zu 

unterdrücken. Weiterhin konnten wir zeigen, dass eine Suppressormutante ein global verändertes 
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DNA-Methylierungsmuster aufweist und es durch eine große Deletion zu einer Genfusion gekommen 

ist, an der eine Histon-Deacetylase beteiligt ist. 

Zusammenfassend sind meine entwickelten und implementierten Algorithmen und Datenanalysen 

geeignet, um NMI zu untersuchen und haben wie folgt zu neuen Einsichten über solche Phänomene 

verholfen: (a) durch die Rekonstruktion von PMGs (SAGBAC) als Voraussetzung um 

Mitochondrien-assoziierte Phänotypen zu studieren, (b) durch die Identifizierung von Genen (CM), 

welche interplastidäre Kompetition auslösen sowie (c) durch Anwendung einer DNA-/Bisulfit-seq 

Analysepipeline zur Beantwortung der Ursache eines transgenerational epigenetischen 

Vererbungsphänomens. 
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Abstract 

More than a century ago the phenomenon of non-Mendelian inheritance (NMI), defined as any type of 

inheritance pattern in which traits do not segregate in accordance with Mendel’s laws, was first reported. 

In the plant kingdom three genomic compartments, the nucleus, chloroplast, and mitochondrion, can 

participate in such a phenomenon. High-throughput sequencing (HTS) proved to be a key technology to 

investigate NMI phenomena by assembling and/or resequencing entire genomes. However, generation, 

analysis and interpretation of such datasets remain challenging by the multi-layered biological 

complexity. To advance our knowledge in the field of NMI, I conducted three studies involving different 

HTS technologies and implemented two new algorithms to analyze them. 

In the first study I implemented a novel post-assembly pipeline, called Semi-Automated Graph-

Based Assembly Curator (SAGBAC), which visualizes non-graph-based assemblies as graphs, identifies 

recombinogenic repeat pairs (RRPs), and reconstructs plant mitochondrial genomes (PMG) in a semi-

automated workflow. We applied this pipeline to assemblies of three Oenothera species resulting in a 

spatially folded and circularized model. This model was confirmed by PCR and Southern blot analyses 

and was used to predict a defined set of 70 PMG isoforms. With Illumina Mate Pair and PacBio RSII data, 

the stoichiometry of the RRPs was determined quantitatively differing up to three-fold.  

In the second study I developed a post-multiple sequence alignment algorithm, called correlation 

mapping (CM), which correlates segment-wise numbers of nucleotide changes to a numeric ascertainable 

phenotype. We applied this algorithm to 14 wild type and 18 mutagenized plastome assemblies within the 

Oenothera genus and identified two genes, accD and ycf2 that may cause the competitive behavior of 

plastid genotypes as plastids can be biparental inherited in Oenothera. Moreover, lipid composition of the 

plastid envelope membrane is affected by polymorphisms within these two genes.  

For the third study, I programmed a pipeline to investigate a NMI phenomenon, known as 

paramutation, in tomato by analyzing DNA and bisulfite sequencing data as well as microarray data. We 

identified the responsible gene (Solyc02g0005200) and were able to fully repress its caused phenotype by 

heterologous complementation with a paramutation insensitive transgene of the Arabidopsis thaliana 

orthologue. Additionally, a suppressor mutant shows a globally altered DNA methylation pattern and 

carries a large deletion leading to a gene fusion involving a histone deacetylase.  

In conclusion, my developed and implemented algorithms and data analysis pipelines are suitable 

to investigate NMI and led to novel insights about such phenomena by reconstructing PMGs (SAGBAC) 

as a requirement to study mitochondria-associated phenotypes, by identifying genes (CM) causing 

interplastidial competition as well by applying a DNA/Bisulfite-seq analysis pipeline to shed light in a 

transgenerational epigenetic inheritance phenomenon.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Non-Mendelian inheritance 

In 1909 two scientists simultaneously but independently reported for the very first time the 

phenomenon of non-Mendelian inheritance (NMI) in plant species (Baur, 1909; Correns, 

1909). It is defined as any type of inheritance pattern in which traits do not segregate in 

accordance with Mendel’s laws. In the plant kingdom three genomic compartments, the 

nucleus, chloroplast, and mitochondrion, can participate in such a phenomenon. Common NMI 

phenomena are e.g. codominance, incomplete dominance and epistasis. A more uncommon 

NMI phenomenon is transgenerational epigenetic inheritance also known as paramutation in 

which DNA methylation of the nuclear genome is mechanistically involved. Whereas so called 

extranuclear (or extrakaryotic) inheritance involves genomic compartments other than the 

nucleus which are chloroplasts and mitochondria in plants. 

1.1.1 Organelle inheritance in Oenothera 

Since the beginning of the last century, the evening primrose (Oenothera), with its special 

genetic features, provides a unique toolbox for scientists to investigate incompatibilities 

between the three different genomic sources present in plant cells. In most common plant model 

species organelles are co-inherited maternally and therefore nearly impossible to genetically 

separate their cytoplasmic effects from each other (Greiner et al., 2015). In Oenothera, 

however, biparental inheritance of plastids (Cleland, 1972) but uniparental inheritance of 

mitochondria is observed (Brennicke and Schwemmle, 1984; Greiner et al., 2015; Dotzek, 

2016; Ulbricht-Jones et al., 2021). Cytoplasmic effects, and with this also observed NMI 

phenomena, in reciprocal crosses can therefore unequivocally attributed to one of the two 

organelle genomes.  

Oenothera is historically one of the first plant models in which its mitochondrial DNA 

was investigated (Brennicke, 1980; Wissinger et al., 1991). Evening primrose geneticists have 

shown in a classical cross between Oenothera berteriana and O. odorata that a genetic 

determinate in the cytoplasm influences floral traits which was later called mitochondrion 

(Schwemmle, 1938; Ulbricht-Jones et al., 2021). But few additional putative extrakaryotic 

inheritance patterns of unknown origin are described from the evening primrose (Barthelmess, 

1965; Stubbe, 1989a, b; Harte, 1994). A transition from morphological markers to molecular 

markers is obligatory to clearly identify the causative genomic compartment as well as 

underlying mechanisms for those extrakaryotic inheritance patterns. Therefore, high-quality 
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plant mitochondrial genome (PMG) sequences – which also include structural information - 

are highly desirable. 

In contrast to most plant species, plastids can be biparentally inherited in Oenothera 

and do neither fuse among each other nor undergo sexual recombination during meiosis 

(Cleland, 1972). Therefore, chloroplasts compete for cellular resources, which led to the theory 

of “selfish” cytoplasmic elements, originally developed in evening primrose genetics as 

naturally occurring aggressive chloroplasts exist in Oenothera (Grun, 1976; Greiner et al., 

2015). In Oenothera five genetically distinguishable chloroplast genome types, designated by 

Roman numbers (I-V), were identified by extensive crossing studies (Greiner et al., 2008) and 

were groupable into three classes according to their inheritance strength: strong plastomes (I 

and III), intermediate (II) and weak plastomes (IV and V). This kind of assertiveness rate 

reflects their ability to outcompete a second plastid genome in the F1 generation upon 

biparental transmission. The plastome types were initially identified based on their 

(in)compatibility with certain nuclear genomes (Stubbe, 1964; Greiner et al., 2011). The 

determinants which are responsible for the variation in competitive ability of the different 

chloroplast types can be clearly traced back to the chloroplast genome (Cleland, 1972; Gillham, 

1978; Kirk and Tilney-Basset, 1978). However, the genes involved in the control of chloroplast 

competition are not known yet. 

1.1.2 Paramutation in Solanum lycopersicum 

Paramutation is an epigenetic NMI phenomenon in which heritable changes in gene expression 

is involved. It is defined by a silencing conferring interaction between a pair of homologous 

alleles: a paramutable allele and paramutagenic allele. Typically, the paramutagenic allele is 

silent but has the capability to impose its silence state onto the paramutable allele present in 

trans. Interestingly the newly silenced (paramutated) allele persists in progeny and can act there 

as paramutagenic allele itself. Paramutation was initially investigated in plant species (garden 

peas (Bateson and Pellew, 1920) and evening primroses (Renner, 1938)) and could later on be 

extended also to animals (Brink, 1973; Rassoulzadegan et al., 2006; Chandler, 2007). The 

paramutation phenomenon is most intensely studied in maize (Brink 1958) as the molecular 

identity of genes affected by paramutation are known (Hollick et al., 1997; Dorweiler et al., 

2000; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001). From the timepoint of initial observation until today a 

complex working model was developed for this organism. 
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Chromatin structure and DNA methylation analyses of paramutated loci in maize (Lisch 

et al., 2002; Stam et al., 2002a; Stam et al., 2002b; Chandler and Stam, 2004; Belele et al., 

2013) as well as the characterization of several maize mutants revealed a number of candidate 

genes which are part of an unconventional transcriptional silencing pathway (Dorweiler et al., 

2000; Hollick et al., 2005; Alleman et al., 2006; Woodhouse et al., 2006; Hale et al., 2007; 

Erhard et al., 2009; Barbour et al., 2012). This pathway, which is quite complex, involves 

transcription, small RNA biogenesis and DNA methylation machineries and is here only briefly 

summarized (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015): (i) Transcription of repetitive enhancer elements 

(b1 locus) by DNA-dependent RNA-polymerases (Pol IV), (ii) generation and processing of 

dsRNA producing 24 bp small RNAs (sRNA), (iii) forming sRNA-Argonaute complexes, and 

(iv) recruitment of DNA methyltransferases by formed sRNA-Argonaute complexes to 

homologous sequences triggering de novo cytosine methylation in sequence elements 

controlling transcription of the paramutable allele. 

Nevertheless, paramutation was also observed in tomato generated by X-ray 

mutagenesis experiments leading to the sulfurea mutant (Hagemann, 1958). It is only one of 

the few paramutagenic loci found in a dicotyledonous model species which is routinely 

amenable to genetic manipulation by stable transformation. Paramutated sulfurea tissue shows 

an astonishing yellow, chlorophyll-deficient phenotype (Hagemann, 1958; Ehlert et al., 2008). 

The sulfurea (sulf) allele is recessive, but the pigment deficiency appears spontaneously in 

somatic tissues of heterozygous plants at high frequency leading to variegated leaves with 

green (sulf (het-g)) and yellow portions (sulf het-y) and thus fulfills the criteria of paramutation.  

In general, high throughput sequencing (HTS) proved to be a key technology to study NMI 

mechanisms by assembling and/or resequencing entire genomes as first step. 

1.2 High Throughput Sequencing 

The costs of HTS have dropped tremendously (www.genome.com/sequencingcosts) and there 

are almost no limits to sequence any genome in a short period of time. In the last 15 years 

different companies emerged with various library preparation types and sequencing 

technologies/devices leading to the more specific terms Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) 

and Third Generation Sequencing (3GS). The latter term is defined by its unique feature to 

produce ultra-long reads from dozen up to several hundreds of kilobases. While NGS is 

nowadays predominantly covered by Illumina, 3GS is the campus of Pacific Biosciences 

(PacBio) (Rhoads and Au, 2015) and Oxford Nanopore (Deamer et al., 2016). Nevertheless, 
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the analysis and interpretation of huge amounts of generated HTS data remains challenging 

and has become the bottleneck in many project workflows, in resequencing and assembly 

projects alike.  

Resequencing projects in which sequences can be mapped against well‐known and 

annotated reference sequences have different requirements on library construction and 

sequencing types than de novo assembly projects with the goal to generate a high-quality 

genome from scratch. In both types of projects GC content, genome size and its repetitiveness 

are the main properties of a genome with the highest impact on decisions made within the 

workflows. In Figure 1 individual workflows are displayed for the three presented studies 

which differ in tissue type (seedlings or mature leaves) and compartment/DNA fraction (total 

DNA or mitochondria-enriched DNA), chosen HTS library types and used HTS technology as 

well as generated read depth to fulfill needed requirements for sustainable bioinformatic 

analyses. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of complete wet lab/dry lab workflows for all HTS datasets generated in all 

three studies.  

On the left the generalized schemata for the workflows is displayed, starting with the plant 

material type of a specific organism, and ending with the bioinformatic analysis which displays 

the contributions highlighted within each of the presented studies. ISEIS = Iterative Sequence 

Ends Identity Search; MSA = Multiple Sequence Alignment; mt = Mitochondria; PMG = Plant 

mitochondrial genome; Pt = Plastome; SAGBAC = Semi-automated graph-based assembly 

curator; SV = Structural variants.  
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 Additionally, an overview of all four used HTS libraries preparation types is separately 

visualized in Figure 2 as they take an important role in de novo assembly projects which will 

discussed later also in regards of spanning repetitive elements. 

 

Figure 2. Overview of the wet lab workflows for all four used high throughput sequencing types. 

Shown are the library construction procedures of all four high throughput sequencing library 

types used within all three presented studies. At the bottom line is highlighted whether the 

sequence library type is capable to span repetitive elements (green check mark) or not (red X 

mark). Both mates of a pair or both ends of a single read need to map on unique genomic 

sequences in order to span repetitive sequences correctly. 

1.3 De novo assembler programs 

Many de novo assemblers were programmed within the NGS community for different 

purposes: from small and simple to large and complex genomes as well as from single-cell 

transcriptomes to complex metagenomes. Metagenomics literally means “beyond the genome” 

and is usually defined as the study of a mixture of genomes from different taxonomies or 

organisms (Handelsman et al., 1998). But it can also be defined as a mixture of genomes within 
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one organism on the level of genomic compartments: nucleus, chloroplast, and mitochondrion. 

All three compartments harbor their own genome with their own levels of complexity which 

have the highest impact on the choice of HTS technology and de novo assembly algorithm that 

should be used. In general, de novo assembly algorithms can be divided into two classes: 

Overlap Layout Consensus (OLC) and De Bruijn Graph (DBG). Both de novo assembler 

algorithm types have in common that they handle unresolvable repeats by essentially leaving 

them out or report them separately which breaks the assembly into fragments. And as 

mitochondrial and plastidial genomes have different biological characteristics they also have 

different requirements in applicable assemblers as follows. 

To determinate applicable assemblers for the genome of interest two general aspects 

should be considered: employability of HTS data and knowledge about biological 

characteristics of the genome of interest. Figure 3 illustrates how different combinations of wet 

lab steps and biological factors can influence the ability to assemble a certain organelle 

genome. Total DNA extracts from seedlings are unsuitable for this task as in this developmental 

stage chloroplasts are outnumbered (Figure 3A). Whereas total DNA extracts from mature 

leaves (Figure 3B) have a high abundance of plastidial DNA (Golczyk et al., 2014; Greiner et 

al., 2020) and delivers a high read coverage. This approach is also referred to the term “genome 

skimming” as even whole genome sequencing at low coverage (equal to low costs) harbors 

enough reads to assemble plastidial genomes. Many popular reference-based or de novo assem- 

 

Figure 3. Kmer plots from various tissues, developmental stages and DNA compositions. 

Displayed are 27-kmer plots generated from three different Illumina Paired-end datasets of 

equal size (15 mio. reads). They illustrate the changing content of DNA from all three genomic 

compartments depending on developmental stages of used plant material and DNA 

composition. mt = mitochondria. 
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blers can be used afterwards to generate the desired chloroplast genome in a single contig, as 

they are in almost all cases structurally conserved and repeat-poor (Straub et al., 2011; Zhang 

et al., 2011; Sloan et al., 2014). As mitochondrial DNA is underrepresented in total DNA 

extracts from seedlings as well as from mature leaves, it is necessary to enrich for mitochondria 

before the DNA extraction procedure (Figure 3C). 

But besides the importance of mitochondrial enrichment to obtain pure mitochondrial 

DNA, biological characteristics of plant mitochondrial genomes needed to be considered as 

well. For Oenothera many studies (Brennicke et al., 1985; Hiesel and Brennicke, 1985; 

Schuster and Brennicke, 1988; Binder et al., 1990) have shown that the mitochondrial genome 

contains recombinogenic repeat pairs (RRP) which are able to influence the structure by two 

different recombination mechanisms as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Possible recombination events in plant mitochondrial genomes. 

(A) Pair of inverted RRPs, recombination leads to a sequence inversion between the mates of 

the inverted pair. (B) Pair of directed RRPs, recombination leads to the generation of two 

circular molecules. (C) A pair of inverted and direct RRPs which are nested. This gives four 

possible genome configurations and for each RRP four possible contig-repeat-contig (CRC) 

configurations. The larger the number of direct and inverted repeats the more complex the 

genome organization becomes (Redrawn image and adapted figure legend is taken from 

(Lonsdale, 1984). 

If an inverted RRP is present in the genome the recombination event leads to an inverted 

sequence between both mates of the RRP. If a direct RRP exists in the genome the 

recombination event creates two circular products. Both recombination event types are 

reversible (Lonsdale, 1984). By the combination of a direct and an inverted RRP four different 

genome configurations, and with it four different contig-repeat-contig (CRC) combinations for 

each RRP, are possible (e-A-f; e-A-h; f-A-g; g-A-h for RRP A in Figure 4C). To obtain 
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stoichiometries for RRPs, length of sequenced DNA templates (insert size) as well as suitable 

HTS library types are important (Figure 2). To span RRPs the insert size of the library needs 

to be longer than the length of the RRP itself. If the library does not fulfill this criterion 

stoichiometric proportions cannot be calculated. This can only be achieved by Illumina Mate 

pair as well as long Roche and PacBio libraries whereas Illumina paired‐end libraries cannot 

span repetitive sequences by its limited insert size to get usable reads (Figure 2). With an 

increasing number of RRPs genome organization also increases. Such a structure complexity 

would lead inevitably into a set of discontiguous contigs which necessitates a specialist post 

assembly program including the possibility to calculate stoichiometries for RRPs. 

1.4  DNA-/Bisulfite sequencing 

Besides standard DNA-sequencing (e.g. Illumina Paired-end, Figure 2) which is now standard 

for several years to resequence entire nuclear genomes, it is also possible to directly detect 

methylated cytosines on single nucleotide level on a genome-wide scale (Lister and Ecker, 

2009). This is accomplished by introducing an intermediate step in the library preparation 

called bisulfite conversion as illustrated in Figure 5 (Frommer et al., 1992).  

 

Figure 5. Main wet lab steps of the bisulfite sequencing pipeline. 

Displayed is the bisulfite sequencing pipeline in which DNA is denaturated, bisulfite treated 

and amplified by PCR ending up in four different strands, as different bases of both original 

DNA strands become converted. Only those cytosines are converted to uracil (intermediate 

reactions are sulfonation, deamination and desulfonation) which are unmethylated. Methylated 

cytosines are not susceptible to bisulfite conversion. Original image is taken from (Xi and Li, 

2009) and has been edited. 
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By a treatment with sodium bisulfite unmethylated cytosines are converted to uracil which 

pairs with adenosine and are replaced by thymidine in the PCR step afterwards. Methylated 

cytosines cannot be converted and become preserved. As different positions of the original 

DNA strands are converted four independent strands of DNA are produced after the PCR step. 

This is also the reason why specialist mapping tools were put in place such as Bismark (Krueger 

and Andrews, 2011) and BSMAP (Xi and Li, 2009). Methylation status of all cytosines within 

the genome of interest is then called where cytosines can appear in different base context: CpG, 

CHG and CHH where H stands for every base excluding cytosine (A=adenosine, G=guanosine 

and T=thymidine), and determines the regulation of its methylation (Zhang et al., 2018). 

Differential methylation can afterwards be calculated between two samples e.g. mutant versus 

wild type.  

1.5 Structural variants 

Structural variants are changes in the structure of genomic sequences which ranges from 

deletions and insertion, inversions, translocations over tandem and interspersed duplications to 

copy number variants. Copy number variation (CNV) is defined as a structural variation which 

results in a loss or gain of genomic sequence ranging from kilobases to several megabases. 

CNVs are an important source of genetic variation but was long time neglected especially 

within the research field of plant domestication (Lye and Purugganan, 2019). To detect larger 

deletions and amplifications in genomes most often segmentation algorithms are applied to 

NGS data. All segmentation algorithms have in common that the genome sequence of interest 

is split into segments of defined size and mapped NGS reads are counted per segment 

(Pirooznia et al., 2015). Afterwards proportions between two samples (e.g. mutant versus wild 

type) are calculated, normalized, logarithmized and are finally plotted chromosome-wise. 

Within a diploid organism, two alleles are present. A deletion event in one copy would cause 

the loss of one allele. If both boundaries of such a deletion event map to sequences of two 

distinct genes, a fusion of two genes is formed. From such a gene fusion, if completely in-

frame, a gene with properties of both participating genes could be created and the second gene’s 

content comes under the control of the promotor of the upstream gene. 

1.6 Aim of the thesis 

The task of this thesis was to develop bioinformatic algorithms and pipelines to aid the 

investigation of NMI mechanisms in plants based on different HTS technologies – a wonderful 

challenge given the complex nature of plant biology underneath. 
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First, I aimed to develop a post-assembly pipeline to transfer to and to visualize non-

graph-based de novo assembler outputs in a graph-based model and to identify repetitive 

elements which are responsible for recombinatoric events in PMGs. The developed pipeline 

was needed to be capable to predict PMG isoforms from such a model, to calculate 

stoichiometries of the determined repetitive elements based on HTS data and to reconstruct 

PMGs. All these properties of the pipeline to be developed are prerequisites to study 

mitochondria-associated phenotypes in Oenothera. Second, I intended to implement a post-

multiple sequence alignment algorithm to correlate nucleotide exchange rates with numeric 

ascertainable phenotypes to identify genes which are responsible for the competition of 

different plastid types in Oenothera. Third, I planned to design a pipeline to analyze DNA- and 

Bisulfite sequencing data as well as microarray data to find the causing gene for a paramutation 

in tomato. 

In summary, my thesis centered on the development of algorithms and data analysis 

pipelines intended to expand the knowledge of NMI mechanisms covering all three genomic 

compartments present in plant cells based on HTS data. 
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2 Contributions 

Paper 1: Graph-based models of the Oenothera mitochondrial genome capture the 

enormous complexity of higher plant mitochondrial DNA organization 

Axel Fischer devised and implemented all bioinformatic pipelines and algorithms and analyzed 

all Next Generation Sequencing data. Jana Dotzek established the mitochondria enrichment 

protocol and performed the PCR and Southern blot validation experiments. Axel Fischer wrote 

the manuscript with guidance and editing by Dirk Walther and Stephan Greiner. 

Paper 2: Chloroplast competition is controlled by lipid biosynthesis in evening primroses 

Barbara B. Sears and Stephan Greiner designed the study. Johanna Sobanski performed the 

main experimental work. Patrick Giavalisco, Axel Fischer, Julia M. Kreiner, Mark Aurel 

Schöttler, Tommaso Pellizzer, Hieronim Golczyk, Toshihiro Obata, Barbara B. Sears, and 

Stephan Greiner provided supportive data. Axel Fischer and Stephan Greiner developed the 

correlation mapping approach. Axel Fischer assembled the plastomes and performed the MSA. 

Julia M. Kreiner implemented PGLS. Johanna Sobanski, Patrick Giavalisco, Axel Fischer, 

Julia M. Kreiner, Dirk Walther, Mark Aurel Schöttler, Tommaso Pellizzer, Hieronim Golczyk, 

Toshihiro Obata, Ralph Bock, Barbara B. Sears, and Stephan Greiner analyzed and discussed 

the data. Johanna Sobanski and Stephan Greiner wrote the manuscript. Patrick Giavalisco, Axel 

Fischer, Dirk Walther, Mark Aurel Schöttler, Hieronim Golczyk, Ralph Bock, and Barbara B. 

Sears participated in the writing. 

Paper 3: Identification of the paramutated SULFUREA locus of tomato and release from 

epigenetic silencing by spontaneous reversion or genetic suppression 

Ralph Bock devised the study and designed research approaches. Britta Ehlert and Axel Fischer 

designed and performed the experimental and computational work and analyzed the data. Axel 

Fischer conducted all next generation sequencing data analyses, comprising the DNA-

/Bisulfite-sequencing, structural variant and gene fusion analysis as well as the microarray 

analysis. Ralph Bock analyzed data and wrote the paper with participation of all co-authors. 
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ABSTRACT 

Plant mitochondrial genomes display an enormous structural complexity, as recombining 

repeat pairs lead to the generation of various sub-genomic molecules, rendering these genomes 

extremely challenging to assemble. Here, we present a novel bioinformatic data-processing 

pipeline called SAGBAC (Semi-Automated Graph-Based Assembly Curator) that identifies 

recombinogenic repeat pairs and reconstructs plant mitochondrial genomes. SAGBAC 

processes non-graph-based assembly outputs using our novel ISEIS (Iterative Sequence Ends 

Identity Search) algorithm to obtain a graph-based visualization. We applied this approach to 

three mitochondrial genomes of the evening primrose (Oenothera), a model organism for 

cytoplasmic genetics. We could show that all identified repeat pairs are flanked by two 

alternative unique sequence-contigs defining so-called “double forks”, leading to four contig-

repeat‐contig combinations for each repeat pair. Based on the structural model, the 

stoichiometry of the different contig-repeat-contig combinations was analyzed using Illumina 

mate pair and PacBio RSII data. This uncovered a remarkable structural diversity of the closely 

related mitochondrial genomes, as well as substantial phylogenetic variation of the underlying 

repeat units. Our model allows predicting all recombination events and, thus, all possible sub-

genomes. In future work, the proposed methodology can contribute to the investigation of the 

sub-genome organization and dynamics in different tissues and at various developmental 

stages.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Plant mitochondrial genomes (PMGs) vary enormously in complexity, size, and structure (1,2). 

In addition to the circular mitochondrial genome - once considered a dogma - new structural 

types such as linear chromosomes or multiple circles (3-6) have been identified in plants. At 

the genome molecular sequence level, creation of alternative master- and sub-circles is realized 

by pairs of repetitive elements (known as recombinogenic repeat pairs or RRPs), which can 

lead to two different recombination events - depending on the relative orientation of both mates 

of an RRP to each other (7). Such events result in different genome configurations and can 

generate a population of different master- and sub-circles within the mitochondrion.  
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Figure 1. Graph-based visualization of circular genomes. (A) Circular visualization of Zea 

mays NB, redrawn from (122) using AngularPlasmid. Contigs between repeats are indexed 

numerically starting at 12 o’clock going clockwise; same holds for the RRPs for their first 

occurrence but using letters. The same letter was used for the second mate of an RRP when 

going through the master circle sequence. Both mates of RRP_A are flanked by unique 

sequences as follows: 1-a-2 and 8-a'-9. A recombination event at RRP_A within the master 

circle leads to the formation of two sub-circles in which RRP_A is now flanked by 1-a-9 and 

8-a'-2. (B) Same information content as (A), but visualized as graphs with the following 

translations: Contig ends are respectively represented by two vertices linked by a red edge. 

Repeat ends are also represented by two vertices linked by a blue edge. Each transition between 

two different contigs (independent of its type, contig or repeat) is represented by a gray edge 

between their respective vertices. Vertices of repeats must be connected to more than one other 

non-repeat vertex. Color-marked paths highlight used contigs and RRPs to their corresponding 

circular equivalents in (A). (C) Shown is only RRP_A with its unique flanking sequences on 

both sides (= “double fork”). i-iv: all four possible contig-repeat-contig (CRC) combinations 

derived from the graphs in (B) for RRP_A. Again, colors highlight their origin from each of 

their corresponding graphs in (B). 

Nevertheless, PMGs are typically still represented as a single circular genome, thereby not 

reflecting the complexity of a population of different master- and sub-circles within the 

mitochondria of a plant cell.  

Sequence-structure conversion – from sequence to graph 

Reconstructing the complexity of a variable sub-circularizing genome using current sequencing 

technologies proves challenging. Piecing short sequence reads together and considering 

alternative topologies requires specialized approaches, as typically, assembly programs tend 

towards assembling reads into the largest possible contig. Furthermore, the combinatorial 

complexity of possible assembly paths poses computational challenges. These problems can 

be addressed by graph-based approaches (8-10), illustrated in Figure 1. In Figure 1a, a sub-

circularization event is illustrated, forming two sub-circles derived from the master circle of 

the Zea mays mitochondrial DNA (NC_007982.1) using circular representations. These 

circular representations can be converted into a graph-based representation as shown in Figure 

1b. Comparing the circular and graph-based representation, the interpretability of the graph is 

much easier than that of a circular representation, as all sub-circles can be readily generated by 

their corresponding subpath (Figure 1b). Also, the graph illustrates that a repeat is flanked on 

both sides by a set of two unique sequences, henceforth named “double fork”, resulting in four 

different contig-repeat-contig (CRC) combinations (Figure 1c).  
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Study system 

Historically, the evening primrose (Oenothera) represents one of first plant models analyzed 

for its mitochondrial DNA (11,12). The reason for choosing this model species already in the 

early days of molecular biology lies in its major importance for the study of extranuclear 

inheritance (13,14). In a now classical cross between Oenothera berteriana and O. odorata, 

evening primrose geneticists could show as early as the 1930 that a genetic determinant in the 

cytoplasm influences floral traits (15,16). The determinant was later called the mitochondrion, 

and in fact, the Oenothera system is famous for the possibility to separate the genetic effects 

of chloroplast and mitochondria from each other (13,16,17). This is in contrast to common 

models or crop species used in plant biology. Those display maternal co-inheritance of their 

cell organelles (14) and in those systems it is difficult, if not impossible, to genetically separate 

cytoplasmic effects of the chloroplast from that of the mitochondria (18). In Oenothera, 

however, biparental inheritance of chloroplasts, but uniparental inheritance of mitochondria is 

observed (14,16,19,20). Cytoplasmic effects in reciprocal crosses can therefore unequivocally 

be attributed to one of the two organelle genomes. This is one of the reasons, why Oenothera 

has developed into a model system for organelle genetics and population biology, in which, for 

example, aspects or hybrid incompatibly, organelle mediated adaptation, speciation, or 

organelle inheritance are studied (e.g. 21,22,23). Oenothera is one of the few examples for 

which plastid-borne cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) could be demonstrated (24) and is 

currently developing as a model to study organelle signalling involved in plant development 

(16). For these reasons, and also because putative extrakaryotic inheritance patterns of 

unknown origin have been described in Oenothera species (25,26,27,28), a high-quality 

mitochondrial genome sequence - that also includes structural information - is highly desirable.  

The aim of this study was the assembly and annotation of the mitochondrial genomes 

of three major experimental strains of the genus Oenothera, representing the species O. 

villaricae (referred to as O. berteriana in the genetic literature, see above), O. biennis, and O. 

elata. The latter two are closely related and belong to the North American subsection 

(Eu)Oenothera, whereas O. villaricae is a member of South American subsection Munzia, the 

sister subsection of subsection (Eu)Oenothera (Wagner et al. 2007). Assembling plant 

mitochondrial genomes can lead to a set of discontinuous and unconnected contigs, especially 

when recombinogenic repeat pairs, RRPs, are present. Typically, insert sizes of paired-end 

Illumina short NGS reads are shorter than the repeat size and therefore cannot span the repeats 

entirely. Since, usually, it is desired to generate, “the one and only” mitochondrial genome 
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(configuration), this is considered a disadvantage. However, this perceived “disadvantage” of 

discontinuous contigs as the outcome of a de novo assembler can, in fact, be turned into an 

advantage. As we will demonstrate here, it allows to highlight and investigate the true 

complexity of a plant mitochondrial genome. Instead of trying to deduce a circular 

configuration from a single contig, we are performing a graph-to-sequence conversion (i.e. 

deducing a much more complex sequence organization from a graph, Figure 1). For this, we 

have developed and are employing our newly developed Semi-Automated Graph-Based 

Assembly Curator (SAGBAC) bioinformatics data-processing pipeline. At the core of this 

pipeline, the novel Iterative Sequence Ends Identity Search (ISEIS) algorithm identifies contigs 

with identical sequences at their ends from a short-read de novo assembly. We assign them by 

blasting all contigs from the de novo assembly against each other. Then, an adjacency list is 

created. Such a list holds information on which contig ends overlap. This adjacency list is then 

used to construct an undirected graph, which can be visualized. From this, circular genome 

variants can be inferred (Figure 1). The obtained genome model is then employed to predict all 

possible genome configurations produced by the recombinogenic repeat pairs. This new 

assembly and visualization approach offers a technical solution to the assembly of the highly 

complex higher plant mitochondrial DNA. Its graph-based visualization provides a higher 

information content than the classical mini and master circle model. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Plant material 

Plant material used here was derived from the Oenothera germplasm collection harbored at the 

Max Planck Institute of Molecular Plant Physiology, Potsdam-Golm, Germany (29). 

Oenothera biennis strain suaveolens Grado (named hereafter O. biennis) (30) and O. elata ssp. 

hookeri strain johansen Standard (named hereafter O. elata) (31) belong to subsection 

Oenothera. Oenothera villaricae strain berteriana Schwemmle (syn: O. berteriana Erlangen, 

named hereafter O. villaricae) (15) is part of subsection Munzia. As abbreviations for the 

strains/species, the following code was used: berS = O. villaricae, suavG = O. biennis, johSt = 

O. elata). The line reassembles the original material used by Julius Schwemmle and Axel 

Brennicke. For details on the taxonomy of them, see (32-34). 

Plant cultivation 

Seeds were germinated in Petri dishes on wet filter paper supplemented with 0.05% (v/v) of 

Plant Preservative Mixture (Plant Cell Technology Store, Washington, DC, USA) at 27°C and 
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100-150 μE m-2 s-1 To obtain etiolated seedlings, Petri dishes were wrapped with aluminum 

foil immediately after germination when root tips became visible. After three days, material 

was harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen. If older material was needed, plants were grown 

to the appropriate developmental stage in a glasshouse at 22°C and 300-400 μE m-2 s-1 in a 16 

h photoperiod. 

Isolation of mitochondria 

Mitochondria were isolated from mature rosette leaves following a modified protocol from 

(35,36): First, our homogenization buffer was supplemented with 25 mM boric acid and 10 

mM EGTA. Both compounds effectively liquefy viscous homogenates from Oenothera leaf 

tissue (Peter Westhoff, personal communication). While boric acid reacts with 1,2-dihydroxy 

groups of polysaccharides (37), EGTA specifically chelates Ca2+ ions. Those are often 

associated with gelling properties of mucilage (38). In addition, in an essential mitochondria 

purification step, a triple Percoll density gradient (18%, 23%, 50%) was employed. 

During the isolation procedure all steps were performed at 4°C. 100 g of leaves tissue 

were incubated for approximately 30 min in ice water and dried using a salad spinner. 

Afterwards, 1 l of BoutHomX homogenization buffer (0.4 M sucrose, 50 mM Tris, 25 mM 

boric acid, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM KH2PO4, 1% [w/v] fat free BSA, 0.1% [w/v] PVP-40, pH 

7.6 with KOH, and 5 mM freshly supplemented β-mercaptoethanol) was added and leaves 

ground 5 x 5 sec in a razor blade grinder (Waring® Blender 8010E, Waring Commercial, New 

Hartford, NY, USA). The homogenate was filtered in 100 ml aliquots through two layers of 

mull (Verbandmull ZZ, Hartmann, Heidenheim, Germany) and one layer of Miracloth (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany), respectively. Then it was centrifuged in three 250 ml aliquots for 15 min 

at 5,000 x g. Chloroplast containing pellets were discarded and the supernatants centrifuged 

again for 20 min at 22,000 x g. Mitochondria pellets were then resuspended in 20 ml 

BoutWashY (0.4 M mannitol, 10 mM KH2PO4, 0.1% [w/v] fat free BSA, pH 7.6 with KOH) 

each, using a 30-cm2 Potter homogenizer (0.1 to 0.15 mm mill chamber tolerance; Wheaton, 

Millville, USA). Afterwards, solutions of re-suspended mitochondria were combined, 

dispensed on four 50 ml centrifugation tubes and volumes adjusted to 50 ml with BoutWashY. 

Following a centrifugation at 3,000 x g for 5 min the supernatant was used for further 

purification and centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 15 min. The obtained pellets were re-suspended 

with a brush in all together 8 ml of 0% Gradient Medium (0.3 M sucrose, 5 mM KH2PO4, 0.1% 

fat free BSA), tubes rinsed with 2 ml 0% Gradient Medium and the two solutions combined. 

Still unresolved mitochondria were homogenized in a 15-cm2 Potter homogenizer (0.1 to 0.15 
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mm mill chamber tolerance; Wheaton, Millville, USA). After this procedure, an additional 

centrifugation step at 3,000 x g for 5 min was performed. Then, the supernatant of the sample 

was split into halves and carefully loaded on two three-step density gradients (5 ml of 50% 

Percoll, 10 ml of 23% Percoll, and 5 ml of 18% Percoll in 0.3 M sucrose, 10 mM KH2PO4, and 

0.1% fat free BSA, pH 7.6 with KOH; freshly prepared in a 30 ml Corex tube). Gradients were 

centrifuged with decreased acceleration at 10,000 x g for 40 min and decelerated without using 

of the centrifuge brake. Intact mitochondria were extracted with a pipette from the bottom of 

the 23%-50% interphase. For washing, the mitochondria fraction was dissolved in 50 ml 

BoutWashY and centrifuged four times while reducing the volume in each centrifugation step. 

The pellet was finally diluted in an appropriated puffer for further analyses in an Eppendorf 

cap. Purity of the isolated mitochondria fraction were directly assessed by confocal microscopy 

(employing MitoTracker and DAPI staining to visualize mitochondria and broken nuclei, 

respectively; chloroplasts were detected based on their autofluorescence) and western blot 

analyses of marker proteins for the individual genetic compartments (COXII, CF1α/β, and 

H3ab). Real-time PCR on isolated mtDNA (see below) with appropriated markers probes 

showed an enrichment of mtDNA from ~1.5% in total DNA isolations to ~95% by our protocol. 

For details see (20). 

Mitochondrial DNA extraction 

Mitochondria pellets from above were re-suspended in TENTS buffer (100 mM Tris/HCl at 

pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.2% [v/v] Triton X-100; 1% [w/v] SDS) and incubated 

for 15 min at 60°C while shaking at 400 rpm. After adding 100 μl of a 10 mg/ml RNase A 

solution (50 U/mg; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Manheim, Germany) samples were incubated 

for 1.5 h at 37°C. Subsequently 100 μl of Proteinase K solution (10 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich, 

Steinheim, Germany) were added and samples placed over night at room temperature. Then, 

630 μl phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) were added, probes incubated for 10 min 

at room temperature and then centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 10 min. After this, the supernatant 

was removed, 630 μl chloroform added and samples were centrifuged again at 18,000 x g for 

10 min. Precipitation of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) was performed with 1/10 vol of 5 M 

NH4-acetate and 1 vol isopropanol over night at -20°C. After centrifugation for 45 min at 

20,000 x g, the pellet was washed two times with 70% v/v and 100% v/v ethanol and re-

suspended in 10 μl of 5 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.6.  
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Extraction of total DNA 

Total high-molecular weight DNA for PacBio sequencing was obtained from etiolated 

seedlings with a CTAB/phenol-based method. For Southern blotting, an IGEPAL/phenol-

based DNA isolation protocol was applied to plants at the early rosette stage (29). Both 

procedures, as well as subsequent purification of the DNA with anion-exchange columns, were 

published previously in (39). For PCR reactions, we used total DNA obtained with the DNeasy 

Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) applying minor modifications to the manufacture’s 

protocol as reported in (40). 

Extraction of total RNA 

Total RNA from the emerging fourth leaf of O. elata was isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in a protocol adjusted to the specific needs of 

Oenothera tissue that is rich in mucilage and phenolic compounds. In contrast to the previously 

published RNA isolation protocols for evening primrose (41,42), the procedure described here 

omits silica membrane columns and allows direct precipitation of RNA from aqueous solutions. 

Following this protocol, depending on tissue age, 25 - 75 mg leaf material are frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and ground using a mixer mill. Then 800 µl of IDS buffer (120 mM Tris/HCl at pH 

8.0, 120 mM EDTA at pH 8.0, 2.4% IGEPAL [v/v], 1.2% SDS [w/v], 1.2% PVP [w/v]) and 

200 µl of β-mercaptoethanol are added and the sample vortexed until the powder has 

completely dissolved. Subsequently, the homogenizate is incubated for 10 min at 60°C under 

medium shaking and cell debris removed by centrifugation at room temperature. Subsequently, 

the supernatant is mixed with 1.0 ml of TRIzol (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA) and incubated for 10 min at 60°C under medium shaking. Than the sample is 

incubated on ice for 5 min and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 min at 4°C. The upper phase is 

collected, treated with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) once, than repeatedly with acidic 

phenol:chlorophorm (5:1) at a pH of 4.5 until the interphase was clean, and then again with 

chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) twice. RNA is precipitated with 1 vol of isopropanol and 

washed in 75% of ethanol. To resolve the pellet in ddH2O, RNA is incubated for 10 min at 

60°C under medium shaking. 

Standard polymerase chain reaction 

PCR reactions were performed from total DNA using standard methods employing DreamTaq 

polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). All primers used in this work are 
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listed in Supplementary Table 2 and were obtained from Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, 

Germany). 

Detection of radiolabeled DNA via Southern blot 

3 µg of total DNA per sample was digested over night with appropriate restriction enzymes 

and subsequently separated on a 1% agarose gel. DNA was then transferred by a capillary 

transfer to a nylon membrane (Amersham Hybond-XL, GE Healthcare, UK) using 10x SSC 

buffer (1.5 M NaCl, 0.15 M sodium citrate, pH 7.0). After crosslinking, the membrane was 

prehybridized with Church buffer (1% BSA, 1 mM EDTA, 7% SDS, 0.5 N NaHPO4, pH 7.2) 

for 1 h at 65° C. Radiolabeled DNA probes derived from PCR products were used for detection 

of the corresponding DNA sequences. Labelling with 32P dCTPs was performed using the 

Maxiscript Kit (Ambion, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Radioactive probes were transferred into hybridization tubes containing the nylon membrane 

and Church buffer and incubated over night at 65°C. After three washing steps, once for 20 

min in Wash Solution I (2x SSC, 0.1% SDS) and twice for 20 min in Wash Solution II (0.5x 

SSC, 0.1% SDS), the radioactive signal was detected with the Radioisotope Image Analyser 

Typhoon Trio (GE Healthcare, UK) after 1 day incubation. For detecting very low signals, the 

membranes were incubated for 24-168 h at -80°C on Amersham HyperfilmTM-ECL (GE 

Healthcare, UK). 

Sanger sequencing 

Sanger sequencing of PCR products was done at Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, 

Germany). 

Next Generation Sequencing 

Next Generation Sequencing technologies, libraries, and DNA origin used in this work are 

summarized in Supplementary Table 1 and detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Roche 454 sequencing 

454 sequencing was performed at Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany). 100 ng of 

isolated mtDNA were pre-amplified using the GenomiPhi HY DNA Amplification Kit (GE 

Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK). Then, samples were nebulized, emulsionPCR performed 

and single-end read libraries sequenced on a Roche/GS FLX Titanium platform (Roche 

Diagnostics GmbH, Manheim, Germany). 
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Illumina paired-end sequencing of isolated mtDNA from O. elata 

Library preparation and sequencing was performed at the Max Planck Genome Centre 

Cologne, Germany. In brief, 100 ng mtDNA were initially fragmented by sonication (Covaris 

S2; Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA), followed by library preparation with NEBNext Ultra 

Directional DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). 

The latter included 9 cycles of PCR amplification. At all steps, quality and quantity were 

assessed via capillary electrophoresis (TapeStation; Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 

USA) and fluorometry (Qubit; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Libraries were 

immobilized and processed onto a flow cell with cBot (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) and 

subsequently sequenced on a HiSeq 3000 system (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) with 2x 150 

bp paired-end reads. 

Illumina paired-end sequencing of isolated mtDNA from O. biennis and O. villaricae 

Creation of shotgun libraries was done by using a commercially available kit (NEBNext DNA 

Sample Prep Master Mix Set 1; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). In brief, genomic 

DNA was fragmented using a Covaris E210 Instrument (Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA). Than 

end-repair, A-tailing and ligation of indexed Illumina Adapter, agarose gel size selection and 

amplification was performed. The resulting fragments were cleaned up, pooled and sequenced 

on a HiSeq 2000 at Eurofins MWG Operon (Ebersberg, Germany) with 2x 101 bp paired-end 

reads. 

Illumina mate pair sequencing of isolated mtDNA from O. elata 

A mate pair library was generated from mtDNA for paired end sequencing according to the 

protocol of the Nextera Mate Pair Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Due to 

the limited input DNA amount of 1 µg, the library was not additionally size-selected by e.g. 

Blue Pippin or SAGE Science. Sequencing-by-synthesis was performed on a HiSeq 3000 with 

2x 150 bp paired-end reads at the Max Planck Genome Centre Cologne, Germany. 

Illumina paired-end sequencing of ribosomal-depleted cDNA from O. elata 

Around 1 µg DNase treated total RNA of O. elata was sent for sequencing to the Max Planck 

Institute for Molecular Genetics (Berlin, Germany). The library preparation was done using 

Roche KAPA RNA HyperPrep with RiboErase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Manheim, 

Germany). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 system (Illumina, San 

Diego, CA, USA) with 2x 75 bp paired-end reads. 
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PacBio sequencing of total DNA from O. elata 

PacBio sequencing of total DNA of etiolated seedlings of O. elata was performed on a PacBio 

RS II sequencer (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA). For this, 5 µg of high molecular 

weight DNA (between 20 kb and 200 kb in size; see above) were used without further 

fragmentation to prepare five SMRTbell libraries with PacBio SMRTbell Template Prep Kit 1 

(Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's 

recommendations. The libraries were additionally size-selected with BluePippin (Sage 

Science, Beverly, MA, USA) to enrich for molecules larger than 10, 11 or 15 kb. Recovered 

libraries were again damage repaired and then sequenced on a total of 138 SMRT cells with 

P4-C2 or P6-C4v2 chemistry and by MagBead loading on the PacBio RSII system (Pacific 

Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) with 360 min movie length. 

De novo assembly of isolated mtDNA 

Illumina paired-end reads were trimmed with SeqtrimNext v2.0.62 using the plugins 

“PluginIndeterminants”, “PluginLowQuality”, and “PluginSizeTrim” 

(https://rubygems.org/gems/seqtrimnext). Before and after trimming, read quality was 

evaluated with FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc). Uncalled 

and low-quality bases were removed. The sff_extract software v0.3.0 

(https://bioinf.comav.upv.es/sff_extract) was utilized for Roche 454 data to trim 454-specific 

sequencing adapters, remove low quality bases and to convert sequence reads from SFF to 

FASTA format. Then, both pre-processed data sets (Illumina and 454) were used as input for 

four different de novo assemblers namely CLC, IDBA, MIRA, and Newbler, with Newbler 

operating on 454 data as input only. CLC v6.00 (part of the CLC Genomics Workbench, 

https://digitalinsights.qiagen.com/) and Newbler version 2.9 were executed using their 

graphical user interfaces with default parameters. IDBA_UD (from now on named “IDBA”) 

v1.1.1 was performed with Illumina Paired-end reads (-r option), 454 Roche single-end reads 

(-l option) and a k-mer range between 30 (--mink) and 90 (--maxk) incremented by 10 (--step) 

(43). MIRA 4.0.2 was run with a reduced Illumina data set (4 mio. pairs), using job mode 

“genome, denovo, accurate”, setting the parameters option to “-GE:not=20 -

DI:trt=/scratch_local -NW:cac=warn -OUT:rtd=yes”, adjusting the template_size option to 

“200-450” and incorporating the ancillary xml file generated by sff_extract (44).  

 For the de novo assembler evaluation, the definition of high-confidence contigs (HCC) 

differs to the one for the final pipeline: Sequences of a specific de novo assembler were blasted 
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against the sequences of all other three de novo assemblers and needed to be found by all 

assemblers. In detail, a sequence was called found if 90% of the contig bases were covered by 

any number of (sub)-sequences of another assembler contigs having an e-value lower than 1e-

40. For the final pipeline, high-confidence contigs were identified based on read-mapping 

statistic and length criteria as follows, Illumina data were mapped against the assembled 

contigs using BWA v0.7.15 (45). SAMtools v1.4 was used to create, sort and index the 

alignment data in BAM format. Contig-wise coverage was estimated with coverageBed 

(46,47). HCCs were then defined as those with contig size > 1 kb and coverage > 3000; for 

details see Results and Figure 5). This change of the HCC definition is necessary to be 

independent of an inter-assembler comparison and is possible by the upstream mitochondrial 

isolation protocol. 

Afterwards, to build the mtDNA assembly graph, the Iterative Sequence Ends Identity 

Search (ISEIS) pipeline, developed here, was applied to the assembled contigs. The ISEIS core 

algorithm takes an all against all BLASTN search result (48) of the assembled contigs (all 

contigs including high and low quality contigs) and filters for significant end-to-end hits 

(hitting at the very end of contigs; for the de novo assembly evaluation a range of 300 bp at the 

ends for MIRA, IDBA, and CLC, 600 bp for Newbler were tolerated) with at least 49 bp with 

the respective termini and orientation/strand combinations within the sequence alignments as 

mentioned in Supplementary Figure 4). By this, an adjacency list of linked contig ends is 

created. As entry points for an iterative breadth-first search for connected components, HCCs 

from above were allowed only. By starting the search on HCCs only, low-confidence contigs 

will be integrated into the connected component only if connected to HCCs. Otherwise, they 

are discarded. The obtained graph consists of contig termini as vertices connected via edges, i) 

when on the same contig, and ii) when connected other contigs via overlapping contig ends. 

As detailed in the text, from this undirected graph (from now on named “IDBA graph”) 

consecutive recombinogenic repeat pairs can be identified and the mitochondrial genome 

sequence reconstructed semi-automatically in the FASTA format. The R-package igraph was 

used for graph visualization (49). 

Naming conventions 

De novo assembly contigs generated by IDBA were renamed using the abbreviations berS (O. 

villaricae), suavG (O. biennis) and johSt (O. elata) for the different strains as introduced at the 

beginning of the Methods section. Contigs of IDBA were sorted by length in descending order 
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and indexed in ascending order. PCR primers and southern blot probes were named using the 

indices of the corresponding contigs for which they were designed for. 

Validation of mtDNA enrichment 

To assess the level of nuclear and chloroplast DNA contamination in the isolated mtDNA 

samples, paired-end data were mapped with BWA v0.7.12 (45) against the complete set of 

contigs generated by the IDBA de novo assembly of all three species. For coverage analysis, 

SAMtools v1.4 was used to create, sort and index the alignment data in BAM format as well 

as to generate read counts per contig statistics using idxstats (46). Contigs that were part of the 

final IDBA graphs were defined as mitochondrial. Plastidial contigs were identified via 

BLASTN (48) by comparing them to the available chloroplast sequences (O. elata, O. biennis 

and O. villaricae; GenBank accessions: AJ271079.4, EU262889.2 and KX118606.1, 

respectively). The remaining contigs were determined as derived from the nucleus. 

Pairwise BLASTN alignments to identify sequence homologies 

Pairwise BLASTN alignments were performed using Circoletto v15.10.12 (50), a wrapper 

program executing legacy NCBI blastall v2.2.26 with default parameters 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279671) and visualizing the BLASTN outcome 

with Circos v0.62.1 (51). 

Stoichiometric analysis of recombinatoric repeats at the individual double forks 

Nextera tagmentation adapters were removed from the mate pair data of the isolated O. elata 

mtDNA using Nextclip v1.3 (52). Remaining clipped reads were aligned afterwards with BWA 

v0.7.15 (45) against the contigs of the O. elata IDBA graph. SAMtools v1.4 (46) was then used 

to create, sort and index the alignment data in BAM format. Only pairs where both mates map 

to different contigs were counted and kept for further analysis. As the contigs within the IDBA 

graph can vary in size between hundreds of bases and many dozens of kilobases, the mate pair 

fragments can span more than one contig by their large insert size. To overcome this issue, so-

called contig chains were defined by extending the contig-repeat-contig (CRC) at both ends till 

the next occurring recombinogenic repeat pair (RRP) within the graph (Supplementary Figure 

5). With this approach it is possible to count the number of reads spanning one of the four CRC 

combinations for each identified “double fork” within the IDBA graph. 

In addition to the stoichiometric analysis of the mate pair data set, PacBio long-reads 

generated from a total DNA library from O. elata (see above) were taken to calculate the 
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stoichiometric distribution among the different CRC combinations. PacBio-specific bax files 

containing the information of the polymerase reads were converted with bax2bam to generate 

a SMRT Link pipeline v5 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) or higher compatible 

input. PacBio circular consensus sequences (CCS) were called with pbcss from the polymerase 

reads to correct for PacBio-specific errors (mostly 1 bp indels) with the following relaxed 

parameters: --minPredictedAccuracy 0.75, --maxDropFraction 0.5, --minPasses 0. CCS bam 

files were then converted to FASTA format using bam2fasta to obtain a BLAST compatible 

sequence format. The programs bax2bam, pbccs and bam2fasta are part of SMRT Link v5.0.1 

program suite (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA) used in this approach. Afterwards, 

all CCS reads were blasted against all sequences included in the IDBA graph of O. elata 

employing NCBI blastall v2.2.26 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279671) with 

default parameters. Three different data sets were filtered from the overall BLASTN outcome 

remaining only hits longer than 100, 170 and 180 bp, respectively, for further analysis. These 

different subsets of BLASTN hits is necessary to reduce short hit contamination (100 bp) and 

to get an estimator of cross-mappings to contig ends of the other CRC combinations (170 bp 

and 180 bp) in the tab-delimited output table. 

 To identify and count CCS reads, which are consistent with our model of the IDBA 

graph and, in particular, fit our predicted CRCs, three steps were essential: (1) As a CCS read 

can be hit by more than one IDBA-graph contig, resulting in an unsorted multi-row entry, the 

BLASTN outcome was sorted by the CCS read identifier and the start position of the query 

sequence where the hit was positioned; bash command: sort -k1,1 -k7,7n blastfile 

>sorted.blastfile. (2) To facilitate a straightforward search for each CRC string (e.g. 

“contig_1,repeat_4,contig_2”) BEDTools groupBy v2.20.0 (47) was applied to group the 

BLASTN outcome by the identifier of each CCS read. By this, the multi-row entry can be 

condensed into one row by summarizing the following columns with a specific operation in 

brackets: hit id (collapse), hit id (count_distinct), alignment length (sum) and length of IDBA 

graph contig (distinct); bash command: groupBy -i sorted.blastfile -g 1 -c 2,2,4,13 -o collapse, 

count_distinct,sum,distinct >collapsed.blastfile. (3) Finally, a custom Perl script was 

implemented to collapse identical neighboured IDBA-graph contig identifiers, as both, the 

“collapse” and the “distinct” operation of BedTools cannot conduct this task. “collapse” on the 

one hand just concatenates the identifiers (even if neighboring identifiers are the identical) 

whereas “distinct” does not preserve the order of contigs, which is essential for CRC 

identification in our approach. Lastly, the percentage of covered CCS sequence by the IDBA 

graph contigs was calculated. Only those CCSs were kept whose sequences fully align to the 
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IDBA graph contigs, and, to deal with PacBio sequencing errors, have at least 95% identity 

and are 5 kb long. CCS reads considered to be of nuclear origin we excluded from further 

analysis (Supplementary Figure 6). The final, condensed output was then screened by Linux 

command “grep” for the comma-separated CRC-identifier string (example see above) and 

counted. 

Mitochondrial genome annotation, visualization 

Mitochondrial genome sequences were annotated with a complex annotation scheme, 

illustrated in Supplementary Figure 3 and organized in three stages: (a) Initial data generation, 

(b) Filtering and cross validation between the generated datasets and (c) Merging filtered and 

validated data. Tools, which are available at chlorobox.mpimp-golm.mpg.de, assisted in the 

process of annotating organellar genomes (GeSeq), converting between different file formats 

(GBSON, a GenBank JSON converter), drawing organelle genome maps (OGDraw) as well as 

preparing GenBank files for NCBI submission (GB2sequin). 

 The first stage of the annotation scheme corresponded to the creation of the different 

datasets which focus on different genome feature types (protein coding genes, pseudogenes, 

tRNAs, rRNAs as well as open reading frames) from distinct organelle origin (plastid and 

mitochondrion). First, GeSeq v1.82 was applied on the mitochondrial input sequences in two 

different ways (53). For the annotation of the mitochondrial genes (GeSeq Mt run), six land 

plant species were selected covering a variety of angiosperms from within the rosids clade 

(Arabidopsis thaliana NC_037304.1, Geranium maderense NC_027000.1 and Vitis vinifera 

NC_012119.1), including the only two species of the myrtales order from which the 

mitochondrial genomes are known (Eucalyptus grandis NC_040010.1, Lagerstroemia indica 

NC_035616.1) as well as a gymnosperm (Cycas taitungensis NC_010303.1) as an outgroup. 

In the same GeSeq run, sequences of the recombinogenic repeats were uploaded as FASTA 

Nucleotide and tRNA de novo prediction with tRNAscan-SE v2.0.5 (Lowe and Chan, 2016) 

was activated. Plastidial pseudogenes were identified in a second run of GeSeq (GeSeq Pt run) 

using the respective plastidial genome of the three investigated Oenothera species (O. 

villaricae KX118606.1, O. biennis EU262889.2 and O. elata AJ271079.4) as database. rRNAs 

were identified by a simple BLASTN search with default parameters but allowing only the best 

hit using the NCBI entries X61277.1 (rrn5 and rrn18) as well as X02559.1 (rrn26) as queries. 

An rRNA-depleted Illumina paired-end RNA-seq dataset of O. elata was used to construct an 

RNA editome, to evaluate all exon-exon boundaries of the GeSeq-based gene predictions as 

well as to generate an expression profile. For that the RNA-seq data were mapped against the 
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final mitochondrial sequence of this species using STAR v2.7.0a (54). To generate an unbiased 

mapping result, the previously GeSeq-generated annotation was not included during the 

genome indexing step of STAR (--genomeSAindexNbases 8 --genomeChrBinNbits 18) nor 

used in the mapping step itself. Nevertheless the coverage of each GeSeq-determined exonic 

position was computed applying samtools mpileup with the -l option on the exon entries within 

the GeSeq annotation file only. In parallel, instead of counts per gene, the mitochondrial 

genome was segmented into 250bp pieces using windowMaker from the bedtools suite (47). 

Afterwards, coverageBed was applied on the generated 250bp segments bed file and the 

alignment bam file to count reads per segment. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were 

called using freebayes v1.0.2 with default parameters, annotated with snpEff v4.3k (55) and 

filtered exclusively for C>T and G>A SNPs. Open reading frames were predicted using 

ORFfinder v0.4.3 with default parameters but allowing only ATG as start codon (-s 0). 

 In the second stage of the annotation scheme, the focus lay on filtering of and on cross-

validation between the generated datasets. For single-exonic genes predicted open-reading 

frames were intersected with the CDS entries of the GeSeq Mt run using intersectBed allowing 

only those intersections which have the same start and end positions (-f 1 -F 1). Genes that 

fulfill these criteria were instantly tagged as verified protein-coding genes. For all other genes, 

where the ORFs are longer or shorter than the BLAT hits, these ORFs were fed into a BLASTP 

search on NCBI and in parallel examined within the IGV viewer v2.5.3, for example, if stop 

codons were present within the BLAT hit regions (56). This visualization approach was also 

used for the evaluation of the exon-exon boundaries of the multi-exonic genes taking the 

mapped RNA-seq data into account. For the trans-spliced genes, additionally available data on 

NCBI as well as the information within the corresponding papers were considered as follows: 

nad1 (AH003143.2, (12)), nad2 (AH003694.2, (57)) and nad5 (exon a & b: X07566, exon c: 

X60046.1, exon d and e: X6004691, (58)). Because of the shortness of exon c of nad5 this 

sequence was separately searched on the mitochondrial genomes using BLASTN v0.2.26 with 

an e-value cutoff of 1e-03. Within the tRNAscanSE-predicted tRNAs, only those were 

considered to be true which have a score equal or greater than 30, have no undetermined anti-

codon (trnNull-NNN) and have not a fragmented BLAT hit by GeSeq. To distinguish between 

plastidial and mitochondrial originated tRNAs, tRNA entries of both GeSeq runs were 

intersected via intersectBed. Those intersections, where the plastidial locus is covered 100% 

by the BLAT search itself, were defined to be derived from plastidial origin and all other tRNAs 

are set to be of mitochondrial origin. A similar approach was used to discriminate between 

mitochondrial and plastidial pseudogenes. Only those BLAT hits from the GeSeq Pt runs that 
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do not overlap with genes from the GeSeq Mt run or are shorter than there corresponding BLAT 

hits from the GeSeq Mt run were designated to be plastidial pseudogenes. Intersected BLAT 

hits, where the BLAT hits coverage is low in both GeSeq runs, were tagged as mitochondrial 

pseudogenes. 

 In the third stage of the annotation pipeline, filtered and cross-validated datasets were 

collected and re-processed in different ways: All decisions made by all the different 

investigations within both GeSeq runs were collected and used as input in a custom-developed 

Perl script in order to manipulate the initial json files that were generated during the GeSeq 

runs. Also for the RNA editome, a custom perl script was written to extract all relevant 

information from the VCF file created by snpEff to generate the Supplementary table XY as 

well as a json file. All three json files (GeSeq Mt and Pt run as well as RNA editome) were 

combined to serve as input for the GBSON to GenBank converting tool. 

The finalized annotation was used to create a mitochondrial genome map using 

OGDRAW v1.3 (59,60) with a user-defined configuration XML file to include identified 

plastidial pseudogenes and important repetitive elements. In parallel, the final GenBank 

annotation file was again pre-processed using GB2sequin (61) for the NCBI submission. 

RESULTS 

The metagenome assembler IDBA works best for mtDNA assemblies 

To reduce the complexity of the input DNA, we generated our sequencing data from highly 

pure mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) enriched by cell fractionation (Material and Methods, and 

below). The intent was to reduce possible contaminations by nuclear mitochondrial DNA 

(NUMTs;(62)), i.e. segments of mitochondrial genomes, translocated in the nucleus that are 

commonly present throughout the plant kingdom. Two Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) 

datasets were generated, Illumina paired-end and Roche 454 single-end. The sequencing data 

of O. villaricae were used to perform a de novo assembly evaluation of four different 

assemblers: CLC (Qiagen), IDBA (43), MIRA (44), and Newbler (Roche). Those were chosen 

to cover a wide range of implemented algorithms (OLC (Newbler) and De Bruijn graph 

(IDBA)), data input options (stand-alone (Newbler) or hybrid assemblers (CLC, IDBA and 

MIRA)), availability (open source (MIRA and IDBA) and commercial software (CLC and 

Newbler)), and area of application (i.e. meta-genomics, IDBA). The raw assembly outcome 

ranged from 14 contigs (Newbler; cumulative genome size of 424,082 bp) to 847 contigs (CLC; 

969,165 bp), 883 contigs (IDBA, 1,057,763 bp), and up to 1540 contigs (MIRA; 1,243,023 bp). 
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To assess, which assembler creates valid contigs, i.e. contigs whose sequences overlap 

at their ends, an all against all sequence alignment was generated with BLASTN. The BLAST 

output then served as input for our ISEIS algorithm that represents the first step of the 

SAGBAC pipeline: the starting point for the first iteration were so-called high confidence 

contigs (HCC), which (for the O. villaricae data set) we defined as contigs produced by all 

assemblers. We identified these contigs in the BLAST-result table and compared their ends to 

the ends of the remaining ones to find overlaps. In the second iteration, we then searched for 

overlaps of these new contigs with the contigs left in the BLAST table. The iterative process 

proceeded until no overlaps to any new contigs were found. As a result, an adjacency list of 

linked contig ends was created, which can be visualized as a graph with appropriate R packages 

such as igraph (49). It should be emphasized that the only exit criterion for the data-driven 

ISEIS algorithm is the absence of any new overlaps between contig ends. Thus, the outcome 

can be a linear/chromosome-like or a circular graph. The resulting graphs coming from the 

four de novo assembly raw outputs differ drastically (Supplementary Figure 1). CLC yielded 

almost exclusively isolated contigs (HCCs without any sequence overlap with other contigs). 

Using Newbler, all contigs were connected at least once, although some contigs’ ends remained 

unconnected. MIRA harbors most contigs within its graph. However, it yielded a large number 

of unconnected contig ends, leading to a complexity that can no longer be inspected by eye. 

Only IDBA, conceptually designed to assemble meta-genomes, was able to generate a set of 

contigs that was fully connected to each other. Strikingly, it produced a circular graph. We, 

therefore, continued to work with IDBA and further generated the IDBA assemblies for the 

other two Oenothera species O. biennis and O. elata. 

Oenothera mtDNA sequence reads assemble into circular graphs 

Comparing the raw assemblies of the three Oenothera species, it is conspicuous that the number 

of contigs ranges from 883 for O. villaricae, to 4,381 for O. biennis, to 20,317 contigs for O. 

elata. The sum of all contig sizes ranged from 1,057,763 bp, to 2,346,337, and 18,986,762 bp, 

respectively (Table 1). In both assembly metrics, the numbers differed by one order of 

magnitude for O. elata, when compared to O. villaricae or O. biennis. As discussed below, this 

is a result of a much higher contamination of the initial DNA, containing segments of the 

nuclear and chloroplast genomes. Unlike the case for O. villaricae, the initial IDBA assemblies 

of O. elata and O. biennis, (this time HCCs were defined by read coverage (3000x) and contig 

length (1 kb); see Material and Methods for details), no circular graph structure was obtained. 

We therefore compared the IDBA graphs to their respective plastid genomes available from  
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the assembly, annotation, and RNA editing outcomes. 
1 RNA editome available for O. elata only, as only for that species, rRNA-depleted Illumina 

data were available. a All three mitochondrial rRNAs are localized on the large repeat, which 

was identified in O. elata 

 

 Metric O. villaricae O. biennis O. elata 

A
ss

em
b

ly
 

raw assembly [# contigs] 883 4,381 20,317 

raw assembly [bp] 1,057,763 2,346,377 18,986,762 

IDBA graph [# contigs] 21 38 45 

IDBA graph [size] 408,260 419,446 418,451 

Reconstructed 

Master circle [bp] 

408,744 424,132 449,216 

GC content 46.70% 46.70% 46.70% 

A
n

n
o
ta

ti
o
n

 

Protein coding genes 35 

tRNA 14 (Mt origin) 

7 (Pt origin) 

rRNA 3 (3 unique) 6a (3 unique) 

Coding genes with introns 8 

of which are trans-spliced 3 

R
N

A
 e

d
it

in
g

1
 

# RNA editing sites NA 681 

on genes NA 511 

Non-synonymous NA 472 

of which have gained a pre-

mature stop codon 

NA 3 

on double edited codons NA 22(11) 

synonymous NA 39 

NCBI (O. elata, O. biennis and O. villaricae; GenBank accessions: AJ271079.4, EU262889.2 

and KX118606.1, respectively), as well as to the contigs that are part of the IDBA graph of O. 

villaricae. From this it was obvious, that plastidial contigs were integrated/connected within/to 

the two graphs and that some misassemblies have occurred. Curation of the IDBA graphs 

included (1) removal of plastidial subgraphs, (2) removal of small and low coverage contigs, 

and (3) correcting obvious misassemblies and falsely connected contigs by removing affected 

edges from the graph. The filtering steps are illustrated in Figure 2. After curation, the number 

of contigs were 21 for O. villaricae, 38 for O. biennis, and 45 for O. elata, respectively, with 

respective cumulative length of 408,260 bp, 424,132 bp, and 418,451 bp, respectively, in line 

with published size estimations of the Oenothera mitochondrial genome of approximately 400 

kb (63).  
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Figure 2. Graph curation pipeline from raw to final graphs for the IDBA assemblies of 

three Oenothera species. For each IDBA assembly, an adjacency list is generated by the ISEIS 

algorithm that can be used for the construction of an undirected graph. Each contig is defined 

by two vertices (s=start, e=end) linked by a red edge. An overlapping event between two 

different contig ends is represented by a gray edge. Curation steps conducted with ISEIS are as 

follows: (i) Remove plastidial subgraph: Contigs, identified by a BLASTN search using 

available Oenothera plastomes. (ii) Contig correction: Check for misassemblies, check 

unlinked contigs for any plausible reasons, concatenate contigs for comparison of RRPs among 

species. (iii) Remove small and low coverage contigs: Contigs, which are so small that they 

are fully-covered by their neighboring contigs or have a low coverage and therefore likely 

originated from the nucleus. (iv) Correction of falsely connected contigs with Illumina Mate-

Pair and PacBio data: Grey edges in O. elata were removed, where the Illumina Mate Pair and 

PacBio data do not corroborate the connectivity of the participating contigs. Gray boxes show 

the start point at which each raw IDBA graph is starting at within the curation pipeline. Black 

arrows illustrate the skipped steps, which are not necessary for that species. 

 

 

Figure 3. Identification of recombinogenic repeat pairs and master circle reconstruction 

in O. villaricae. (A) Identification of recombinogenic repeat pairs: Each contig is defined by 

two vertices (s=start, e=end) that are linked by a red edge within the graph. An overlapping 

event between two different contig ends is represented by a grey edge. Highlighted blue are 

those contigs that are embedded in a “double fork”-like structure (Figure 1c) and thus represent 

the recombinogenic repeat pairs. (B) Manual detection of paths through the graph in three steps 

following the arrows and using two rules: First, end the path at the same contig as you started 

and, second, each repeat should be traversed only twice. Path: Starting at the star-tagged contig 

following the blue path, then the yellow and finishing with the pink path ending at the second 

vertex of the star-tagged contig.  
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Identification and comparison of repetitive elements in the mitochondrial genome of 

Oenothera species 

Using the obtained graphs as starting point, the recombinogenic repeat pairs (RRPs) could now 

easily be identified from the graph by eye, as illustrated exemplarily in Figure 3a for O. 

villaricae. Their number varies between the three species. Oenothera villaricae and O. biennis 

harbor six, while O. elata contains five repeat pairs (Table 2). The RRPs can be divided by 

their length distribution into two groups: intermediate-size repeats ranging from 171 bp to 479 

bp and long-size repeats ranging between 825 bp to 1625 bp. In the three species, the contigs  

Table 2. Recombinogenic repeat pair sets of three Oenothera species. Listed are all 

recombinogenic repeat pairs (RRP) identified in three different Oenothera species and their 

occurrence within the three species. Black: sequence exists as recombinogenic repeat pair 

within in a species included in the IDBA graph; blue: sequence remained only once in the 

IDBA-graph as a singleton contig; Bold rows: shared repeats among all three Oenothera 

species. johSt_3550 represents the nad6 gene locus (green), which is split into three contigs in 

O. villaricae and O. biennis as an alternative contig is present in these two species (Figure 4). 

For comparison reasons, the contig between the two RRPs is added (purple) including the 

overall length of the nad6 locus; LSR=Long-size repeat; ISR=Intermediate-size repeat. p.o.c.= 

sequence is present only once, which is part of another contig. a,b Note, contig suavG_4381 and 

johSt_1348 originally consist of four and two contigs, respectively, that were concatenated to 

be comparable to the other two respective species in this table. c, listed are genes, which are 

extending into the RRP, or the RRP is, as a whole, part of the gene. 

 

Repeat 

type 
O. villaricae length O. biennis length O. elata length genec 

LSR berS_121 1337 suavG_4381a 1316 johSt_1348b 1352 atp9 

 p.o.c.  p.o.c.  johSt_1564 1151 atp6 

LSR p.o.c.  suavG_152 1625 p.o.c.   

ISR1/ 

LSR2 

berS_4431 475 suavG_11161 479 

johSt_35502 825 nad6 
+berS_762 

(305) 

821 +suavG_2154 

(285) 

825 

berS_7951 239 suavG_23111 239 

ISR berS_518 432 p.o.c.  p.o.c.   

ISR berS_539 421 suavG_1464 397 johSt_12875 397  

ISR 
berS_773 300 

suavG_2483 

suavG_2457 

201 

206 

johSt_20315 

johSt_20310 

201 

206 

rpl2 

ISR p.o.c.  suavG_1599 370 johSt_14298 370  

ISR p.o.c.  suavG_4379 260 johSt_20236 261 atp1 

ISR p.o.c.  p.o.c.  johSt_20316 171 nad5 

sum 1 LSR 

+ 5 ISR 

 1 LSR 

+ 5 ISR 

 1 LSR 

+ 4 ISR 
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berS_121, suavG_152, and johSt_3550 represent the long-size repeats. Those are considered 

to confer frequent and reversible recombination events that lead to a simultaneous presence of 

master- and smaller sub-circles (64). Each of the three Oenothera species has its own unique 

long-size repeat. Furthermore, we found eight intermediate-size repeats of which three are 

shared among all species (Table 2, marked bold). Mitochondrial intermediate-size repeats have 

been found to recombine infrequently but are believed to be part of the break-induced 

replication pathway (BIR) and can lead to further complexity of mtDNA (65). The long-size 

repeat johSt_3550 of O. elata harbors the nad6 (NADH dehydrogenase subunit 6) gene. 

Interestingly, in O. villaricae and O. biennis gene and long-size repeat are split into three 

contigs (berS_443, berS_762, berS_795 and suavG_1116, suavG_2154, suavG_2311, 

respectively). Here, genome configurations are possible that incorporate an alternative 

sequence (berS_156 or suavG_433) into the nad6 gene by replacing the contigs berS_795 or 

suavG_2154, respectively (see Figure 4 for details). Interestingly, the loss of the alternative 

sequence creates the long-size repeat of O. elata. The next step after RRP identification was 

the reconstruction of the master circle. 

 

 

Figure 4. Identification of an alternative nad6 locus. Occurrence of an alternative sequence 

(contig) within the nad6 gene locus, which is directly apparent from the IDBA graph itself. 

Visualized are the contigs making up the nad6 gene locus within the final, curated IDBA graphs 

of the investigated Oenothera species. The fully functional nad6 gene consists of the contigs 

in blue (representing the RRPs) and light blue, whereas the contig in red represents an 

alternative sequence which is present in O. villaricae and O. biennis, but is absent in O. elata, 

where only the native nad6 gene as RRP exists. (*) indicates shared start codon of both nad6 

isoforms, whereas ($) and (#) mark different stop codons of the fully functional and alternative 

nad6 isoform, respectively. 
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Master circle reconstruction and genome comparison 

To obtain a master circle for the mitochondrial genome from the curated IDBA graph, two rules 

for traversing the graph were set initially. (i) While imposing circularity, start and termination 

vertex (a vertex is a node within a graph that connects objects) need to be identical, but should 

be traversed from different edges. (ii) Each repeat should be traversed at least twice. This can 

be easily realized for the graph of O. villaricae (Figure 3b). However, the graphs of O. biennis 

and O. elata appeared to be more complex. To close the path for the O. biennis graph, a large 

contig needs to be traversed twice (suavG_41; 4,703 bp). It was not identified as a repeat by 

the ISEIS algorithm, because it is not embedded within a double, but within a single fork. In 

addition, one repeat (suavG_1599) was traversed three times. For the graph of O. elata, it was 

necessary to pass a stretch of the three contigs twice (johSt_124, johSt_67, johSt_126). In all 

cases, involved contigs have the highest read coverage when mapping the initial Illumina 

paired-end reads to them that were used for the de novo assembly. We are therefore confident 

that the proposed genome models are valid (Supplementary Table 3). 

The sizes of the three reconstructed mitochondrial genomes range from 409 to 449 kb 

with an average GC content of 46.7% (Table 1) for all three. This places them among the top-

20 GC-rich species of the 284 mitochondrial land plant genomes published thus far (NCBI as 

of September 2021). A sequence alignment of all three genomes using AliTV (66) shows nearly 

100% sequence identity between O. biennis and O. elata, not taking structural variation into 

account, however. Comparison of O. villaricae with O. elata reveals that 12 kb (3.0%) of O. 

elata are unique to it, whereas 27 kb (6.0%) of O. villaricae are not present in O. elata 

(Supplementary Figure 2). Next, we validated the proposed structure by independent wet lab 

and bioinformatics analyses. 

Read coverage of the IDBA graph supports mitochondrial origin  

As previously mentioned, the NGS libraries used for the assemblies were derived from highly 

pure mtDNA obtained by cell fractionation. Due to an improved triple Percoll sucrose gradient 

the employed mitochondrial fractions were largely depleted from chloroplast and nuclear DNA 

contaminations (Dotzek, 2016; and Material and Methods for details). Consequently, the 

contigs integrated into the final IDBA graphs have one or even two orders of magnitude higher 

coverage than most of the remaining contigs of the assemblies, which, therefore, likely 

represent the still present residual contamination that was not integrated into the graph. For the 

chloroplast genomes, this could be verified by BLAST analyses against the corresponding 

plastome sequence present in NCBI (AJ271079.4, EU262889.2, and KX118606.1; also see 
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above). All other contigs, neither found in the IDBA graph nor mapped against the plastid 

genome, were considered nuclear DNA contamination (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Length-normalized coverage distribution among IDBA contigs for three 

Oenothera species. Shown are the contig-length-normalized coverage distributions for the 

IDBA contigs after mapping the Illumina paired-end reads to them and as a function of contig 

length, Black=nuclear; green=plastidial; red=mitochondrial. 

The IDBA graph contains the canonical set of mtDNA genes – annotation homology 

search 

Following mitochondrial genome reconstruction we employed GeSeq (53) for sequence 

annotation of all genomes. Besides determination of coding regions, this proved an important 

step to validate genome completeness. For this, a complex multi-staged annotation scheme was 

applied (Supplementary Figure 3) and annotations were visualized with OGDRAW (60) 

(Figure 6). First, we could show an even distribution of genes over the whole sequence of all 

three genomes and on both strands. A set of conserved genes, considered essential for the 

mitochondria genomes of most land plants, was found in all three investigated Oenothera 

species. Specifically, genes encoding the oxidative phosphorylation complexes (nad1-6, 4L, 7, 

9; sdh4; cob; cox1-3; atp1, 4, 6, 8, 9), all three rRNA genes (rrn5, rrn18, and rrn26), and 

several ribosomal proteins (rps1, 3, 4, 13, 14, 19 and rpl2, 5, 10, 16) were identified. Also, 

mttB (a membrane transport protein), matR (maturase), ccm (cytochrome c biogenesis), and 

additionally, 16 plastidial pseudogenes, psaA, psbB ,psbC, psbD, psbE, psbF, rbcL, rps4, rps11, 

rps12, rps14, ycf2, ycf3 and all three plastidial rRNAs, were detected. Besides nad1 and nad2, 

also nad5 is trans-spliced (12,57,58). Twenty-four different tRNA genes were initially 

identified with tRNAscan-SE v2.0.5 (67). Four of them were identified as false positives 

reflected by their corresponding fragmented-only BLAT hits (see below); seven were of 

plastidic origin and translocated from this genome. The remaining 13 are of true mitochondrial  
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Table 3. Gene content of all three investigated Oenothera mitochondrial genomes. Genes 

with multiple exons are denoted with the number of exons shown in parenthesis, trans-spliced 

genes are indicated with an *. r These genes are present in two copies in O. elata as they are 

located on the large repeat identified. a rpl6 carries an internal stop codon but can be transcribed 

using an alternative start codon GUG downstream from the ATG start codon. b mttB lacks its 

normal start codon but an alternative GUG start codon can be created via RNA editing.  

 

Gene set Members of the gene set 

Complex I nad1 (5*) nad2 (5*) nad3 nad4 (4) nad4L 

 nad5 (5*) nad6 nad7 (5) nad9  

Complex II sdh4         

Complex III cob     

Complex IV cox1 cox2 cox3     

Complex V atp1 atp4 atp6 atp8 atp9 

Cytochrome C 

biogenesis 

ccmB ccmC ccmFC (2) ccmFN   

Ribosomal large 

subunits 

rpl2 (2) rpl5 rpl10 rpl16
a
  

Ribosomal 

small subunits 

rps1 rps3 rps4 rps13 rps14 

rps19         

Intron maturase matR     

Protein 

translocase 

mttB
b
         

Plastidial 

pseudogenes 

4.5S rRNA 16S rRNA 23S rRNA rbcL psaA 

psbB psbC psbD psbE psbF 

rps4 rps11 rps12 rps14 ycf2 

ycf4     

rRNA 5S rRNA 

(x3)
r
 

18S rRNA 

(x2)
r
 

26 rRNA 

(x2)
r
 

    

Mt-originated 

tRNAs 

tRNA-Cys 

(GCA) 

tRNA-Gln 

(TTG) 

tRNA-Glu 

(TTC) 

tRNA-Gly 

(GCC) 

tRNA-Ile 

(CAT) 

tRNA-Lys 

(TTT) 

tRNA-fMet 

(CAT) 

(x2)
r
 

tRNA-Phe 

(GAA) 

tRNA-Pro 

(TGG) 

tRNA-Ser 

(GCT) 

tRNA-Ser 

(TGA) 

tRNA-Tyr 

(GTA) 

   

Pt-originated 

tRNAs 

tRNA-Asn 

(GTT) 

tRNA-Asp 

(GTC) 

tRNA-His 

(GTG) 

tRNA-Met 

(CAU) 

tRNA-Ser 

(GGA) 

tRNA-Trp 

(CCA) 

tRNA-Val 

(GAC) 
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origin, which could be confirmed by full-length BLAT hits, when blasted against the six chosen 

plant mitochondrial genomes (for details see material and methods). A list of all genes present 

on the Oenothera mitochondrial genomes is provided in Table 3. 

 

Figure 6. Gene map and gene expression atlas of the O. elata mitochondrion. A circular 

representation of the mitochondrial genome of O. elata is shown, generated by OGDRAW. 

The input sequence starts at “3 o’clock” moving counter-clockwise. All types of essential 

mitochondrial complexes, the identified recombinogenic repeat pairs as well as mitochondrial 

and plastidial pseudogenes are described in the legend along with their color code. Outer circle 

histogram: Gene expression along the mitochondrion (log2 coverage for each 250bp genome 

segment). 
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The IDBA graph contains the canonical set of mtDNA genes – expressed genes and RNA 

editome 

In parallel to the annotation based on homology searches or tRNA prediction, an rRNA-

depleted Illumina paired-end RNA-seq dataset was used to create an expression atlas (read 

coverage profile) along the mitochondrial genome of O. elata (Figure 6). When compared to 

the GeSeq annotation, all 33,779 unique exonic positions of protein coding genes were covered 

by the RNA-seq data. This supports the high accuracy of the homology-search based 

annotation, as well as that of the assembly.  

 Besides the expression profile, additionally, an RNA editome was generated 

(Supplementary Table 4). In total, 681 RNA editing sites were identified in O. elata, from 

which 511 are located in protein-coding genes. 472 non-synonymous editing sites led to non-

synonymous changes of amino acids, including three non-sense mutations (gain of stop codons) 

(ccmFCeU1315R*, atp9eU223R* and atp6eU844Q*). Thirty-nine synonymous RNA editing 

sites and 11 double-edited codons were observed. 

IDBA graph contains the earlier published Oenothera mtDNA sequences 

As another checkpoint of our analyses we checked to what extent already published sequences 

of the Oenothera mtDNA were found within the IDBA graph. Already very early, particular 

efforts were invested into the mitochondrial genome of O. villaricae (68) and first 

mitochondrial genes were identified therein (69,70). Therefore, a comparison between these 

sequences and our IDBA contigs of O. villaricae was performed. After downloading available 

mitochondrial sequences for O. villaricae from NCBI (nuccore database entries for taxonomic 

ids 3941 and 3950), a BLASTN search was performed to compare the IDBA contigs of O. 

villaricae to the 44 retrieved sequences. Strikingly, all of them could be mapped partly or 

completely to the contig sequences, which are included in the IDBA graph (Figure 7). Contigs 

berS_2 (110,274 bp), berS_3 (109,856 bp), and berS_5 (61,574 bp) were covered most, which 

are the largest contigs within the IDBA de novo assembly. The sequences AH003143.2 and 

AH003694.2 map to more than one locus and on different contigs, which is not surprising as 

they both represent the trans-spliced nad1 and nad2 genes, for which the exonic sequences 

were concatenated by stretches of 100-bp-long Ns (12,57). Additionally, four of the six repeat 

pairs, identified in O. villaricae, could be found among the NCBI sequences. 
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Figure 7. Circos-based visualization of the BLAST result between the NCBI sequences 

and the contigs that are part of the final mitochondrial sequence of O. villaricae. Shown 

is an untangled Circos plot (with the untangled option) generated by Circoletto for the BLAST 

search between the IDBA graph contig set of O. villaricae and sequences from NCBI harboring 

the taxonomic ids of O. villaricae (3941 and 3950). The quality of the BLAST hits is 

represented by the link color from red (best bit scores), over orange and green to blue (worst 

bit score).  

PCR and Southern blots validate in silico model 

As introduced in Figure 1, each RRP in the IDBA-graph model is connected to four different 

contigs, together building a “double fork”, as mentioned in the introduction. Rearrangement 

events can potentially lead to four different variants of combined contigs, so-called contig-
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repeat-contig (CRC) combinations for every RRP (Figure 1c). To test the existence of all four 

possible CRC variants, we performed PCR experiments targeting all six identified RRPs and, 

in addition, Southern blot experiments analyzing one of the RRPs. Exemplary results of both, 

PCR and Southern analysis, can be found in Figure 8 for the “double fork” berS_518.  

 

Figure 8. PCR and Southern blot analysis for verification of the predicted mitochondrial 

genome structure. (A) PCR experiment; in vitro fragments for the repeat berS_518 and its 

adjacent contigs are matching the expected sizes (above each band). This example is 

representative for all tested contig overlaps. (B) Southern Blot experiment; Genomic DNA was 

digested with HindIII for berS_518. Probes used for hybridization are indicated above the blot, 

the expected fragments below the blot. Probe_0, _3, _12, and _5 result in two expected 

fragments, whereas probe_518 appears in all four possible variants as expected. 

In more detail, for the PCR experiments, primer pairs were designed that they either 

span one of the four contig-repeat boundaries (CRC), or both primer mates target the unique 

sequences of a CRC, fully spanning the repeat (CRC) (Supplementary Table 2). In all cases, 

the PCR amplification was tested via gel electrophoresis and resulted in distinct DNA bands 

that correspond well with the expected fragment length. These results show that the overlaps 

between contigs and repeats (CRC) as well as all adjacent contig combinations (CRC) exist in 

vitro.  
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For the Southern blots, as calculated from the in silico model, we expected fragments 

of 1.7 kb and 4.9 kb when berS_518 was analyzed in a HindIII digest. The two fragments were 

detected by hybridization to the two CRCs to probe 0: HindIII - berS_0 – berS_518 – berS_12 

- HindIII (1.7 kb) and HindIII - berS_0 – berS_518 – berS_5 - HindIII (4.9 kb; Figure 8b). In 

the first lane of the blot, two bands of the expected size were obtained (Figure 8b). For probes 

3, 12 and 5, sizes of expected and verified sequence variants aligned as well. Lastly, probe 518 

was designed directly on the repeat and should detect all four possible sequence combinations 

(1.7 kb, 3.2 kb, 4.9 kb, and 6.3 kb), which is indeed the case. In summary, both wet lab 

techniques confirmed the graph-derived in silico model of the O. villaricae mtDNA. 

Recombinogenic repeat pairs exist in different stoichiometries 

To further substantiate the experimental validations of the predicted CRC configurations of all 

RRPs, and to bring them into a stoichiometric context, we performed two additional analyses. 

For this, we used mtDNA-enriched Illumina mate pair (5 kb insert size) and total DNA PacBio 

RSII (size selection > 5 kb) data that were available for O. elata. To be able to calculate read 

counts for the four CRCs of each RRP, a developed custom data processing pipeline was used 

to overcome the peculiarities of both datasets after mapping them to the contigs in the final 

IDBA graph of O. elata (for details see Material and Methods). Illumina mate pair: Briefly, 

with increased insert size of the Illumina mate pair data, it was now possible to span the 

occurring RRPs. However, mates of read pairs can map on contigs that are not directly 

neighboring the RRPs, as contig length can vary between hundreds of bases to dozens of 

kilobases. For this, so called contig chains were defined (Supplemental Figure 5). Contig chains 

are a subsequent stretch of contigs between two RRPs. With this extension, reads were counted 

that map on the contig chains, instead of mapping on the contigs flanking the RRP, only. 

PacBio: For the PacBio dataset, a special filtering strategy of read alignments (Supplemental 

Figure 6) was necessary to identify and separate nuclear from mitochondrial reads. In brief, to 

calculate stoichiometry, only PacBio reads that map completely on a subsequent stretch of 

neighboring contigs without gaps were kept for read counting. PacBio reads that mapped only 

partially and/or on isolated contigs and/or with gaps were discarded. 

 Table 4 summarizes the stoichiometric analysis and its statistics, specifically assessing 

relative abundance of all four alternative CRCs for every given RRP, from which two 

observations can be deduced. First, the four different CRC configurations that are possible for 

every RRP, occur in different proportions, by which the RRPs can be divided into two distinct 

groups. In group 1, one CRC configuration dominates (largest percentage >95%) over all other 
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three configurations, thereby possibly identifying those minor RRPs as false positives (Table 

4), namely johSt_1348 and johSt_1564 which were possible long-size repeats in O. elata, and 

also johSt_20304. In group 2, two out of the four CRC configurations are equally abundant, 

with the other two CRC configurations being underrepresented, but still existing to a significant 

degree (Table 4).  

 

Table 4. Stoichiometric contig-repeat-contig configuration statistics. Total read statistics 

as well as the read frequency distributions for all contig-repeat-contig (CRC) configurations 

(conf) of each recombinogenic repeat pair (RRP) found in O. elata spanned by Illumina Mate-

Pair and PacBio long reads. Green indicates an agreement between Illumina and PacBio read 

frequencies; orange not. Usage factor is defined by dividing each sum of total reads by the 

lowest number occurring in each respect column (Illumina=21,865; PacBio=665) and rounded 

to the nearest integer. a Occurrence by very long insert sizes; PacBio data reveal reads where 

the outer contigs are the CRC contigs; b Nuclear contamination; c Can be corrected to near 

100% after removing a and b. d Illumina usage factor is 1 instead of 2 for johSt_3550 as two 

contig chains consist only one contig as after this contig directly a RRP comes next (which is, 

by definition, the end of a contig chain). 

 

Contig ID 1348 1564 3550 12875 14298 20236 20304 20310/15 20316 

Conf 1 Illumina 1,057 20,863 346 3,293 569 28,545 224 1,035 731 

[%] 5a 95 1 5 1 47 1 2 2 

PacBio 0 697 60 12 5 943 1 1 0 

[%] 0 100 4 1 0 52 0 0 0 

Conf 2 Illumina 1,000 478 15,538 27,852 28,789 829 26,215 18,131 24,142 

[%] 5b 2 49 45 50 1 97 40 50 

PacBio 0 3 579 882 958 8 742 336 585 

[%] 0 0 39 47 52 0 100 30 52 

Conf 3 Illumina 78 155 14,865 29,759 26,064 717 62 25,412 23,248 

[%] 0 1 47 48 45 1 0 56 48 

PacBio 1 0 736 994 890 5 0 768 545 

[%] 0 0 50 52 48 0 0 69 48 

Conf 4 Illumina 20,173 369 966 556 2,606 30,799 512 660 255 

[%] 90c 2 3 1 4 51 2 1 1 

PacBio 664 0 93 6 4 872 0 3 0 

[%] 100 0 6 0 0 48 0 0 0 

Read 

Sums 

Illumina 22,308 21,865 31,715 61,460 58,028 60,890 27,013 45,238 48,376 

PacBio 665 700 1,468 1,894 1,857 1,828 743 1,108 1,130 

Usage Illumina 1.0 1.0 1.5d 2.8 2.7 2.8 1.2 2.1 2.2 

Factor PacBio 1.0 1.1 2.2 2.8 2.8 2.7 1.1 1.7 1.7 
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Second, by summing up the reads of all four CRC configurations of each RRP we could 

calculate the overall usage of each RRP. Depending on the RRP, it ranges between 21,865 to 

61,460 reads for the mate pair dataset and between 665 to 1,894 reads for the PacBio dataset, 

respectively (Table 4). To determine whether recombination at some RRPs was more frequent 

than at others, read counts were normalized by dividing the total read number by the lowest 

read count that occurred in each dataset. This yielded the so-called “usage factor”. Overall 

usage showed an up to threefold difference between the RRPs, which allowed grouping into 

three fractions (factor 1, 2, and 3; an usage factor of 2 or 3 means that this particular RRP is 

used twice or three times as often than a RRP with usage factor of 1). The usage factors are 

presented in Table 4 and are consistent for both data sets (Illumina and PacBio) for all RRPs. 

Prediction-based analysis reveals variability of mitochondrial genome isoforms 

After the identification of all RRPs, the reconstruction of the master circle, as well as resolving 

stoichiometry of recombinatoric events, our ultimate goal was to predict all possible 

rearrangements and all possible (sub)graphs. This was accomplished with a new algorithm to 

estimate the structural diversity. In brief, the new algorithm is embedded into the SAGBAC 

pipeline and generates all paths through a graph considering the two rules which were set 

previously, but with a slight difference. (1) Start and end the path at the same vertex but use a 

different edge, and (2), traverse each repeat no more than twice. Hence, the difference between 

this and the original algorithm to reconstruct the master cycle from the graph is that it is not 

obligatory to traverse all repeats twice. Instead, sub-circles that lack some repeats and/or harbor 

only one repeat just as a singleton can be generated. Applying these rules, as many as 70 

different graphs were predicted for O. villaricae (Supplementary Data 1, Supplementary Data 

2). Of those 44 graphs represent the master circle in different configurations (all repeats twice, 

each of all other contig once), six small graphs/sub-circles (no repeat twice, some but not all of 

the other contigs once) and 20 intermediate-sized graphs/sub-circles (all repeats at least once, 

some but not all of the other contigs once). 

How master- and sub-circles can emerge from each other is illustrated exemplarily in 

Figure 9. Sub-circles that derive from the four CRC configurations of berS_518 are displayed 

in Figure 9b and which recombination events are necessary to obtain them (Figure 9a): Sub-

circularization of original master circle at berS_518 (event I), inversion of sequence between 

the berS_795 repeat pair (event II) of original master and down from that a sub-circularization 

at berS_773 (event III) leads to two other sub-circles.  
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Figure 9. Examples for rearrangement events and their corresponding sub-paths within 

the IDBA graph of O. villaricae. Recombination at inverted repeats, like berS_795 (RRP_E), 

can lead to an inversion of the sequence between the two mates of the repeat (event I) and 

therefore to a new orientation of all mates of repeat pairs, which lie on that inverted sequence, 

which is true for berS_518 (RRP_A), berS_121 (RRP_B) and berS_773 (RRP_C) in that 

particular case. Direct repeats (here exemplary for berS_518 and berS_773) lead to the 

formation of two smaller sub-circles in event II (259 kb and 150 kb) and event III (115 kb and 

294 kb). Circular genome views were generated using AngularPlasmid. Proportions of repeat 

and contig sizes was altered to give a proper view of participating RRPs. (B) Illustration of the 

usage of the four different contig-repeat-contig (CRC) combinations for the identified repeat 

berS_518 (RRP_A) within the IDBA graph of O. villaricae leading to four different sub paths 

which correspond to one of the sub-circles (dashed arrows) generated in (A). Within the graphs, 

a pair of two vertices defines a contig (red edge) or a repeat (green edge) and an overlapping 

event between two different contig ends is represented by a grey edge. Black star: contig 

representing the identified repeat berS_518 (RRP_A).  
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The Oenothera mitochondrial genome might contain loci for cryptic cytoplasmic male 

sterility 

Beyond the power of the mitochondrial genome reconstruction, our ISEIS algorithm unveiled 

a potential locus for cryptic cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS). An alternative nad6 gene is 

generated that is present in the IDBA graphs of two of the three Oenothera species (Figure 4). 

The alternative sequence is present in O. villaricae (berS_156) and O. biennis (suavG_433) but 

is lost in O. elata. In comparison to the native Nad6 protein (Figure 10a), the recombinant 

versions share their N-terminus (80 amino acid residues), whereas further downstream, the 

protein sequences differ. Here, the stop codon lies in the alternative contig sequence instead of 

the next contig with identical sequence. Compared to the non-recombined protein, the 

recombined versions differ in their number of trans-membrane domains (three vs. four) that  

 
Figure 10. Putative cryptic CMS loci. Illustrated are two mitochondrial genes, for which, 

besides their fully functional version, another alternative version was observed. (A) Protein 

sequence comparison of the alternative nad6 gene with its native fully functional version in O. 

villaricae and prediction of transmembrane helices. Identical amino acids are in bold font. 

Transmembrane domains as predicted by Phobius are underlined. (B) Protein sequence 

alignment for Atp9 for which, besides the original version (atp9_orig), a putative second 

version (atp9_alt) was identified in O. elata. Bold-face amino acids highlight the RNA editing 

site leading to a truncation of both versions.  
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leads to a change in topology of the C-terminus. The latter is now found in the intermembrane 

space, rather than in the matrix (Figure 10a).  

 Besides this locus, which is directly discernible from the IDBA graph, another locus 

was identified as a duplication of atp9 gene in all three investigated Oenothera species. With 

its original version, the alternative one shares the same start codon. The translated alternative 

protein sequence, in turn, displays a deletion of eight amino acid within the N-terminal 

sequence and should be 16 amino acid residues longer than the original atp9 gene. However, 

the 16-amino acid extension is seemingly not translated, because, as is the original gene, also 

the alternative atp9 gene becomes edited at atp9eU199R*. This leads to a premature stop codon 

after amino acid 66 (Figure 10b). If the editing factor of the premature stop codon acts as 

fertility restorer locus is an interesting hypothesis, which deserves future investigation. 

 Lastly, 40 bp upstream of the atp9 variant, a 789 bp long ORF is present. The amino 

acid sequence of this ORF has a high similarity to ORF873 in Helianthus annuus, where it is 

associated to the MAX1 type of cytoplasmic male-sterility in sunflower. 

DISCUSSION 

Starting with the publication of the Arabidopsis thaliana mitochondrial genome in 1994 

(71,72), and after more than a quarter century of plant mitochondrial genome (PMG) research, 

there is still an obvious imbalance of published land plant organelle genomes. As of September 

2021, the NCBI holds 23 times more chloroplast than mitochondrial genomes of land plants 

(6530 chloroplast vs. 284 mitochondrial ones). This can be explained by a research focus on 

chloroplast genomes, especially for phylogenetic studies, but also by technical obstacles 

associated with sequencing mitochondrial genomes. Genome Skimming is the most popular 

approach to sequence plastid genomes (73-75) as even whole genome sequencing at low 

coverage contains enough reads to assemble them. It is most efficient when total DNA is 

extracted from mature leaves for a standard Illumina paired-end library preparation, as this 

developmental stage has the highest abundance of plastid DNA, and hence, then delivers the 

highest read coverage (76,77). Many popular reference-based or de novo assemblers can be 

used afterwards to generate the desired chloroplast genome as a single contig, as they are in 

almost all cases structurally conserved and repeat-poor (78-80). However, such a straight-

forward workflow is not applicable for PMGs as they exhibit a high degree of complexity. Our 

success, reported in this study, relied on an adapted and optimized workflow and the developed 

methodology. By approaching the post-assembly task from a graph-based perspective, we were 
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not only successful in constructing a structural model that captures the complexity of PMGs, 

but also in predicting a defined spectrum of alternative PMG isoforms for the first time. 

Our initial test of four de novo assemblers revealed that only one (IDBA) was capable 

to generate a closed circular graph, despite using NGS libraries of mainly mitochondrial origin 

and a purity level of mtDNA of above 95%. The IDBA assembler has been designed for 

sequencing data with highly uneven sequencing depth and is therefore capable of 

distinguishing between nuclear, plastidial, and mitochondrial sequences as these are very 

unevenly distributed in mitochondria-enriched samples. This is supported by the observation 

that almost the complete plastid genome exists within the IDBA assembly. Newbler assemblies 

most likely failed to construct a circular graph, because the coverage of the Roche 454 data 

with approx. 35x and 74x was possibly too low, i.e. causing the Newbler algorithm to 

misassemble and/or introduce scaffolding errors. MIRA assemblies have failed to create 

circular graphs as well, which is surprising, as it is explicitly mentioned in the manual that it 

can handle repetitive sequences. Given its exorbitant runtime for ultra-deep coverage data sets, 

MIRA should rather be avoided for such data. It also turned out that only IDBA was able to 

split assemblies into structural units of repetitive and non-repetitive sequences, which was 

essential for our post-assembly methodology and is explainable by the implemented De Bruijn 

graph algorithm (43).  

But there are two limitations of IDBA that were uncovered in our graph-based 

visualization and necessitated manual curation of assemblies and/or graphs. One is related to 

assembler accuracy, reflected by the occurrence of unconnected vertices. This can be 

biologically relevant as, on the one hand, they can represent linear isoforms of PMGs, but on 

the other hand can also be explainable by false-positive contig breaks/ends. The latter seems to 

have been the case for O. biennis and O. elata, as in all instances a high number of read pairs 

were identified within the sequencing data used for the assembly, which went beyond the contig 

end boundary. The second limitation can be traced back to technical and biological noise within 

the sequencing data itself. The technical noise is explainable by the impurity of the fraction 

taken from the sucrose gradient, which was especially observed in the O. elata mtDNA dataset. 

Biological noise can be attributed to so called promiscuous DNA resulting from inter-

compartimental DNA exchange. DNA transfer from the plastid into the nucleus (NUPT) and 

mitochondria (MIPT) occurred often during plant evolution (81-85), and in some cases even 

from the nucleus to the mitochondrion, as also described very early within the evening primrose 

(86,87). This contamination resulted in the interconnection of plastidial and mitochondrial 

subgraphs, introgression of single contigs within the mitochondrial graph, and/or false-positive 
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sequence overlaps in regards of true mitochondrial origin. Hence, it made it necessary to 

remove sets of vertices and edges (subgraphs), pairs of vertices (contigs) or single edges 

(sequence overlaps) respectively. As the underlying reasons from which these problems arise 

are manifold, their corrections can only be done manually or in some cases semi-automatically 

by the user, as it is challenging to translate human experience and intuition into computational 

algorithms. 

Obviously, promiscuous DNA does interfere with assembly strategies that start from 

whole genome sequencing data generated from total DNA. An obvious solution, to identify 

mtDNA reads by unmapped reads, i.e. mapping total sequencing data first against available 

plastid and nuclear genomes of the species of interest, should be avoided. This would inevitably 

result in unconnected contigs, as sequences, which are present in both organelle genomes, 

would be removed beforehand and could be falsely interpreted as biologically relevant. In this 

context, it also should be mentioned that an available wrapper program called mitoBIM uses 

MIRA to reconstruct mitochondrial genomes (88). It employs an iterative two-tier approach, 

by first baiting perceived mitochondrial reads from total DNA sequence with known 

mitochondrial genes and/or genomic sequences using MIRA in mapper mode. In a second step, 

it assembles those reads using the MIRA in assembler mode. As, in our hands, MIRA cannot 

generate a circular graph for mtDNA-enriched DNA (see above), our assumption is that it will 

most likely run into problems for a total DNA data set as well. However, and probably more 

importantly, all reference-based assemblers catch nuclear-mitochondrial DNA (NUMT) 

sequences. By definition, they do not belong to the mitochondrial genome, underlie higher 

mutation rates and most important different recombination events (89-91). This can lead to 

uncorrectable/wrong graphs and introduces SNPs/indels, which do not actually belong to the 

PMG itself. 

The need for sequence assembly visualization is as old as sequence assembly itself. For 

example, Bandage, a tool that has been established as a standard program to investigate graph-

based assembler outputs, is frequently used even for large nuclear genomes (9). In most cases 

it is employed to investigate and solve problematic issues such as loops or bubbles. The 

Contiguity software can help in visualization of non-graph based assembler outputs, as a 

reverse mapping step is implemented to find links between different contigs (10). However, 

this is very time-consuming as one needs to arrange the resulting linked contigs manually, 

which might take hours. Also, Contiguity is not orientation/strandedness-aware, which, in the 

context of sequence overlaps (Supplementary Figure 4) is important to be considered. In our 

study, accounting for orientation did lead to the identification of real, contiguous stretches of 
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contigs. IDBA, our assembler of choice, is a true De Bruijn graph-based assembler, but lacks 

any kind of supported graph-based output format. Consequently, with our SAGBAC pipeline 

we implemented those missing features including semi-automatically graph output curation 

that reduces necessary hands-on time. 

The final graphs, generated here, can be best described as spatially folded and 

circularized models of PMGs, in which the repetitive contigs are easily identifiable by the 

occurrence of “double forks” (Figure 1c). It is well known that PMG rearrangements appear at 

RRPs depending on their orientation and size. Repeats larger than 1 kb recombine very 

frequently, symmetrically, and are reversible, which isomerize the genome (71,72,92,93). By 

contrast, repeats between 200 and 1000 bp recombine infrequently, asymmetrically, and are 

part of the break-induced repair (BIR) pathway increasing mtDNA complexity (65). Both 

groups are represented in the three investigated Oenothera species. While sharing four RRPs, 

each of the species has its own RRPs (especially a unique long-size repeat). This is in line with 

previous findings in that repetitive sequences can differ between closely related species (7,94).  

As introduced in Figure 1, with the concept of RRPs embedded in “double forks” and 

CRC combinations, all master- and sub-circles can be inferred from our graph-based model. 

The urgent need for such a model was adamantly recommended by Kozik et al, as more than 

50% of the PMGs between the years 2016 and 2019 were presented and published just as circles 

without even mentioning and considering that other models or variants are possible (5). This 

resistance to surrendering the one-master-molecule view is surprising, as experiments often 

failed to recover large circular molecules and studies postulated and provided evidence for the 

existence of alternative models including linear configurations, various independent mtDNA 

molecules (95-97), branched structures, circularly permuted linear fragments or even more 

complex structures (6,7). Nonetheless, most submitted PMGs are still represented by just a 

master circle (e.g. (4,98), more rarely sub-circles (99) or two or more autonomous circles 

(3,100,101). Yet, despite the inadequate reflection in databases, it is now commonly accepted 

that alternative isoforms of PMGs most likely co-exist within each cell. With this study we 

proposed a coherent, graph-based framework that offers an unified view of the complexity of 

PMGs. 

The validation of our model by molecular biology techniques using PCR and Southern 

blots confirmed all contig-repeat-contig combinations for all RRPs in O. villaricae. 

Additionally, we employed two more advanced technologies, Illumina Mate Pair and PacBio 

RSII data, not only to verify the qualitative, but also quantitative status of all RRPs of O. elata. 

This goes beyond earlier approaches, in which researchers only used them (i) to scaffold 
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contigs further (Mate-pair; e.g. (100)) or (ii) to assemble the PMGs with additional sequencing 

sequencing data (PacBio; (3)). In both, exemplarily selected publications, they were 

unsuccessful in creating one master circle and predicted instead two or more autonomous 

circles. Interestingly, in both cases some of the autonomous circles carry a subset of exons of 

a trans-spliced gene each. 

With our integrated investigation of structure and stoichiometry of RRPs as well as 

PMG isoform prediction, we believe to contribute to the advancement of PMG research by 

further providing evidence for the existence of different PMG isoforms that are simultaneously 

present at various amounts. Only few publications so far also reported on PMG isoform 

stoichiometries, which were reported to be similar (99) or different (5). In 2020 it was reported 

that knock-out mutants for msh1, recA3 and polIb in Arabidopsis thaliana showed distinct 

patterns of large and repeatable shifts in abundance of the mitochondrial genome (2). All three 

genes are involved in cytoplasmic DNA replication, recombination, and repair. As msh1 is also 

involved in controlling recombination activity in mitochondria (102), it appears plausible that 

the stoichiometry is directly or indirectly influenced by this gene, too. This hypothesis is further 

corroborated by several other studies, which reported changing amounts of mitochondrial 

genome variants (94) and tight time control of stoichiometry (103) during plant development 

as well as changing copy number of mitochondrial genes that differ between various genes and 

tissues (104). 

To generate PMG sequences for database submission, rules for traversing the obtained 

graphs were needed, as only individual linear or circular individual molecules are accepted, but 

not graphs with different traversal paths. To accomplish this, it was necessary to break our 

traversal rules (see above) as repeats can occur more than twice, as also shown before (102). 

Also large repeats, as identified in O. elata harboring rRNAs and nad5 exons, had to be 

tolerated, which, however, is supported by their existence in other plant species within the 

asterid clade: Rhazya stricta (105) (repeat size 36.3 kb, NC_024293.1) and Daucus carota (98) 

(repeat size 14.2 kb, NC_017855.1). But so far, Oenothera is the only genus from the rosid 

clade, in which this kind of repeat is present or absent within a single genus. 

 The performed homology-based gene search revealed the presence of all essential gene 

families (6) and tRNA sets of mitochondrial and plastidial origin (106) found in a wide range 

of PMGs. But it should be emphasized that our study is one of the few (107) in which 

homology-based annotation was completely supported by a set of previously published genes 

for O. villaricae, but, more importantly, by a RNA-seq based gene expression atlas for O. elata. 

By a subsequent SNP analysis, we were, moreover, able to lift the concept of RNA editing 
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investigated in Oenothera (108) to a mitochondrial-wide RNA editome level, which, with 681 

RNA editing sites, is as large as expected for a genus from the angiosperms clade (109). 

Three unexpected findings are particularly noteworthy. Two pertain to potential loci for 

cryptic CMS (110-112) as they encode for alternative variants of Nad6 and Atp9 proteins. And, 

surprisingly, in both cases they do not originate from a fusion event between the original gene 

and a downstream ORF, which is the common definition of a cryptic CMS. Only the mid-part 

of the nad6 gene is exchanged, but leads to a change in topology of its encoded protein, which 

may hinder the electron transport itself. So far CMS candidates, in which nad6 participate, 

were only identified in Mimulis guttatus (113,114). CMS loci involving the atp9 gene were 

reported many times in the literature, first in Petunia (115,116). But also here our reported CMS 

locus deviates from the standard CMS definition by involving an RNA editing event to 

neutralize it, which was also reported previously to occur (117). Regarding the third finding 

we wish to highlight, some genes are extending into some of the RRPs or the RRPs are, as a 

whole, part of them (Table 2). As three of those six genes represent the top-3 in a ranked-by-

frequency list of CMS loci in major crops (112), these RRPs are perhaps involved in the 

creation of cryptic CMS loci. Some mitochondria-associated phenotypes (118-120) were 

observed in crosses between phylogenetically distant Oenothera species. which might lead to 

an incompatibility of RRP sets and nuclear regulators. Such incompatibilities potentially may 

have played an important role in the evolution of Oenothera species and may act as speciation 

barriers. 

CONCLUSION 

With the newly developed SAGBAC pipeline and its ISEIS core algorithm it is now possible 

to systematically investigate the overall mitochondrial status in different Oenothera species as 

well as in various organs and developmental stages and to understand mechanistically the 

influence of RRPs on the creation of novel, biologically relevant/active open reading frames 

(cryptic CMS loci), which might explain some mitochondria-associated phenotypes observed 

within the Oenothera genus. In addition, our methodology will possibly allow to identify 

different mitochondrion types and integrate them as a third dimension into the nuclear-

plastome-compatibility chart (121), which was created in the past, linking them to the 

evolutionary context of speciation.  
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In most eukaryotes, organellar genomes are transmitted preferen-
tially by the mother, but molecular mechanisms and evolutionary
forces underlying this fundamental biological principle are far from
understood. It is believed that biparental inheritance promotes
competition between the cytoplasmic organelles and allows the
spread of so-called selfish cytoplasmic elements. Those can be, for
example, fast-replicating or aggressive chloroplasts (plastids) that are
incompatible with the hybrid nuclear genome and therefore malad-
aptive. Here we show that the ability of plastids to compete against
each other is a metabolic phenotype determined by extremely rapidly
evolving genes in the plastid genome of the evening primrose
Oenothera. Repeats in the regulatory region of accD (the plastid-
encoded subunit of the acetyl-CoA carboxylase, which catalyzes
the first and rate-limiting step of lipid biosynthesis), as well as in
ycf2 (a giant reading frame of still unknown function), are respon-
sible for the differences in competitive behavior of plastid geno-
types. Polymorphisms in these genes influence lipid synthesis and
most likely profiles of the plastid envelope membrane. These in
turn determine plastid division and/or turnover rates and hence
competitiveness. This work uncovers cytoplasmic drive loci con-
trolling the outcome of biparental chloroplast transmission. Here,
they define the mode of chloroplast inheritance, as plastid com-
petitiveness can result in uniparental inheritance (through elimi-
nation of the “weak” plastid) or biparental inheritance (when two
similarly “strong” plastids are transmitted).

biparental inheritance | selfish cytoplasmic elements |
correlation mapping | acetyl-CoA carboxylase | ycf2

Most organelle genomes are inherited from the mother (1,
2), but biparental transmission of plastids has evolved in-

dependently multiple times. Approximately 20% of all angio-
sperms contain chloroplasts in the pollen generative cell, indicating
at least a potential for biparental transmission (2–4). Although
reasons for this are controversial (2, 5–9), a genetic consequence of
the biparental inheritance patterns is a genomic conflict between
the two organelles. When organelles are transmitted to the progeny
by both parents, they compete for cellular resources. As the plastids
do not fuse and hence their genomes do not undergo sexual re-
combination, selection will favor the organelle genome of the
competitively superior plastid (2, 10–13). In a population, the en-
suing “arms race” can lead to evolution and spread of selfish or
aggressive cytoplasmic elements that potentially could harm the
host cell. The mechanisms and molecular factors underlying this
phenomenon are elusive, yet there is solid evidence for a wide-
spread presence of competing organelles (2). Heteroplasmic cells
can be created from cell fusion events, mutation of organelle DNA,
or sexual crosses (14–17), but only very few cases have been studied
in some detail in model organisms. One them is Drosophila, in
which mitochondrial competition experiments can be set up via
cytoplasmic microinjections (18, 19). Another is the evening prim-

rose (genus Oenothera) (20, 21). This plant genus is certainly the
model organism of choice to study chloroplast competition; the
original theory of “selfish” cytoplasmic elements is based on eve-
ning primrose genetics (10): in the Oenothera, biparental plastid
inheritance is the rule (22), and the system is a prime example of
naturally occurring aggressive chloroplasts (2, 10). Based on ex-
tensive crossing studies, five genetically distinguishable chloroplast
genome (plastome) types were shown to exist. Those were desig-
nated by Roman numerals (I–V) and grouped into three classes
according to their inheritance strength or assertiveness rates in
crosses (strong, plastomes I and III; intermediate, plastome II; and
weak, plastomes IV and V), reflecting their ability to outcompete a
second chloroplast genome in the F1 generation upon biparental
transmission (20, 22, 23). The plastome types were initially identi-
fied based on their (in)compatibility with certain nuclear genomes
(24, 25). Strong plastomes provide “hitchhiking” opportunities for

Significance
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loci that result in incompatible or maladaptive chloroplasts, and
these would be viewed as selfish cytoplasmic elements (2, 10). It was
further shown that the loci, which determine the differences in
competitive ability of the chloroplast, are encoded by the chloro-
plast genome itself (20, 22, 23).

Results
To pinpoint the underlying genetic determinants, we developed
an association mapping approach that correlates local sequence
divergence to a phenotype. We analyzed 14 complete chloroplast

genomes from Oenothera WT lines, whose inheritance strength
had been previously classified in exhaustive crossing analyses (20,
22, 26). This enabled us to correlate the experimentally de-
termined inheritance strengths to sequence divergence in a given
alignment window (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, SI
Text). The Pearson’s and Spearman’s applied correlation metrics
associated the genetic determinants of inheritance strength with
four major sites: the regulatory region of the fatty acid bio-
synthesis gene accD (promoter, 5′-UTR, and protein N terminus),
the origin of replication B (oriB), ycf1, and ycf2 (including its

A

B

Fig. 1. Correlation mapping to identify chloroplast loci for inheritance strength in the WT chloroplast genomes. (A) Spearman and Pearson correlation to
inheritance strength plotted against alignment windows of the WT plastomes. Relevant genes or loci with significant correlation are indicated in the linear
plastome maps above. The region displayed in B is highlighted by green circles. Significant correlations (P < 0.05) are shown in black. Correlations to k-means
classes are shown. Further details are provided in Materials and Methods, SI Appendix, SI Text, and main text. (B) Correlation to inheritance strength at the
accD region in the WT plastomes. Individual sequences are sorted according to their competitive ability. Polymorphic regions are indicated in black, and thin
lines represent gaps mostly resulting from deletions. (Upper) Alignment of the trnQ–UUG–accD intergenic spacer (−3,437 to −1) and the accD gene, including
promoter, 5′-UTR, and CDS. The accD CDS, starting from +1, is highlighted in green. Regions marked by “interval 1” and “interval 2” display nearly absolute
correlation to inheritance strength (SI Appendix, SI Text and Dataset S1). Note that these sequence intervals span the promotor region, the 5′-UTR, and the 5′-
end of accD. All three are considered to play a regulatory role (29, 75–78). (Lower) Amino acid sequence of the AccD N terminus and correlation to inheritance
strength. Colors indicated different amino acids. Most variation in the sequence is conferred by repeats encoding glutamic acid-rich domains marked in purple
(SI Appendix, SI Text).

5666 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1811661116 Sobanski et al.
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promoter/5′-UTR; Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, SI Text, Fig. S1, and
Dataset S1). The ycf1 and ycf2 genes are two ORFs of unknown
function; ycf1 (or tic214) has tentatively been identified as an
essential part of the chloroplast protein import machinery (27),
but this function has been questioned (28). The accD gene en-
codes the β-carboxyltransferase subunit of the plastid-localized
plant heteromeric acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase). The enzyme
is responsible for catalyzing the initial tightly regulated and rate-
limiting step in fatty acid biosynthesis. The other three required
ACCase subunits, α-carboxyltransferase, biotin-carboxyl carrier
protein, and biotin carboxylase, are encoded by nuclear genes (29).
The polymorphisms detected through our correlation mapping
represent large insertions/deletions (indels), which are in frame in
all coding sequences (CDSs; Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, SI Text, Figs.
S2–S6, and Dataset S2). Several other polymorphisms in intergenic
spacers of photosynthesis and/or chloroplast translation genes were
correlated with plastome assertiveness rates (Fig. 1A and SI Ap-
pendix, SI Text and Dataset S1). However, both of those gene classes
are unlikely to affect chloroplast inheritance, as other studies have
shown that mutations in genes that result in chlorophyll-deficient
chloroplasts do not alter their inheritance strengths in the evening
primrose (20, 30, 31) (SI Appendix, SI Text). By contrast, the large

ORFs of unknown function, the origins of replication, and a central
gene in lipid metabolism such as accD (29) are serious candidates to
encode factors involved in chloroplast competition.
Because of the lack of measurable sexual recombination in

seed plant chloroplast genomes (2), our correlation mapping
method first established associations of polymorphic loci that are
fixed in the slow plastome type IV with weak inheritance
strength, regardless of their functional relevance (SI Appendix, SI
Text). Ideally, this problem can be partially circumvented if
phylogenetic independence of the correlation between inheri-
tance strength and a sequence’s window comprising a candidate
locus can be shown. Therefore, to correct for phylogeny in our
correlation mapping analysis, we implemented phylogenetic
generalized least squares (PGLS). This, however, yielded in-
significant results after P value adjustment when applied to all
sequence windows of the WT plastomes (SI Appendix, SI Text,
Fig. S1, and Dataset S1). Because the correlation mapping re-
sults did not withstand controlling for phylogeny and multiple
testing, we aimed to generated mutants from the candidate loci
to test whether those loci affect inheritance strength. For this, we
conducted a genetic screen for weak chloroplast mutants derived
from the strong chloroplast genome I by employing a plastome

A B

C D

Fig. 2. Transmission efficiencies of plastome I variants and theWT plastomes I-johSt (strong), II-suavG (intermediate), and IV-atroSt (weak) as determined by crosses
with I-chi/I-hookdV (strong) and IV-delta/IV-atroSt (weak). (A and C) Classical approach based on counting of variegated seedlings. (B and D) MassARRAY assay
quantifyingmaternal and paternal ptDNA.WTs and green variants were crossed as the seed parent to I-chi as male parent (A) and as the pollen parent to IV-delta as
female parent (C). The X-axis depicts the average percentage of variegated progeny (percentage biparental inheritance) obtained from three seasons (2013, 2014,
and 2015). Fisher’s exact test determined significance of differences between variants and their progenitor I-johSt (***P < 0.0001, **P < 0.001, *P < 0.01). Crosses of
I-johSt and variants with I-hookdV as male (B) and with IV-atroSt as female parent (D). Box plots represent the transmission frequencies of the paternal plastomes
measured by MassARRAY. To account for significant differences vs. I-johSt, Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks was performed (*P < 0.05). Because of the
detection threshold of theMassARRAY (5–10%), most variants show the same or slightly decreased transmission efficiency as their WT I-johSt (B and D). Only for the
weak variants VC1 and V3g is the difference of the ratio of paternal and maternal ptDNA in the pool large enough to result in the detection of a significantly lower
assertiveness rate in both crossing directions. Altogether, the classical approach using bleached chloroplast mutants gives more reliable results and allows a much
finer discrimination of transmission efficiencies (cf. A vs. B and C vs. D). Further details are provided in SI Appendix, SI Text.

Sobanski et al. PNAS | March 19, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 12 | 5667
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mutator (pm) allele (Materials and Methods). The pm-based
mutagenesis approach yields indels in repetitive regions (32),
similar to those identified by our association mapping (SI Ap-
pendix, SI Text). This led to the isolation of 24 plastome I variants
with altered inheritance strength (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, SI
Text). As we selected for green and photosynthetically competent
chloroplasts in the mutagenesis (Materials and Methods), none of
those variants differed from the WT in their photosynthetic
parameters, chloroplast size, or chloroplast volume per cell. The
plants with the variant plastomes did not display any growth
phenotype (SI Appendix, SI Text and Figs. S7–S9). Sequence
analysis of 18 variants, spanning the range of observed variation
in inheritance strength, revealed an average of seven mutation
events per variant. The analysis included one additional variant
(VC1) with more background mutations, which resulted from its
isolation after being under the mutagenic action of the pm for
several generations (Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, SI
Text). Most of the pm-induced mutations are composed of single
base pair indels at oligo(N) stretches in intergenic regions, i.e.,
not of functional relevance, or larger in-frame indels at the
highly repetitive sites of accD, ycf1, ycf2, or oriB (SI Appendix,
Figs. S2–S6, Table S1, and Dataset S2). Correlation analysis to
inheritance strengths at these sites confirmed the relevance of
accD and ycf2 in chloroplast inheritance (r = 0.72, P = 0.05 for
the 5′ end of AccD; r = 0.91, P < 0.0005 for the promotor/5′-
UTR of ycf2; and r = 0.70, P < 0.005 for a mutated site in Ycf2;
Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, SI Text and Figs. S2–S6 and S10). These
findings were confirmed by two additional very weak mutants
derived from the strong plastome III (Materials and Methods and
SI Appendix, SI Text). Based on the full chloroplast genome se-
quences of these lines (SI Appendix, Dataset S2), it appeared that
the promotor/5′-UTR of accD is affected in one of the lines. In
addition, in both lines, the ycf2 gene is most heavily mutated
compared with all other (weak) materials sequenced so far. This
strongly advocates for ycf2 being involved in chloroplast com-
petition (SI Appendix, Table S2). The very weak variants of
plastome III, as well as correlation analysis of oriB and ycf1 in the
plastome I variants, did not support an involvement of these
regions in the inheritance phenotype (Fig. 3 and SI Appendix, SI
Text, Figs. S6 and S10, and Tables S1 and S2). Furthermore, the
second replication origin (oriA) was found to be nearly identical
within all sequenced WT or mutant plastomes.
These data argue against plastid DNA (ptDNA) replication,

per se, being responsible for differences in chloroplast compet-
itiveness. This conclusion is in line with previous analyses of the
Oenothera replication origins, which had suggested that their
variability does not correlate with the competitive strength of the
plastids (33, 34) (SI Appendix, SI Text). We further confirmed
this by determining the relative ptDNA amounts of chloroplasts
with different inheritance strengths in a constant nuclear back-
ground. No significant variation of ptDNA amounts was ob-
served over a developmental time course in these lines, thus
excluding ptDNA stability and/or turnover as a potential mech-
anism (SI Appendix, SI Text and Fig. S11). Moreover, no signif-
icant differences in nucleoid numbers per chloroplast or nucleoid
morphology was observed, as judged by DAPI staining (SI Ap-
pendix, SI Text and Figs. S12 and S13).
Next, we conducted a more detailed analysis of accD and ycf2. In

a constant nuclear background, the weakWT plastome IV appeared
to be an accD overexpressor compared with the strong WT plas-
tome I, as judged from Northern blot analyses. However, this
overexpression could not be detected in the plastome I variants that
have a weakened competitive ability. Similar results were obtained
for ycf2, which has an RNA of approximately 7 kb, reflecting the
predicted size of the full-length transcript (SI Appendix, SI Text and
Fig. S14). Interestingly, lower bands, probably reflecting transcript
processing and/or degradation intermediates, differ between the

strong WT plastome I and the weak WT plastome IV, with the
latter being similar to the weak plastome I variants.
As these analyses did not allow conclusions about the func-

tionality of AccD or Ycf2 in our lines, we decided to determine
the ACCase activity in chloroplasts isolated from a constant
nuclear background. As shown in Fig. 4A, the presence of large
mutations/polymorphisms in the N terminus of the accD reading
frame co-occurs with higher levels of ACCase enzymatic activity.
Surprisingly, mutations/polymorphisms in ycf2 also have an in-
fluence on ACCase activity, as revealed by lines that are not
affected by mutations in accD. The molecular nature of this
functional connection between Ycf2 and ACCase activity is
currently unclear, although Ycf2 shares weak homologies to the
FtsH protease (35, 36), which has a regulatory role in lipopoly-
saccharide synthesis in Escherichia coli (37). In any case, a simple
relationship of ACCase activity and competitive ability of plas-
tids is not present, but alterations in the earliest step of fatty acid
biosynthesis can conceivably result in various changes in lipid
metabolism (SI Appendix, SI Text).
To examine the alterations in lipid biosynthesis, we deter-

mined the lipid composition of seedlings harboring strong and
weak WT chloroplasts as well as the variants that differ in
chloroplast inheritance strength (SI Appendix, SI Text and Table
S3). Then, we employed a least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) regression model to predict competitive
ability of a given chloroplast (Fig. 4B). As chloroplast in-
heritance strength is independent of photosynthetic compe-
tence (SI Appendix, SI Text), we included pale lines. The aim was
to enrich the lipid signal responsible for inheritance strength, i.e.,
to deplete for structural lipids of the photosynthetic thylakoid
membrane, which is a major source of chloroplast lipids (38).
Indeed, of 102 lipids analyzed, 20 predictive ones for inheritance
strengths were identified (Fig. 4C and SI Appendix, SI Text and
Table S4). Strikingly, the signal is independent of greening (i.e.,
an intact thylakoid membrane system and the photosynthetic
capacity), which is in line with the genetic data (SI Appendix, SI
Text). This result hints at the chloroplast envelope determining
assertiveness rates, a view that is supported by the fact that half
of the predictive lipids come from lipid classes present in plas-
tidial membranes and abundant in the chloroplast envelope, such
as MGDG, DGDG, PG, and PC (39). The remaining predictive
lipids mostly represent storage lipids (TAG). This might be a
result of an altered fatty acid pool (SI Appendix, SI Text). Sta-
tistical significance of enrichment of a given class could not be
established as a result of low numbers (SI Appendix, SI Text and
Tables S4 and S5), although, especially in the lipid class PC, which
is the dominant phospholipid class in the chloroplast outer enve-
lope (40), 4 of 13 detected lipids were found to be predictive. In the
chloroplast, PCs are specific to the envelope membrane and es-
sentially absent from thylakoids. This makes it very likely that the
lipid composition of the envelope membrane affects chloroplast
competition. A possible explanation could be that strong and weak
chloroplasts differ in division rates, for example, as a result of dif-
ferential effectiveness in recruiting chloroplast division rings, which
are anchored by membrane proteins (41). Alternatively, chloro-
plast stability might depend on envelope membrane composi-
tion. Strictly speaking, we cannot exclude a (further) involvement
of extraplastidial membranes to the inheritance phenotype (most
of the total cellular PCs are found in the ER and the plasma
membrane) (38), but this would require a much more compli-
cated mechanistic model.

Discussion
The present work explains plastid competition following
biparental inheritance from a mechanistic perspective and
points to genetic loci that appear to be responsible for these
differences. Moreover, as chloroplast competition can result
in uniparental inheritance through the elimination of weak
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chloroplasts (9, 20, 30), at least for the evening primrose, the
mechanistic explanation can be extended to uniparental trans-
mission. Because approximately 20% of all angiosperms contain
ptDNA in the sperm cell, it is likely that this mechanism is
present in other systems (3, 5, 42). However, it should be em-
phasized that uniparental inheritance can be achieved by multi-
ple mechanisms (2), and nuclear loci controlling the mode of
organelle inheritance still need to be identified.

Arguably, the most surprising finding from our work is the
discovery that chloroplast competition in evening primroses is
essentially a metabolic phenotype and not directly connected to
ptDNA replication or copy number (43). The underlying mo-
lecular loci are rapidly evolving genes throughout the plant
kingdom. In general, the Ycf1 and Ycf2 proteins as well as the N
terminus of AccD are highly variable in angiosperms (44–46).
Interactions between them were repeatedly suggested (46, 47);

A

B

Fig. 3. Correlation mapping to identify chloroplast loci for inheritance strength in the plastome I variants. (A) Pearson correlation to inheritance strength
plotted against alignment windows of the variants’ plastomes. Relevant genes or loci with significant correlation are indicated in the linear plastome maps
above. The region displayed in B is highlighted by green circles. Significant correlations (P < 0.05) are shown in black. Correlations to I-chi and IV-delta crosses
(Fig. 2 A and C) are shown. Further details are provided in Materials and Methods, SI Appendix, SI Text, and main text. (B) Correlation to inheritance strength
at the accD region in the variants’ plastomes. Individual sequences are sorted according to their competitive ability. Polymorphic regions are indicated in
black, and thin lines represent gaps mostly resulting from deletions. (Upper) Alignment of the trnQ–UUG–accD intergenic spacer (−3,060 to −1) and the accD
gene, including promoter, 5′-UTR, and CDS. The accD CDS, starting from +1, is highlighted in green. The region marked by “interval” within the accD CDS
displays high correlation to inheritance strength (SI Appendix, SI Text and Dataset S1). (Lower) Amino acid sequence of the AccD N terminus and correlation to
inheritance strength. Colors indicate different amino acids. Most variation in the sequence is conferred by repeats encoding glutamic acid-rich domains
marked in purple (SI Appendix, SI Text).
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e.g., the loss of ycf1, ycf2, and accD genes from the plastome of
grasses (48), as well as their common retention in many plas-
tomes of nonphotosynthetic parasites (49), provides room for
speculation about functional interaction (46). In addition, Silene,
a genus in which biparental chloroplast transmission is described
(50), exhibits accelerated evolution of accD (51). In contrast,
Campanulastrum, again displaying biparental chloroplast in-
heritance (9), has lost accD from the chloroplast genome, and its
ycf2 is under accelerated evolution (52). In pea, which usually
shows uniparental chloroplast inheritance, one strain with bi-
parental chloroplast inheritance exists, and biparental transmission
is accompanied by chloroplast/nuclear genome incompatibility in
the resulting hybrid (53), with repeats in accD implicated as being
responsible (54). Analysis of a very similar chloroplast/nuclear
genome incompatibility in Oenothera also identifies repeats in
accD as causative (55). Hence, correlation of the highly divergent
accD gene (and/or ycf2) with the presence or absence of bi-
parental inheritance and/or chloroplast incompatibility is certainly

worth investigating on a broader phylogenetic scale. Connected
with that, the accD plastome variants represent a superb material
to study ACCase regulation and those of its nuclear counterparts.
Interaction effects in different nuclear genomic background should
be observable.
In the plastome of the evening primrose, the loci involved in

chloroplast competition are very sensitive to replication slippage
as a result of the presence of highly repetitive sequences, and
that process appears to be the major mechanism of spontaneous
chloroplast mutation (31, 44) (SI Appendix, SI Text). This result
is somewhat reminiscent of recent findings in Drosophila in
which sequence variation in the noncoding regulatory region of
the mitochondrial genome, containing the origins of replication,
was associated with different competitive abilities. Similar to
Oenothera, these sequences are highly repetitive and hyper-
variable and contribute to cytoplasmic drive. In Drosophila, they
are among the most divergent ones in Metazoa, pointing to their
positive selection (19) (SI Appendix, SI Text).

A

C

B

Fig. 4. ACCase activity and prediction of inheritance strengths based on lipid level. (A) ACCase activity of chloroplasts with difference inheritance strengths
sorted according to competitive abilities (percentage biparental inheritance I-chi; cf. Fig. 2); accD OE, accD overexpressor; AccD N-ter, AccD N terminus (SI
Appendix, SI Text). Compared with I-johSt, −, not affected; +, mildly affected; ++, intermediately affected; +++, strongly affected; n/d, not determined (cf. SI
Appendix, Figs. S1–S5 and S14). Note the influence of mutations in ycf2 on AccD activity in a nonmutated accD background (yellow box), the striking co-
occurrence of mutations in the AccD N terminus with ACCase activity (blue boxes), and co-occurrence of large mutations/polymorphisms in site 3 of Ycf2 with
inheritance strengths (green box). Significance of difference compared with I-johSt was calculated by using a paired two-tailed t test (***P < 0.0005, **P <
0.005, and *P < 0.05). (B) Histogram of Pearson correlation coefficient cvR between actual and predicted inheritance strengths obtained from 100 cross-
validation runs. Note the shift toward 1.0, pointing to the predictive power of lipid data in the LASSO regression model. (C) Average linear LASSO model
coefficients of the 102 lipids/molecules available for analysis (cf. SI Appendix, Table S4). The 20 identified predictive lipids are marked in color. PCs, the
dominant phospholipids of the chloroplast outer envelope, are indicated in red. In general, large absolute values show predictive power negatively or
positively correlating with inheritance strength. Predictive lipids were designated when their absolute average weight was greater than 1 SD of all weight
values obtained for the 102 lipids. For better presentability, lipids/molecules with an absolute average weight ∼0.00 were removed from the figure.
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Our analyses show that, as a result of their high mutation
rates, cytoplasmic drive loci can evolve and become fixed in a
population very quickly: in Oenothera, the current view on the
evolutionary history of the plastome is IV → II → I/III (56), with
an estimated divergence time of ∼830,000 y (44). This is largely
based on chloroplast/nuclear incompatibility and can explain why
plastomes IV and II (although compatible with the nuclear ge-
nomes of many Oenothera species) were outcompeted by the
newly evolved aggressive plastomes I and III in many species.
Interestingly, the extant plastomes I and III do not form a phy-
logenetic clade. The recently evolved strong plastome I clusters
with the intermediately strong plastome II, with recently evolved
plastome III as outgroup (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). The di-
vergence time of II and III, however, is only approximately
420,000 y (44). Hence, evolution and fixation of an aggressive
cytoplasm happened twice independently within a very short
time frame.

Materials and Methods
Plant Material. Throughout this work, the terms “Oenothera” or “evening
primrose” refer to subsection Oenothera (genus Oenothera section Oenothera)
(56). Plant material used here is derived from the Oenothera germ-
plasm collection harbored at the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Plant
Physiology (Potsdam-Golm, Germany) (57). Part of this collection is the so-
called Renner Assortment, a collection of lines thoroughly characterized by
the genetic school of Otto Renner (22, 58). Therefore, the original material
of Schötz (21, 26), which determined the classes of chloroplast replication
speeds, was available for correlation mapping (as detailed later). For all
other genetic or physiological work presented here, the nuclear genetic
background of Oenothera elata subsp. hookeri strain johansen Standard (59)
was used. The employed chloroplast (genomes) are native or were intro-
gressed into that race by author S.G. or Wilfried Stubbe. The WT chloroplast
genomes (I-johSt, I-hookdV, II-suavG, and IV-atroSt) are compatible with,
and hence green when combined with, the johansen Standard nucleus. The
chloroplast genome III-lamS confers a reversible bleaching, so-called vires-
cent, phenotype in this genetic background (56, 60) (SI Appendix, Fig. S15).
The white chloroplast mutants I-chi and IV-delta (SI Appendix, Fig. S15) are
part of the huge collection of spontaneous plastome mutants compiled by
Stubbe and coworkers (31, 61, 62). Both mutants harbor a similar single locus
mutation in the psaA gene (encoding a core subunit of photosystem I) and
derive from the strong and weak WT plastomes I-hookdV and IV-atroSt,
respectively (31). SI Appendix, Tables S6–S11 provide a summary of all
strains and origins of the chloroplast genomes, including the pm-induced
variants that are subsequently described.

Plastome Mutator Mutagenesis. The pm line is a descendant of the original
isolate E-15–7 of Melvin D. Epp. The nuclear pm allele was identified after an
ethyl methanesulfonate mutagenesis (63) in johansen Standard. When
homozygous, the pm causes a 200–1,000× higher rate of chloroplast mu-
tants compared with the spontaneous frequency. The underlying muta-
tions mostly represent indels resulting from replication slippage events
(32, 63–66).

Johansen Standard plants newly restored to homozygosity for the nuclear
pm allele (pm/pm) were employed to mutagenize the chloroplast genome (I-
johSt) as described previously (35). Homozygous pm plants were identified
when new mutant chlorotic sectors were observed on them. On those plants,
flowers on green shoots were backcrossed to the WT PM allele as pollen
donor. In the resulting pm/PM populations, the chloroplast mutations were
stabilized. This led (after repeated backcrosses with the PM allele and se-
lection with appropriate markers against the paternal chloroplast) to
homoplasmic green variants derived from the strong plastome I-johSt. The
variants differ by certain indels or combination of indels, and the material
was designated V1a, V1b, V2a, etc., where “V” stands for variant, the Arabic
number for the number of the backcrossed plant in the experiment, and the
small Latin letter for the shoot of a given plant. An additional line, named
VC1, was derived from a similar pm mutagenesis of I-johSt, but the muta-
genesis was conducted over several generations. Therefore, VC1, which is
also a green variant, carries a much larger number of background mutations
than do variants V1a, V1b, V2a, etc. (SI Appendix, Table S10). The two var-
iant chloroplast genomes III-V1 and III-V2 (SI Appendix, Table S11) have a
derivation similar to VC1. They are derived from the strong WT chloroplast
genome III-lamS, which displays a reversible bleaching (virescent phenotype)
in the johansen Standard nuclear genetic background. To mutagenize this

chloroplast genome, it was introgressed into the pm/pm background of
johansen Standard by Wilfried Stubbe and self-pollinated for a number of
generations. When stabilized with the PM allele, it still displayed a virescent
phenotype that is comparable to the original WT plastome III-lamS (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S15). Both lines quite likely go back to the same ancestral pm/
pm-johansen Standard III-lamS plant, i.e., experienced a common muta-
genesis before separating, although the number of (independent) muta-
genizing generations is unclear.

Determination of Plastid Inheritance Strength. In the evening primroses, bi-
parental transmission of plastids shows maternal dominance, i.e., F1 plants
are homoplasmic for the maternal chloroplast or heteroplasmic for the pa-
ternal and maternal chloroplasts. If, in such crosses, one of the chloroplasts is
marked by a mutation, resulting in a white phenotype, the proportion of
variegated (green/white; i.e., heteroplasmic) seedlings can be used to de-
termine chloroplast inheritance strength (as percentage of biparental in-
heritance). Moreover, if, in such crosses, one of the crossing partners is kept
constant, the inheritance strength of all tested chloroplasts with respect to
the constant one can be determined (20, 21, 26, 30). For example, in the I-chi
crosses (in which the strong white plastid is donated by the father, as de-
tailed later), more variegated seedlings are found in the F1, indicating that
more paternal (white) chloroplasts were able to outcompete the dominating
maternal green chloroplasts. Hence, in this crossing direction, small bi-
parental percentage values indicate strong (i.e., assertive) plastomes from
the maternal parent and high biparental values indicate weak variants
contributed by the maternal parent. The situation is reversed in the re-
ciprocal cross in which the white chloroplast is donated by the mother, as is
the case in the IV-delta crosses. Here, the weak white chloroplast is maternal,
and strong green variants contributed by the pollen give high fractions of
variegated plants in the F1, whereas low percentages of biparental progeny
result when weak green variants are carried by the pollen donor.

Crossing Studies. All crossing studies between chloroplast genomes were
performed in the constant nuclear background of the highly homozygous
johansen Standard strain (as described earlier). Germination efficiency in all
populations was 100% (SI Appendix, Supplementary Materials and Meth-
ods). Transmission efficiencies of the green plastome I variants (V1a, V1b,
V2a, etc.) were determined by using the white chloroplast I-chi (strong in-
heritance strength) and IV-delta (weak inheritance strength) as crossing
partners, respectively. This allows the determination of the inheritance
strength of a given green chloroplast relative to a white one based on
quantification of the biparental (variegated) progeny among the F1, as
progeny that inherit chloroplasts from only the paternal parent are virtually
nonexistent (SI Appendix, SI Text). The fraction of variegated (green/white)
seedlings was assessed in the I-chi crosses in which the white mutant was
contributed by the paternal parent. Similarly, variegated (white/green)
seedlings were quantified in the IV-delta crosses in which the white mutant
was donated by the maternal parent (21, 26, 30) (as described earlier). In the
I-chi crosses, the green plastome I variants, as well as the WT chloroplast
genomes I-johSt (strong inheritance strength; native in the genetic back-
ground of johansen Standard and the original WT chloroplast genome used
for mutagenesis), II-suavG (intermediate inheritance strength), and IV-atroSt
(weak inheritance strength) were crossed as female parent to I-chi in three
following seasons (2013, 2014, and 2015). In the IV-delta crosses, green
variants and I-johSt were crossed as male parent to IV-delta, again in three
independent seasons, 2013, 2014, and 2015. From each cross of each season,
randomized populations of 100–300 plants were grown twice indepen-
dently, followed by visual assessment of the number of variegated seedlings/
plantlets 14–21 d after sowing (DAS; I-chi crosses) or 7–14 DAS (IV-delta
crosses). Based on these counts, the percentage of variegated progeny was
calculated for each individual cross. To determine statistically significant
differences between the transmission efficiencies of the plastome I variants
and I-johSt, the numbers from all three seasons were summed for a partic-
ular cross and a Fisher’s exact test was employed.

A very similar experiment was performed to determine the inheritance
strength of the two variants III-V1 and III-V2 (SI Appendix, SI Text), which
derive from the strong chloroplast genomes III-lamS. Here, in two inde-
pendent seasons (2015 and 2016), the WT I-johSt was used as pollen donor
to induce variegation between the maternal plastome III (giving rise to a
virescent phenotype) and the green plastome I (native in the background of
johansen Standard as described earlier).

To determine transmission efficiencies independent of white chloroplast
mutants or other bleached material, the plastome I variants (including their
WT I-johSt) were crossed to the green WT plastomes IV-atroSt (weak in-
heritance strength) as female parent and to I-hookdV (strong inheritance
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strength) as male parent in two independent seasons (2013 and 2014).
F1 progeny was harvested at 6 DAS by pooling 60–80 randomized seedlings,
and the ratios of the plastome types in the pool were analyzed via Mas-
sARRAY (Agena Bioscience) as described in the following section.

MassARRAY: Multiplexed Genotyping Analysis Using iPlex Gold. SNP geno-
typing to distinguish plastome I-johSt and I-hookdV/I-chi or I-johSt and IV-
atroSt/IV-delta and subsequent quantification of their plastome ratios in
appropriate F1swas carriedoutwith theMassARRAY system (Agena Bioscience).
The systemwas used to analyze chloroplast transmission efficiencies in different
crosses. For this, total DNA was prepared from 60–80 randomized pooled
plantlets at 6 DAS. Then, 10 SNPs distinguishing the plastomes I-johSt and I-
hookdV/I-chi (I/I assay) and 15 SNPs between I-johSt and IV-atroSt/IV-delta (I/IV
assay) were selected. Two appropriate primers flanking the SNP and one
unextended primer (binding an adjacent sequence to the SNP) were designed
by using MassARRAY Assay Design v4.0 (Agena Bioscience). Primer sequences
and SNPs and their positions in I-johSt are listed in SI Appendix, Table S12.
Plastome regions were amplified in a 5-μL PCR containing PCR buffer (2 mM
MgCl2, 500 μM dNTP mix, 1 U HotStartTaq; Agena Bioscience), 10 ng DNA, and
10 (I/I assay) or 15 (I/IV assay) PCR primer pairs, respectively, at concentrations
ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 μM. The reaction mix was incubated for 2 min at 95 °C
in 96-well plates, followed by 45 cycles of 30 s at 95 °C, 30 s at 56 °C, and 60 s at
72 °C, and a final elongation for 5 min at 72 °C. Excess nucleotides were re-
moved by adding 0.5 U shrimp alkaline phosphatase (SAP) enzyme and SAP
buffer (Agena Bioscience), followed by an incubation for 40 min at 37 °C and
5 min at 85 °C. For the primer extension reaction, the iPLEX reaction mixture
(containing Buffer Plus, Thermo Sequenase, and termination mix 96; Agena
Bioscience) and, depending on the primer, the extension primers at a concen-
tration of 7–28 μM were added. Sequence-specific hybridization and sequence-
dependent termination were carried out for 30 s at 94 °C, followed by 40 cycles
of 5 s at 94 °C plus five internal cycles of 5 s at 52 °C and 5 s at 80 °C, and finally
3 min at 72 °C. After desalting with CLEAN resin (Agena Bioscience), the sam-
ples were spotted on 96-pad silicon chips preloaded with proprietary matrix
(SpectroCHIP; Agena Bioscience) by using the Nanodispenser RS1000 (Agena
Bioscience). Subsequently, data were acquired with a MALDI-TOF mass spec-
trometer MassARRAY Analyzer 4 (Agena Bioscience) and analyzed with the
supplied software. To identify significant differences in the frequencies of pa-
ternal ptDNA, Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks was performed.

k-Means Clustering to Classify Inheritance Strength. For the WT chloroplasts,
inheritance strength was classified by using the biparental transmission
frequencies (percentage of variegated plants in F1, as detailed earlier) of the
chloroplasts “biennis white” and “blandina white” according to Schötz (26)
(SI Appendix, SI Text). Both crossing series included the same 25 WT chlo-
roplasts, 14 of which had fully sequenced genomes and were employed for
correlation mapping (SI Appendix, Table S7 and as detailed later). The
original data are provided in the study of Schötz (26) and summarized by
Cleland (ref. 22, p. 180) and in SI Appendix, Table S13. Based on the two
transmission frequencies, the WT plastomes were clustered by using the k-
means algorithm with Euclidean distance as distance dimension. The optimal
number of centers was calculated with the pamk function of the fpc pack-
age, as implemented in R v.3.2.1 (67). Strikingly, essentially the same three
classes (strong, intermediate, and weak) were obtained that had been pre-
viously determined by Schötz (20, 22) (SI Appendix, SI Text and Fig. S16).

For the variants, we used the transmission frequencies from I-chi and IV-
delta crosses obtained from this work (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, SI Text and
Table S10). As the data-driven determination of the optimal number of
clusters (k = 2, as detailed earlier) does not reflect the biological situation,
upon repeated k-means runs, we chose the number of centers with the best
trade-off between lowest swapping rate of the samples between the clus-
ters and the biological interpretability. This approach resulted in four classes
(SI Appendix, SI Text and Fig. S16).

Correlation Mapping. For correlation mapping in WTs, 14 completely se-
quenced plastomes (GenBank accession nos. EU262890.2, EU262891.2,
KT881170.1, KT881171.1, KT881172.1, KT881176.1, KU521375.1, KX687910.1,
KX687913.1, KX687914.1, KX687915.1, KX687916.1, KX687917.1, andKX687918.1)
with known inheritance strength (20, 22, 26) (SI Appendix, Table S7) were
employed. The eight chloroplast genomes assigned to accession numbers
starting with KU or KX were newly determined in the course of this work.
Mapping of genetic determinants in the green variants was done in 18 fully
sequenced mutagenized plastomes (V1a, V1b, V1c, V2a, V2b, V2g, V3a, V3b,
V3c, V3d, V3e, V3f, V3g, V3h, V4b, V4c, V7a, and VC1) as well as their WT
reference (I-johSt; GenBank accession no. AJ271079.4).

In both sequence sets, divergence at a given alignment window was
correlated to the experimentally determined inheritance strengths of a
chloroplast genome. For the WTs, inheritance strength was measured by
using the paternal transmission frequencies (i.e., percentage of variegated
plants in the F1) of the chloroplasts biennis white or blandinawhite according
to Schötz (26) (SI Appendix, SI Text) or k-means classes combining the two
datasets by clustering (SI Appendix, SI Text and Table S13 and as described
earlier). For the variants, we used the transmission frequencies from the I-chi
and IV-delta crosses determined in this work, as well as the k-means classes
that were obtained from them (Fig. 2, SI Appendix, SI Text and Table S10,
and as described earlier).

For correlation of these transmission frequencies to loci on the chloroplast
genome, the redundant inverted repeat A (IRA) was removed from all se-
quences. Then, plastomes were aligned with ClustalW (68) and the align-
ments were curated manually (SI Appendix, Dataset S2). Subsequently, by
using a script in R v3.2.1 (67) (SI Appendix, Dataset S3), nucleotide changes
(SNPs, insertions, and deletions) relative to a chosen reference sequence
plastome [I-hookdV (KT881170.1) for WT set and I-johSt (AJ271079.4) for
variant set; SI Appendix, SI Text] were counted window-wise by two ap-
proaches: (i) segmenting the reference sequence in overlapping windows by
using a sliding-window approach with a window size of 1 kb and a step size
of 10 bp, yielding a matrix of 13,912 × 13 (WT set) and 13,668 × 18 (variants),
respectively; or (ii) defining regions of interest with correspondingly chosen
window sizes. Then, Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coefficients were
calculated between (i) the total count of nucleotide changes for every
plastome in the aligned sequence window compared with the reference (i.e.,
total sequence divergence) and (ii) the determined inheritance strength of
the plastomes (SI Appendix, Fig. S17 and Dataset S1). For the sliding-window
approach, P values were adjusted for multiple testing by using Benjamini–
Hochberg correction. To reduce the number of P value adjustments, adja-
cent alignment windows with identical count vectors were collapsed into
one. To annotate the correlation mapping script output file, gene annota-
tion of the consensus sequence (SI Appendix, Dataset S2) was converted into
bed format (SI Appendix, Dataset S3) and combined with the correlation
bins by using intersectBed and groupBy of the bedtools package (69). For
visualization (Figs. 1A and 3A and SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S10), correlation
coefficients obtained for every alignment window were plotted as a func-
tion of the alignment position. Correlation values greater than the P value
threshold (>0.05) are grayed out. Linear chloroplast genome maps were de-
rived from the annotation of the consensus of both sequence sets (SI Appendix,
Dataset S2) and drawn by OrganellarGenomeDRAW v1.2 (70) in a linear mode
by using a user-defined configuration XML file. Alignments of selected plas-
tome regions were visualized in Geneious v10.2.3 (71) and subsequently, as the
output of OrganellarGenomeDRAW, edited in CorelDraw X8 (Corel).

ACCase Activity Assay. ACCase activity was measured in isolated chloroplast
suspensions (72, 73) diluted to 400 μg chlorophyll per milliliter (SI Appendix,
Supplementary Materials and Methods). To validate equilibration to chlo-
rophyll, protein concentration using a Bradford assay (Quick Start Bradford
1× Dye Reagent; Bio-Rad; with BSA solutions of known concentrations as
standards) and chloroplast counts per milliliter of suspension were de-
termined for the same samples. For chloroplast counting, the suspension was
further diluted 1:10, with 15 μL subsequently loaded on a Cellometer Dis-
posable Cell Counting Chamber (Electron Microscopy Sciences) and analyzed
under a Zeiss Axioskop 2 microscope (Zeiss). For each sample, six “B squares”
were counted, and chloroplast concentration was calculated as chloroplasts
per milliliter = 10 × average count per B square/4 × 10−6. All three equili-
bration methods gave comparable results.

ACCase activity was measured as the acetyl-CoA–dependent fixation of
H14CO3

− into acid-stable products. For each plant line (I-johSt, V1c, V3e, V2a,
V2g, V3d, V3c, VC1, V3g, and IV-atroSt), three independent chloroplast
isolations (i.e., three biological replicates) were analyzed in triplicate, in-
cluding individual negative controls (minus acetyl-CoA) for each measure-
ment. A total of 10 μL of chloroplast suspensions were incubated with 40 μL
of reagent solution, with a final concentration of 100 mM Tricine KOH, pH
8.2, 100 mM potassium chloride, 2 mM magnesium chloride, 1 mM ATP,
0.1 mM Triton X-100, 10 mM sodium bicarbonate, 0.5 mM acetyl-CoA, and
40 mM radioactively labeled sodium bicarbonate (NaH14CO3, ca. 4,000 dpm/nmol;
Amersham) at room temperature for 20 min. For the negative control,
acetyl-CoA in the reaction mixture was replaced by water. Reactions were
stopped by adding 50 μL 2 M hydrochloric acid. The sample was transferred
to a scintillation vial, and acid labile radioactivity (i.e., remaining H14CO3

−)
was evaporated by heating for 20 min at 85 °C. After addition of 3 mL
scintillation mixture (Rotiszint eco plus; Carl Roth), the acid-stable radioac-
tivity from incorporation of H14CO3

− (14C dpm) was detected by liquid
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scintillation counter (LS6500; Beckman Coulter). ACCase activity is repre-
sented as the 14C incorporation rate into acid-stable fraction (dpm per
minute) calculated by dividing the total fixed radioactivity by 20 min. The
rates in three replicated reactions were averaged, and corresponding values
from negative control samples were subtracted and normalized by the
number of chloroplasts to gain ACCase activity in individual samples. The
average rates were calculated for each line. To combine all measurements,
relative ACCase activities were calculated for each experiment as relative to
the I-johSt line, and significant differences between each line and the WT
were identified by using a two-tailed paired t test, followed by P value
adjustment by using the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.

Predictability of Inheritance Strength Based on Lipid-Level Data as Explanatory
Variables. Lipidomics data from Oenothera seedlings of the strain johansen
Standard, harboring chloroplast genomes with different assertiveness rates
(SI Appendix, Supplementary Materials and Methods), were analyzed jointly
to test for predictability of inheritance strength based on lipid levels. For
this, 33 probes representing 16 genotypes whose chloroplast genomes
ranged from inheritance strength class 1 to 5 (SI Appendix, SI Text) were
measured in five replicates in three independent experimental series (SI
Appendix, SI Text and Table S3). In this dataset, a total of 184 different
lipids/molecules could be annotated (SI Appendix, Dataset S4 and as de-
scribed earlier). To normalize across experiments, the data from each series
were log-transformed and median-centered based on genotypes with in-
heritance strengths of 1, i.e., for every lipid/molecule, its median level across
all “inheritance strengths = 1 genotypes” was determined and subtracted
from all genotypes tested in the respective experimental series. Inheritance
strength 1 was then selected to serve as a common reference across all three
experimental series. Subsequently, the three experimental series were
combined into a single set. Only those lipids/molecules for which level data
were available across all three datasets were considered further, leaving
102 lipids/molecules for analysis (SI Appendix, Dataset S4)
LASSO regression model. Inheritance strength was predicted based on the
median-centered lipid-level data by using LASSO, a regularized linear re-
gression approach (74), as implemented in the “glmnet” R software package
(R v3.2.1) (67). glmnet was invoked with parameter α set to 1 to perform

LASSO regression (SI Appendix, Dataset S4). The penalty parameter λ was
determined from the built-in cross-validation applied to training set data
(i.e., all but two randomly selected genotypes) and set to the 1-SE estimate
deviation from the optimal (minimal error) value and assuming Gaussian
response type. All other parameters were taken as their default values.
Predictive lipids. As a regularized regression method, LASSO aims to use few
predictor variables, which allows better identification of truly predictive
lipids. Summarized from all 100 cross-validation runs performed, lipids/
molecules were ranked by their mean linear model coefficients assigned to
them in the LASSO regression, with their absolute value indicating influence
strength and their sign indicating positive or negative correlation of their
abundance to inheritance strength.
Test for enrichment of predictive lipids/molecules in lipid classes. Across all
100 cross-validation runs, the importance of each of the 102 molecules was
assessed based on their average absolute weight factor (avgW) by which they
entered the 100 LASSO models. Molecules with avgW of greater than 1 SD
obtained across all 102 molecules were considered important. Then, all lipids/
molecules were assigned to their respective class (MGDG, DGDG, SQDG, PG,
PC, PI, PE, FA, PE, TAG, CoQ, chlorophyll, and pheophytin), and every class was
tested for enrichment in the lipid/molecule set considered to be important.
This was done by employing a Fisher’s exact test, yielding P values and odds
ratios. The P values express enrichment, and the odds ratio express the rel-
ative enrichment or depletion of a particular class among the set of
important lipids.
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Synopsis: 

This work reports the identification of SULFUREA, a classical paramutated locus in tomato, 

provides insights into the mechanisms involved in paramutation and its suppression, and makes 

a dicotyledonous plant accessible as a new model to study the molecular basis of paramutation. 
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SUMMARY 

Paramutation is a heritable epigenetic phenomenon involving inactivation of an expressed 

(paramutable) allele by a homologous inactive (paramutagenic) allele. One of the classical 

paramutated loci is the tomato SULFUREA locus where paramutation causes loss of 

photosynthesis. Although intensely studied for over 50 years, the identity of SULFUREA and 

the mechanism of its inactivation by paramutation have remained elusive. Here we identified 

the SULFUREA gene and show that the paramutation phenotype can be fully repressed by 

heterologous complementation with a paramutation-insensitive transgene derived from the 

orthologous Arabidopsis gene. Genome and methylome sequencing identified a striking 

difference in promoter methylation between the paramutagenic and the paramutable alleles. 

We also isolated several spontaneous revertants in which SULFUREA regained activity. The 

loss of silencing was somatically stable, but paramutation reappeared in the next generation, 

indicating resetting during meiosis. Finally, we characterized a suppressor mutant and found it 

to exhibit aberrant DNA methylation patterns likely caused by a genomic deletion fusing part 

of a chaperone gene to a histone deacetylase gene. Our findings shed new light on the role of 

chromatin structure and DNA methylation in paramutation and make a readily transformable 

dicotyledonous model amenable to studies into the molecular basis of transgenerational 

epigenetic inheritance. 

 

Keywords: paramutation; epigenetics; Solanum lycopersicum; suppressor mutation; DNA 

methylation; DNA demethylation; sulfurea 
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INTRODUCTION 

Paramutation is an epigenetic phenomenon that involves heritable changes in gene expression. 

It is characterized by a silencing-conferring interaction between a pair of homologous alleles: 

a paramutable allele and a paramutagenic allele. The paramutagenic allele is typically silent 

and can impose its silenced state onto the paramutable (i.e., susceptible) allele. The most 

intriguing feature of paramutation is that this allelic trans-inactivation converts the paramutable 

allele into a paramutagenic allele which then can silence other paramutable alleles when 

introduced by appropriate genetic crosses. Thus, paramutation can be rationalized as a 

“contagious” process in which a paramutagenic allele infects a paramutable allele which then 

itself becomes infectious (i.e., paramutagenic). For this reason, the phenomenon was initially 

referred to as “somatic conversion” (Renner, 1938), before the term paramutation became 

widely accepted (cf. Hagemann, 1958).  

Paramutation was first discovered and studied in evening primrose (Oenothera sp.) by 

Otto Renner (Renner, 1938). Subsequently, paramutated loci were found and analyzed 

genetically in two other plant species: in maize (Zea mays) by Royal Alexander Brink and in 

tomato (Solanum lycopersicum, formerly Lycopersicon esculentum) by Rudolf Hagemann (for 

review, see, e.g., Hagemann and Berg, 1977; Chandler and Stam, 2004; Chandler and Alleman, 

2008; Stam, 2009). Although for a long time only known in plants, it is now clear that 

paramutation phenomena also occur in animals and other eukaryotes (Rassoulzadegan et al., 

2006; Chandler, 2007). The well-documented cases of paramutation nearly exclusively involve 

pigment changes that can be easily recognized when occurring somatically. It, therefore, can 

be assumed that paramutation is likely to be much more widespread and often goes undetected, 

for example, due to metabolic complementation by adjacent wild-type tissue. 

Most studies into the mechanisms underlying paramutation have been conducted in 

maize. This is because, only in maize, the molecular identity of genes affected by paramutation 

is currently known (Hollick et al., 1997; Dorweiler et al., 2000; Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001). 

Structural analyses of paramutated loci in maize as well as analysis of chromatin structure and 

DNA methylation patterns provided strong support of a transcriptional gene silencing 

mechanism underlying the paramutation phenomenon (Sidorenko and Peterson, 2001; Lisch et 

al., 2002; Stam et al., 2002; Stam et al., 2002; Chandler and Stam, 2004; Belele et al., 2013). 

However, why silencing by paramutation is transgenerationally stable (i.e, heritable) and how 

it differs mechanistically from conventional types of transcriptional silencing (Amedeo et al., 
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2000; Probst et al., 2004; Stam and Mittelsten Scheid, 2005) remains to be elucidated. The 

isolation and characterization of maize mutants that are affected in the maintenance of the 

paramutated state have uncovered a number of factors relevant to gene inactivation by 

paramutation (Dorweiler et al., 2000; Hollick et al., 2005; Alleman et al., 2006; Woodhouse et 

al., 2006; Hale et al., 2007; Erhard Jr. et al., 2009; Barbour et al., 2012). The identification of 

DNA-dependent RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV) and an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 

(RdRP) provided strong evidence for the involvement of small RNAs (sRNAs) in establishing 

and/or maintaining the paramutated state (reviewed, e.g., in Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). In 

particular, an intact pathway of 24 nt sRNA biogenesis seems to be required for paramutation. 

24 nt sRNAs are a class of non-coding RNAs that, in association with Argonaute proteins, 

mediate RNA-directed DNA methylation in Arabidopsis thaliana. Thus, the currently available 

data suggest a working model for paramutation in which sRNA-Argonaute complexes recruit 

a DNA methyltransferase to homologous sequences in nascent transcripts which in turn triggers 

de novo cytosine methylation in sequence elements controlling transcription of the paramutable 

allele (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). However, the mechanistic details of how gene 

inactivation by paramutation occurs, how the inactive state is imposed from the paramutagenic 

allele onto the paramutable allele, and how the inactive state is stably transmitted across 

generations are currently unknown.  

The tomato sulfurea mutant represents one of the first discovered cases of paramutation 

in plants (Hagemann, 1958) and one of the very few paramutagenic loci in a dicotyledonous 

model species that is routinely amenable to genetic manipulation by stable transformation. The 

original sulfurea mutant occurred in an X-ray mutagenesis experiment (Hagemann, 1958; 

Hagemann and Berg, 1977; Hagemann, 1993). A second, independent paramutagenic allele 

was later isolated from a tomato tissue culture and probably originated from somaclonal 

variation (Wisman et al., 1993). Paramutation at the tomato SULFUREA locus leads to two 

visibly distinguishable phenotypes: yellow leaf sectors or branches (referred to as sulfpura 

allele), or yellow-green variegated or speckled sectors (sulfvag allele). Paramutated sulfurea 

tissue displays a striking yellow, chlorophyll-deficient phenotype (Hagemann, 1958; Ehlert et 

al., 2008; Figure 1). The sulfurea allele is recessive, but, fulfilling the hallmark of 

paramutation, the pigment deficiency appears spontaneously in somatic tissues of heterozygous 

plants at high frequency.  

 Extensive genetic mapping work has localized the SULFUREA (SULF) gene to the 

centromeric heterochromatin of tomato chromosome 2 (Hagemann, 1993). This location and 
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the lack of genetic markers in close proximity (Tanksley et al., 1992) have made the isolation 

of the SULF gene extremely challenging. The pigment deficiency could suggest a gene function 

related to the photosynthetic apparatus (e.g., photosystem biogenesis or chlorophyll synthesis), 

but chlorotic phenotypes can also occur as secondary consequence of primary defects that are 

completely unrelated to photosynthesis (e.g., disturbed mineral nutrition). 

 In our previous work, we suggested a candidate locus that is affected by paramutation 

in the sulfurea mutant (Ehlert et al., 2008). The gene encodes a putative orthologue of the 

chloroplast protein ATAB2, a nucleus-encoded factor involved in the light-regulated 

translation of the plastid-encoded photosystem I reaction center protein PsaB in Arabidopsis 

(Barneche et al., 2006). A recent study has provided additional evidence for the tomato ATAB2 

orthologue being a candidate gene for the sulfurea locus. The authors detected small interfering 

RNAs (siRNAs) derived from the promoter of the gene in paramutated tissue (Gouil et al., 

2016), a finding that would be compatible with current sRNA-based working models for 

paramutation in maize (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). However, as discussed previously 

(Ehlert et al., 2008), there are several aspects of the sulfurea phenotype that are inconsistent 

with the phenotype reported for the Arabidopsis atab2 mutant (Barneche et al., 2006). These 

include (i) the inability of homozygous sulfurea plants to grow heterotrophically on sucrose-

containing medium, whereas T-DNA knockout mutants of ATAB2 grow normally under 

heterotrophic conditions, and (ii) the severe auxin deficiency of homozygous sulfurea plants 

(Ehlert et al., 2008), a hormonal defect that so far has not been associated with primary defects 

in photosynthesis-related genes (Barneche et al., 2006). Therefore, the identity of the 

SULFUREA gene remains to be ultimately clarified. 

 Here we present compelling evidence that a tomato ATAB2 homologue is indeed the 

SULF locus. We demonstrate that the Arabidopsis ATAB2 gene is not paramutable (i.e., is 

insusceptible to inactivation by paramutation) and, therefore, can stably complement the 

paramutation phenotype of the tomato sulfurea mutant when introduced transgenically. We 

have also sequenced the genomes and methylomes of paramutable and paramutagenic SULF 

alleles and characterized a genetic suppressor mutant that suggests a mechanism how silencing 

by paramutation can be released. Our work paves the way to the exploitation of a readily 

transformable dicotyledonous plant as a new model to study the molecular mechanisms of 

paramutation. 
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RESULTS 

Identification of a candidate gene for the tomato sulfurea locus 

The strong phenotype of the mutant and the complete loss of chlorophyll observed in 

paramutated tissue suggest that paramutation leads to very efficient silencing of the affected 

gene. We, therefore, reasoned, that any candidate gene for SULFUREA should display strongly 

reduced gene expression in homozygous sulfurea (sulf (hom)) seedlings compared to wild-type 

tissue. However, the severe phenotype of the paramutated tissue also indicates that gene 

inactivation by paramutation likely causes massive secondary effects, due to the loss of 

photosynthesis and, presumably, the resulting oxidative damage in the chloroplasts. To 

minimize these secondary effects, we generated large amounts of seeds from heterozygous 

SULF/sulf plants, germinated them under low-light conditions and phenotyped the seedlings 

very early after germination, when the first pair of true leaves emerged. At this stage, the 

homozygous plants were already recognizable by their light-green leaf color. Photosynthetic 

pigment accumulation in these very young, low-light grown leaflets was much stronger than in 

mature (yellow) leaves and leaves grown under standard light conditions (Figure 1; Ehlert et 

al., 2008), indicating that they suffer less from photooxidative damage and hence should show 

less severe secondary effects on gene expression that are unrelated to the primary, 

paramutation-caused defect.  

 To identify candidate genes that are potentially silenced in paramutated tissue, RNA 

samples extracted from very young leaf material were hybridized to microarrays. Analysis of 

differentially expressed genes revealed a short list of nine genes that are expressed to lower 

levels in sulf tissue compared to wild-type tissue and a longer list of 36 genes that are 

upregulated in paramutated tissue (Supplemental Table 1). While the upregulated genes are 

likely induced in response to the photosynthetic defect and the resulting metabolic deficiencies 

in the sulf mutant, the list of downregulated genes may contain candidate genes for the SULF 

locus. Interestingly, the gene showing the strongest expression difference between sulf and 

wild-type tissue, Solyc02g005200, was the only gene in the list of downregulated genes located 

in proximity to the centromere region of chromosome 2, the region to which SULF had been 

mapped genetically (Hagemann, 1993; Supplemental Table 1; Supplemental Figure 1). In 

extensive genetic crosses conducted by Rudolf Hagemann, the marker S (compound 

inflorescence; Solyc02g077390) was identified as the closest freely recombining marker to the 

SULF locus (Hagemann, 1993; Tanksley et al., 1992). We, therefore, used this marker to 
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delimit the genomic region on chromosome 2 in which the sulf locus can potentially reside. 

The distance between the S locus and the end of chromosome 2 is approximately 42.3 Mb 

(Tanksley et al., 1992; The Tomato Genome Consortium, 2012), thus defining the potential 

target region where SULF could be located. 

 

Figure 1. Expression analysis of the candidate gene Solyc02g005200 in wild type (wt) and 

sulfurea (sulf) tissue. Northern blots were hybridized to a probe specific for Solyc02g005200. 

(A) Northern blot analysis of leaf tissue from plantlets grown under aseptic conditions. Wild 

type and sulf (hom) plantlets were grown under low-light condition on auxin-containing growth 

medium (Ehlert et al., 2008). (B) Northern blot analysis of leaf material from greenhouse-

grown plants. Two wild-type plants and one heterozygous sulf plant (sulf (het)) were analyzed. 

The leaves of the sulf (het) plant were separated into green non-paramutated sulf (het-g) and 

yellow paramutated sulf (het-y) sectors. M: molecular weight marker. 

Given that the microarray analysis had revealed only a single gene within the target 

region as downregulated in sulf, we directly tested this candidate locus, Solyc02g005200, for 

being silenced in paramutated tissue by RNA gel blot analysis. Using a probe against 

Solyc02g005200, northern blot experiments clearly demonstrated the lack of detectable 

expression of the Solyc02g005200 gene in sulf tissue (Figure 1). The gene appeared to be fully 
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silenced both in homozygous sulf (hom) plantlets growing on sucrose-containing and auxin-

supplemented medium (Ehlert et al., 2008) under aseptic conditions and in yellow sectors (sulf 

(het-y)) excised from variegated heterozygous sulf (het) plants growing autotrophically in soil 

(Figure 1). By contrast, Solyc02g005200 expression was readily detectable in both wild-type 

tissue and non-paramutated green sectors from heterozygous plants (sulf (het-g); Figure 1). 

Solyc02g005200 encodes a tomato homologue of the Arabidopsis gene ATAB2 (At3g08010) 

that encodes a chloroplast-localized translational activator protein controlling expression of 

reaction center subunits of the photosystems in response to light (Barneche et al., 2006). The 

gene was originally identified as TAB2 in in the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii where it translationally regulates the expression of the plastid-encoded photosystem 

I reaction center protein PsaB (Dauvillée et al., 2003). The TAB2/ATAB2 protein has RNA-

binding activity with a preference for A/U-rich motifs. The putative protein encoded by the 

tomato Solyc02g005200 gene shares 73 % amino acid sequence identity with the protein 

encoded by the Arabidopsis ATAB2 (At3g08010) gene. This high degree of conservation and 

the absence of other putative ATAB2 homology from the tomato genome suggest that the 

tomato Solyc02g005200 gene represents a true orthologue of ATAB2. 

Transgenic expression of the Arabidopsis homologue of Solyc02g005200 complements the 

paramutation phenotype of sulfurea  

To ultimately prove the identity of the SULFUREA gene and confirm that it is identical with 

the tomato gene encoding TAB2, complementation of the mutant phenotype is required. We 

reasoned that this is unlikely achievable with the tomato gene which is paramutable and hence, 

may undergo epigenetic silencing when introduced transgenically into the sulf mutant. Genetic 

experiments with aneuploid tomato lines have demonstrated that paramutation is largely 

independent of the gene dosage in that a single paramutagenic allele can inactivate several 

paramutable alleles (Hagemann and Berg, 1977; Hagemann, 1993). We further reasoned that 

the putative Arabidopsis orthologue of Solyc02g005200, ATAB2, has a higher probability of 

being non-paramutable, especially when used as a cDNA and driven by a heterologous 

promoter. We, therefore, attempted a genetic complementation experiment with the 

Arabidopsis ATAB2 cDNA to examine whether or not the paramutation phenotype of the 

tomato sulf mutant can be rescued. To this end, the cDNA of At3g08010 was cloned into a 

binary vector, placed under the control of the CaMV 35S promoter and the nos terminator, and 

transformed into green heterozygous sulf (het) cotyledons by Agrobacterium-mediated 

transformation. Five independent transgenic lines were obtained, regenerated into plants and 
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grown to maturity in the greenhouse. Interestingly, none of the lines showed any evidence of 

paramutation whereas all heterozygous control lines showed the expected variegated 

paramutation phenotype. To follow the correlation between presence of the transgene and lack 

of the paramutation phenotype over the next generations, large amounts of seeds were produced 

from two transgenic T0 plants (lines 5 and 8) to perform segregation analyses by selfing and 

back-crosses to the wild type. 

Due to the paramutagenicity of the sulf allele in the heterozygous sulf (het) seedling 

tissue used for transformation, it is possible that the genetic background of the generated lines 

changed from sulf (het) to sulf (hom) during the transformation procedure and/or the subsequent 

cultivation of the transgenic plants. If our assumptions (that TAB2 is identical with SULF and 

ATAB2 is not paramutable) were correct, the transition from sulf (het) to sulf (hom) would be 

masked by the expressed transgene and consequently, not become phenotypically visible. 

Therefore, depending on whether or not paramutation at the endogenous SULF locus has 

occurred in an individual transgenic plant, the next generation can exhibit different segregation 

ratios (Supplemental Table 2). The genotype of a fruit that produced a given set of seeds can 

be recognized in the next generation: If the cotyledons of all germinating seedlings that lack 

the transgene (i.e., 25% of the total progeny) are yellow, the fruit was sulf (hom), if the 

cotyledons in only one quarter of the seedlings that lack the transgene (i.e., 6.25% of the total 

progeny) are yellow, the fruit was sulf (het). Similarly, the genotype of the parental plant can 

be recognized by the different fractions of transgene-free progeny seedlings with true leaves 

that remain green versus true leaves that develop the variegated phenotype typical of 

paramutation (Supplemental Table 2). Consistent with these theoretical considerations, the two 

different frequencies of the occurrence of sulf (hom) seedlings with yellow cotyledons were 

indeed observed, with the values being very close to the theoretically expected values (22% 

and 5.7% versus the expected 25% and 6.25%; Supplemental Table 3). In 18.7 % of the progeny 

of the back-cross with the wild type of plants hemizygous for the transgene and heterozygous 

for sulfurea (sulf (het)), the paramutation phenotype (variegated leaves) was visible 

(Supplemental Table 3B). This correlates with the expected absence of the transgene from one 

quarter of the offspring. The slightly lower number of variegated plants is likely due to some 

heterozygous sulf (het-g) plants not having undergone paramutation yet at the time of 

phenotypic scoring (which, due to the large number of plants analyzed, was done 6 weeks after 

germination). Similarly, back-crosses with the wild type of transgenic plants that were 

homozygous for sulfurea (i.e., had sulf (het-y) reproductive tissue which is functionally 
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equivalent to sulf (hom)) yielded 41.7% variegated plants, again a value that is slightly lower 

than the theoretically expected value of 50% (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3A), presumably due 

to the presence of some heterozygous plants that had not undergone paramutation after 6 weeks 

of growth. Taken together, these genetic data suggest strongly that the ATAB2 transgene 

complements the sulf mutant and, moreover, indicate that the ATAB2 transgene is not 

paramutable. 

To provide ultimate proof of the ATAB2 complementing the paramutation phenotype of 

the sulf mutant, we sought to confirm the strict co-segregation of the ATAB2 transgene with the 

absence of the paramutation phenotype. To this end, we genotyped and phenotyped 1086 

progeny plants of hemizygous transgenic lines that had been either selfed or back-crossed to 

the wild type (Figure 2; Table 1). Transgene presence was assayed by PCR and exemplarily 

confirmed by Southern blotting (see Methods; Table 1), and the three observable phenotypes 

were correlated to the genetic constitution of the plants concerning the SULF locus and the 

transgenic locus (Figure 2; Table 1). Consistent with the segregation ratios expected if the two 

assumptions made (Solyc02g005200 is SULF and ATAB2 is insensitive to paramutation; 

Supplemental Table 2) were correct, in none of the 169 sulf (hom) seedlings and in none of the 

218 paramutated heterozygous sulf (het) plants (identified by their obvious leaf variegation 

phenotype; Figure 2), the ATAB2 transgene could be detected (Table 2; Supplemental Table 2). 

Moreover, the observed segregation ratios were very similar to the theoretically expected 

values (cf. Supplemental Tables 2 and 3; Table 1) for both selfed plants and the back-crosses 

to the wild type.  

Table 1. Segregation ratios in the progeny of T1 plants heterozygous for the ATAB2 

transgene At3g08010 and homozygous for the paramutated sulfurea allele (sulf (hom) 

background). Transgene presence was detected by PCR. The number of plants observed for 

each phenotype and the segregation ratios (in %) are given.  

 

Yellow 

cotyledons 
Green cotyledons 

    Green true leaves Variegated true leaves 

Transgene 

Cross 
- + - + - + 

Selfing 
169 

(27.4%) 
0 0 

446 

(72.4%) 

1 

(0.002%) 
0 

Backcross to 

wild type 
0 0 

16 

(3.4%) 

237 

(50.4%) 

217 

(46.2%) 
0 
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Figure 2. Complementation of the paramutation phenotype of the sulf mutant with a 

transgene derived from the ATAB2 gene from Arabidopsis thaliana (At03g08010). (A) 

Reappearance of the variegated sulfurea phenotype in the progeny of a hemizygous 

complemented line (sulf (com)-1). The line was either selfed (left panels) or back-crossed to a 

wild-type plant (right panels). The offspring of both crosses segregates into individuals 

displaying a clear paramutation phenotype (upper panels; plants P1 and P3) and plants lacking 

the phenotype and being indistinguishable from the wild type (lower panels; plants P2 and P4). 

For segregation analyses, see Supplemental Tables 2 and 3. (B) Dependence of the 

reappearance of the paramutation phenotype on outcrossing of the ATAB2 transgene. Shown 

here are representative PCR analyses using genomic DNA as template and primer pairs specific 

for ATAB2 (At03g08010; left part) and the candidate SULF gene (Solyc02g005200; right part), 

respectively. Two wild-type plants were used as control. C: negative controls with no template 

DNA added to the PCR reaction. For segregation analysis, see Table 1. 
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Finally, we also analyzed expression of the ATAB2 transgene and the SULF candidate 

locus Solyc02g005200 in the progeny of complemented sulf (com) lines by RNA gel blot 

analyses (Figure 3). As expected, all plants displaying a wild type-like phenotype and showing 

no paramutation express the ATAB2 transgene or the endogenous Solyc02g005200 gene or 

both. Importantly, in several plants the candidate SULF gene Solyc02g005200 was fully 

silenced (sulf (het-y)), but yet the plants show no paramutation phenotype. Since all of these 

plants expressed the ATAB2 transgene, this finding provides strong additional support for 

expression of ATAB2 complementing the paramutation phenotype (Figure 3). 

In conclusion, presence and active expression of the ATAB2 (At3g08010) transgene 

fully complements the sulfurea phenotype, ultimately confirming that (i) Solyc02g005200 is 

the tomato orthologue of ATAB2, and (ii) Solyc02g005200 is identical with the SULF gene. 

Genome sequencing and methylation sequencing reveal different cytosine methylation 

patterns at Solyc02g005200 

Previous work on paramutation in maize has implicated RNA-dependent DNA methylation in 

the establishment of the paramutated state (e.g., Barbour et al., 2012; Regulski et al., 2013; 

Bond and Baulcombe, 2014; Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). We, therefore, wanted to determine 

whether the wild-type SULF allele and the paramutated (epi)allele differ in their DNA 

methylation patterns. To this end, we sequenced both the genomes and the methylomes of 

paramutated (sulf (het-y)) tissue and non-paramutated green tissue (sulf (het-g)) and compared 

them with the wild-type tomato cultivar from which the sulf mutant was originally derived (S. 

lycopersicum cv. Lukullus). The sulf (het-g) and sulf (het-y) tissues used for sequencing were 

harvested from the same (phenotypically chimeric) heterozygous sulf (het) plants to minimize 

genetic variation. Genomic DNA was extracted and used for genome resequencing and for 

bisulfite conversion followed by sequencing (Cokus et al., 2008). In an attempt to obtain further 

insights into the mechanism of paramutation, we additionally sequenced the genome and the 

methylome of the spontaneous suppressor mutant SOSU1 (SUPPRESSOR OF SULFUREA 1) 

which had been isolated as a genetic suppressor of paramutation at the SULF locus (Ehlert et 

al., 2008; Supplemental Tables 4 and 5; see also Materials and Methods). 

We first assembled the genomic sequences from the wild type (cultivar Lukullus) and from 

non-paramutated sulf (het-g) and paramutated sulf (het-y) leaves and aligned them to the tomato 

reference genome (version SL2.50; The Tomato Genome Consortium, 2012; Supplemental 

Table 4). The aligned genome sequences were analyzed for potential structural variations 
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(insertions, deletions and copy number variations; see Materials and Methods). No obvious 

differences in or close to the centromeric region of chromosome 2 were identified upon 

comparison of non-paramutated sulf (het-g) and paramutated sulf (het-y) tissue with the 

corresponding wild-type cultivar or the sequenced reference cultivar (Supplemental Figure 2). 

This result is consistent with the epigenetic nature of the paramutation phenomenon. 

 

Figure 3. Northern blot analyses of ATAB2 and Solyc02g005200 expression in transgenic 

sulf (com) lines. RNA samples extracted from young leaves of greenhouse-grown plants 

(representing offspring of two independently generated transgenic sulf (com) lines: 8A and 5C) 

were separated by denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis, blotted and hybridized to probes 

against Solyc02g005200 (upper panel) and ATAB2 (At3g08010; middle panel). All plants 

investigated displayed a wild type-like phenotype and showed no evidence of paramutation. 

The lower panel shows the ethidium bromide-stained agarose gel prior to blotting as a control 

for RNA integrity and loading. Note that, in several plants (e.g., all three 8A-20A plants, 4 out 

of 5 5C-20A plants and both 5C-20C plants), the candidate SULF gene Solyc02g005200 is fully 

silenced, but yet the plants show no paramutation, strongly suggesting phenotypic 

complementation by ATAB2. The two 8A plants lacking ATAB2 expression represent progeny 

that lost the transgene due to Mendelian segregation. 

Next, we performed bisulfite conversion of genomic DNA followed by next-generation 

sequencing to determine potential differences in the cytosine methylation patterns in 

paramutated (sulf (het-y)) versus non-paramutated tissue (sulf (het-g)) tissue (for quality 

parameters and mapping statistics of the four sequenced samples, see Supplemental Table 5). 

The sequences of bisulfite-treated genomic DNA of the four samples were mapped to the 
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reference genome, methylation ratios at single-basepair resolution were calculated and 

differential cytosine methylation was determined (see Materials and Methods).  

Large differences in the cytosine methylation patterns at locus Solyc02g005200 could 

be detected upon comparison of bisulfite-converted wild-type DNA with bisulfite-converted 

sulf (het) DNA (Supplemental Datasets 1 and 2). Especially the promotor region and the first 

two exons differ markedly in their cytosine methylation patterns between the wild type and sulf 

(het) (Figure 4). No other region in chromosome 2 exhibited similarly extensive changes in 

DNA methylation. While both CpG and CHG methylation levels were very low in the wild 

type, much higher levels of both methylation types are found in sulf (het) (Figure 4A). 

Interestingly, this was the case for both sulf (het-g) and sulf (het-y) tissue suggesting that many 

of the methylated sites are not directly involved in the establishment of paramutation, although 

we currently cannot exclude the possibility that they contribute to facilitating the transition to 

the silenced state. Any candidate site that is causally involved in silencing via paramutation 

should be hypermethyated in sulf (het-y) tissue compared to sulf (het-g) tissue. Indeed, this was 

found to be the case for a single methylated position upstream of the SULF reading frame 

(position 7,269,217; Figure 4). This position is 100% methylated in sulf (het-y) tissue but only 

50% methylated in sulf (het-g) tissue (Supplemental Dataset 1; Figure 4B). This difference is 

strikingly consistent with the expectation that, if methylation triggers paramutation, the 

presence of one silenced (paramutated) allele and one unsilenced (not yet paramutated) allele 

in sulf (het-g) tissue should result in a methylation level of 50% at any site(s) causally involved 

in gene inactivation. This finding raises the interesting possibility that methylation at a single 

cytosine in the putative promoter/enhancer region of the SULF gene mediates the switch from 

the active to the inactive (paramutated) state. In contrast to CpG methylation, the overall CHG 

methylation levels within the putative promotor region were found to be slightly lower in 

paramutated sulf (het-y) tissue than in sulf (het-g) tissue (Supplemental Dataset 2; Figure 4). 

The possible significance of this difference is currently unclear. 

Isolation and phenotypic characterization of revertants and suppressors of paramutation 

We have previously described a tissue culture-based screen for suppressors of paramutation at 

the sulfurea locus (Ehlert et al., 2008). As tissue culture conditions are known to induce 

alterations in DNA methylation patterns (Kaeppler and Phillips, 1993) that can result in stable 

epigenetic changes (Stroud et al., 2013), we initiated a screen that is based on large scale in 

vitro regeneration from paramutated leaf material followed by visual inspection of regenerated  
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Figure 4. Comparative analysis of DNA methylation at locus Solyc02g005200. Data were 

derived from methylome sequencing of wild-type leaves (wt), yellow paramutated sulf (het-y) 

leaf sectors, green non-paramutated sulf (het-g) leaf sectors and leaves of the suppressor mutant 

SOSU1 (cf. Supplemental Table 5). The structure of the SULF locus (Solyc02g005200) is 

schematically depicted above the methylation charts. Exons are represented as light blue boxes, 

untranslated regions as orange boxes and introns as black lines. The direction of transcription 

is from right to left. (A) Cytosine methylation levels (CpG and CHG methylation) at locus 

Solyc02g005200 and the surrounding genomic sequences upstream and downstream of the 

coding region. (B) Single-nucleotide-level resolution of the cytosine methylation levels (CpG 

and CHG methylation) in the promotor region and the first two exons of the gene. A candidate 

site that could mediate the switch from the active to the paramutated state is boxed in green. 

See text for details. u.d.: site with undetermined methylation status. 

plantlets for appearance of dark green spots. Excision of such leaf sectors with wild type-like 

pigmentation and their regeneration into plants then provides material that can be analyzed and, 
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most importantly, tested for regain of autotrophic growth. This screen led to the isolation of 

SOSU1 (SUPPRESSOR OF SULFUREA 1), a suppressor mutant that overaccumulates auxin 

(while paramutated sulfurea tissue is auxin deficient; Ehlert et al., 2008). SOSU1 plants exhibit 

a striking phenotype many aspects of which (epinastic and strongly retarded growth, aberrant 

flower morphology with homeotic organ transformations, sterility) are likely explained by the 

presence of excess amounts of auxin (Kawano et al., 2003; Zhao, 2008). 

 Extensive screens for additional suppressor mutants of paramutation with sulf (hom) 

tissue grown under sterile conditions on auxin-supplemented medium yielded a set of four 

potential suppressor mutants that were preliminarily named SOSU2-5 (Figure 5A; 

Supplemental Figure 3A). Green spots or leaf sectors were excised and regenerated into 

plantlets. After transfer to soil and growth to maturity under greenhouse conditions, all plants 

remained homogeneously green and showed no sign of paramutation (Figure 5A; Supplemental 

Figure 3A).  

To confirm that loss of paramutation correlates with regain of SULF gene expression, 

northern blot experiments were conducted (Supplemental Figure 3B). Indeed, all five putative 

suppressor lines expressed the SULF gene to wild type-like levels (Supplemental Figure 3B), 

indicating that the paramutated locus had become spontaneously reactivated. In contrast to 

SOSU1 (see above), SOSU2-5 plants were indistinguishable from wild-type plants (Figure 5A; 

Supplemental Figure 3A) and developed normal fruits that harbored fertile seeds. This enabled 

us to assess the stability of the loss of paramutation in the next generation. To this end, SOSU 

plants were either selfed or crossed to wild-type plants and the progeny was assayed for their 

paramutation phenotype. Surprisingly, despite the non-paramutated phenotype of the parental 

SOSU plant, the progeny segregated like that of a heterozygous plant with one paramutagenic 

allele (Supplemental Table 6). Selfed SOSU plants produced 25% homozygous sulf progeny 

(as evidenced by their yellow cotyledon phenotype), 50% heterozygous progeny (undergoing 

somatic paramutation and thus becoming variegated) and 25% wild-type plants (remaining 

homogeneously green). When crossed to the wild type, half of the progeny was variegated and 

the other half was wild type, again consistent with a heterozygous status of the SOSU parent. 

These segregation data strongly suggest that the SOSU2-5 lines are not suppressor mutants, but 

rather spontaneous somatic revertants of the paramutated state. Remarkably, this reversion is 

not transmitted through the germline and, instead, one of the two SULF alleles remains 

paramutagenic or regains paramutagenicity in the next generation.  
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Figure 5. Isolation of SOSU2, its phenotype and segregation for paramutation in the next 

generation. (A) Identification of the putative suppressor of paramutation SOSU2. A dark green 

sector appearing spontaneously in a sulf (hom) leaf tissue (red arrow in upper left photograph) 

was excised and regenerated. All regenerated plantlets showed wild type-like dark green 

pigmentation, both in in vitro culture (upper right photograph) and upon growth in soil under 

greenhouse condition. SOSU2-3, 4, 6 and 7 represent individual plants regenerated from the 

same somatic event (red arrow in upper left photograph). (B) Reappearance of the paramutation 

phenotype in the next generation. Two representative progeny plants of SOSU2-4 are shown 

(20A and 20B). While plant 20A (left) is an F1 plant exhibiting a clear paramutation phenotype, 

plant 20B represents a wild-type segregant and, therefore, shows no paramutation. 
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To ultimately verify that the reappearance of the paramutation phenotype in the next 

generation was due to loss of SULF gene expression, green and variegated progeny was 

analyzed by northern blot experiments. As expected, green progeny and green sectors from 

variegated progeny showed SULF gene expression, whereas no expression was detectable in 

yellow leaf sectors (Supplemental Figure 4). This result confirms the presence of a paramutable 

SULF allele in the segregating F1 population. 

Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that the SOSU2-5 lines are revertants 

rather than suppressors of paramutation. For clarity, we, therefore, renamed these lines ROSU2-

5 (for REVERTANT OF SULFUREA).  

Identification of a candidate suppressor gene of paramutation  

In contrast to SOSU2-5 which turned out to be repressors of paramutation (ROSU2-5), several 

lines of evidence support the conclusion that SOSU1 represents a real suppressor of 

paramutation at the SULFUREA locus. In particular, the mutant phenotype of SOSU1 plants 

(many aspects of which are related to auxin overaccumulation; Ehlert et al., 2008) excludes the 

possibility that a simple reversion of paramutation has occurred. Based on the origin of SOSU1 

as a spontaneously arisen mutant, we reasoned that the suppressor mutation is likely dominant 

and, most probably, represents a gain-of-function mutation. However, due to the (male and 

female) sterility of SOSU1, this suspected dominance cannot be established directly by genetic 

crosses 

Suppressors can arise either from a spontaneous point mutation or a chromosomal 

rearrangement. To identify the potential cause that underlies the suppression of paramutation 

in SOSU1, the genome and the methylome of SOSU1 were sequenced and compared to the 

sequences of the wild type, non-paramutated sulf (het-g) tissues and paramutated sulf (het-y) 

tissue. Sequencing of bisulfite-treated DNA revealed that SOSU1 plants exhibit strong 

alterations in their DNA methylation patterns (Figure 6). While the number of sites that were 

hypermethylated relative to the wild type was comparably low as in sulf (het-g) and 

paramutated sulf (het-y) tissues (Figure 6B), the number of hypomethylated sites was 

drastically elevated in SOSU1 plants (Figure 6A). 6094 exons, 5204 introns and 1423 promoter 

regions displayed hypomethylation at CpG motifs in SOSU1, indicating that the suppressor 

mutant may have a problem with maintaining cytosine methylation patterns (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6. Altered cytosine methylation patterns in the SUPPRESSOR OF SULFUREA 1 

(SOSU1) mutant. (A) Hypomethylated features. CpG (upper panel) and CHG (lower panel) 

methylation are shown. The bars represent the number of gene features that are hypomethylated 

relative to the wild type (with more than 25% difference) in SOSU1, non-paramutated sulf (het-

g) tissue and paramutated sulf (het-y) tissue. Exons (E) are represented in black, introns (I) in 

red and promoter regions (P) in green. (B) Hypermethylated features. 

Next, we inspected the genomic sequence of SOSU1 in an attempt to identify a 

candidate gene encoding the suppressor. Analysis of copy number variation (CNV) in SOSU1 

using two detection tools (cnv-seq and DELLY; see Materials and Methods) identified a single 

region on chromosome 7 as being hemizygous (i.e., present only in one copy) in SOSU1 

(Supplemental Figure 5). The hemizygous region represents a 375 kb deletion (SL2.50ch07: 

66,904,790-67,264,135) that encompasses 61 putative genes (Supplemental Table 7). As most 

deletions are recessive and it also seemed unlikely that a heterozygous deletion causes the 

strong mutant phenotype of the SOSU1 suppressor mutant, we analyzed the breakpoints of the 

deletion in more detail to test the possibility that an aberrant fusion gene is formed by the 

deletion which could act as a dominant suppressor. Indeed, the genomic deletion in SOSU1 

generates a potential fusion gene, because the two breakpoints are located within genes that 

have the same orientation on the chromosome. The first breakpoint is in the fifth intron of gene 

Solyc07g064950 (encoding a putative trigger factor-like protein) and the second breakpoint is 

in the first intron of locus Solyc07g065550 (encoding an NAD-dependent histone deacetylase; 

Supplemental Table 7). The fusion of these two loci results in a potential fusion protein that 

comprises the first half of the putative trigger factor (a ribosome-associated molecular 
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chaperone with peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase activity that is involved in co-translational 

protein folding; Kramer et al., 2009; Pechmann et al., 2013) and the nearly complete NAD-

dependent histone deacetylase (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. Gene model of the fusion gene identified in SOSU1. The breakpoints of the 

deletion in the two genes are indicated by horizontal lines. The exons of the putative trigger 

factor-like gene are represented as orange boxes, the exons of the histone deacetylase gene as 

green boxes. Introns are shown as dotted lines (and not drawn to scale). The binding sites and 

orientations of primers used for verification of the fusion gene and confirmation of its 

expression are depicted by arrowheads (cf. Figure 8). 

The involvement of a histone deacetylase in the creation of the fusion gene is 

particularly interesting, because histone deacetylation has been implicated in maintenance of 

DNA methylation patterns and epigenetic inheritance. For example, in Arabidopsis thaliana, 

histone deacetylation was shown to be involved in the maintenance of CpG methylation by the 

DNA methyltransferase MET1 (Blevins et al., 2014). Thus, the formation of the aberrant fusion 

gene in SOSU1 could conceivably explain the drastically altered methylation patterns (Figures 

4 and 6) and, perhaps, also the loss of paramutation. However, the changes in DNA methylation 

at the SULF locus do not include the cytosine that distinguished the paramutated from the non-

paramutated allele (position 7,269,217; Figure 4), raising the possibility that the suppression 
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could occur directly through altered histone modification patterns and the concomitant changes 

in chromatin structure. Whether the altered DNA methylation patterns are solely a secondary 

consequence of that or, instead, contribute actively to the suppression mechanism, remains to 

be determined. To verify the existence of the fusion gene, PCR primers flanking the deletion 

were designed. The primers were derived from exon sequences of both genes involved in the 

fusion (Figure 7), to be able to also analyze expression of the fusion gene at the mRNA level. 

Using genomic DNA as template for PCR amplifications, the fusion gene could be readily 

detected in SOSU1 plants (Figure 8A). PCR assays with cDNA as template revealed that the 

fusion gene is expressed. The detection of spliced mRNA (Figure 8B) revealed that the 

chimeric intron formed at the junction of the two genes (Figure 7) is faithfully spliced out, 

providing further evidence for the fusion gene giving rise to a functional gene product. 

  

Figure 8. Detection of the fusion gene in the SOSU1 suppressor mutant and confirmation 

of its expression. Primers flanking the deletion (primers 1a and 1b; cf. Figure 7) were used for 

PCR and RT-PCR assays. (A) Detection of the fusion gene and its transcript. Templates for 

PCR reactions were cDNA or gDNA (genomic DNA) of the wild type (wt), paramutated sulf 

tissue and SOSU1 tissue. Weak larger bands in the assays with wt and sulf DNA likely represent 

non-specific amplification products that were not further characterized. (B) Separation of the 

cDNA amplification products at higher resolution. The same primer combination as in (A) was 

used for RT-PCR. The upper band represents the unspliced transcript, the lower band (531 bp 

product) represents the spliced mRNA. Its detection confirms that the chimeric intron (cf. 

Figure 7) can be faithfully spliced out. M: molecular weight marker (fragment sizes indicated 

in bp); N: negative control (no template DNA added). 
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Taken together, these data make the histone deacetylase fusion gene formed in the 

SOSU1 mutant a strong candidate locus for encoding the suppressor of paramutation. While 

several loss-of-function mutants with defects in paramutation have been characterized in maize 

(e.g., Dorweiler et al., 2000; Alleman et al., 2006), to our knowledge, the SOSU1 gene 

represents the first gain-of-function mutation that suppresses paramutation. 

DISCUSSION 

In this work, we have identified the SULFUREA gene of tomato, one of the classical 

paramutated loci that led to the genetic characterization of paramutation phenomena. The SULF 

locus encodes the tomato homologue of the ATAB2 gene from Arabidopsis (At3g08010). The 

encoded protein is a chloroplast-localized RNA-binding protein that acts as a translational 

activator by controlling the expression of reaction center subunits of the photosystems in 

response to light, with the photosystem I reaction center protein PsaB being most strongly 

affected in atab2 mutants (Dauvillée et al., 2003; Barneche et al., 2006). The identification of 

the SULFUREA gene (Solyc02g005200) as a homologue of ATAB2 is consistent with our 

previously reported physiological analysis of paramutated tissue that had revealed strongly 

reduced photosystem I amounts, while photosystem II was only mildly affected (Ehlert et al., 

2008).  

Based on physiological analyses and comparative gene expression analyses, the 

Solyc02g005200 locus had been suggested as a strong candidate for the SULF gene (Ehlert et 

al., 2008; Gouil et al., 2016). In the course of this work, we unambiguously demonstrated by 

genetic complementation with the homologous gene from Arabidopsis that the tomato 

homologue of the ATAB2 gene is identical with the SULF locus. Moreover, the successful 

stable complementation demonstrates that the Arabidopsis gene is insusceptible to inactivation 

by paramutation (i.e., not paramutable). Together with the ease with which tomato can be 

genetically transformed, this finding provides the exciting opportunity to test both natural 

alleles and synthetic (mutated or chimeric) alleles for their susceptibility to inactivation by 

paramutation in straightforward transgenic assays. In the future, this will allow the precise 

dissection of the cis-acting sequence requirements involved in the establishment of the 

paramutagenic state. 

Our methylome analyses revealed a single candidate cytosine whose methylation could 

be responsible for the inactivation of the SULF gene by paramutation (Figure 4; Supplemental 

Dataset S1). Since the site represents the only cytosine in the SULF region that is 100% 
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methylated in in sulf (het-y) tissue, 50% methylated in sulf (het-g) tissue and nearly fully 

unmethylated in wild-type tissue (Supplemental Dataset 1; Figure 4B), it is tempting to 

speculate that this methylation event is causally involved in gene inactivation.  

The original paramutable sulfurea epiallele arose through X-ray mutagenesis 

(Hagemann, 1958). It is conceivable that the irradiation caused DNA damage in this region the 

repair of which triggered de novo cytosine methylation that fortuitously resulted in a 

paramutation-facilitating methylation pattern. However, how the methylated cytosine of the 

paramutated epiallele imposes its methylation status onto the wild-type allele remains to be 

determined. A recent study reported small changes in siRNAs derived from the promoter region 

of Solyc02g005200 in paramutated versus non-paramutated tissue (Gouil et al., 2016). Whether 

or not these changes are causally involved in the establishment of the paramutated state needs 

to be further investigated. 

Unlike most other epigenetic gene silencing phenomena, paramutation is heritable. This 

meiotic stability is most readily explained by changes in DNA methylation patterns that are 

stably inherited (Cubas et al., 1999; Mittelsten Scheid et al., 2003). Previous work has also 

shown that, in autotetraploids of Arabidopsis thaliana, epialleles can interact with each other 

in trans thus leading to heritable gene silencing. The inactive status of the gene can persist after 

genetic segregation from the inactivating epiallele (Mittelsten Scheid et al., 2003), a feature 

consistent with the hallmark of paramutation. However, whether or not the mechanism 

underlying this trans-inactivation phenomenon in tetraploids is fully equivalent to 

paramutation, remains to be clarified. 

A remaining puzzling aspect of the sulf mutant phenotype is the severe auxin deficiency 

and the partial rescue of the seedling lethality by exogenously applied auxin (Ehlert et al., 

2008). The auxin deficiency cannot readily be explained by the known functions of the ATAB2 

gene product. Also, while sulf mutant plants cannot grow on sucrose-containing medium, our 

analysis of atab2 knock-out mutants in Arabidopsis revealed that they grow heterotrophically 

on sucrose without the requirement for auxin supplementation. Interestingly, our comparative 

microarray analysis revealed that an auxin efflux carrier (encoded by Solyc02g082450) is 

upregulated in paramutated sulf tissue (Supplemental Table 1B), raising the possibility that the 

observed auxin deficiency represents a secondary effect of deregulated nuclear gene expression 

in response to defective gene expression in the chloroplast. 
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 Suppressor screens with paramutated sulf (hom) tissue in sterile culture with auxin 

supplementation yielded a series of putative suppressor mutants of sulfurea in which wild type-

like pigmentation was restored. Our genetic analyses revealed that, with a single exception, 

these were spontaneous revertants (ROSU) rather than second site suppressors (SOSU). 

Interestingly, while the green phenotype of all ROSU lines remained somatically stable, 

paramutation reoccurred in the next generation, suggesting that, while the mechanism of 

reversion is likely of epigenetic nature, the paramutable state of the sulf epiallele is not fully 

erased in the ROSU plants. As an unfortunate consequence of the lack of meiotic stability, 

ROSU plants can only be propagated vegetatively. Why the reversion is somatically stable but 

lost during meiosis is currently completely unclear and will be interesting to investigate in more 

detail in future studies. 

 The only real suppressor of sulfurea (SOSU1) appears to be a dominant suppressor 

mutant that, due to a genomic deletion, expresses an aberrant fusion gene involving a gene that 

encodes an NAD-dependent histone deacetylase (Figures 7 and 8). Consistent with a globally 

deregulated chromatic structure in the SOSU1 genome, the mutant has a pleiotropic phenotype 

and is male and female sterile. The suppression of the paramutation at the SULF locus is 

completely stable and no reoccurrence of leaf variegations was observed within several years 

of continuous cultivation of (vegetatively propagated) SOSU1 plants in sterile culture and in 

the greenhouse. Consistent with the suspected massive changes in chromatin structure, also the 

DNA methylation patterns in SOSU1 were dramatically changed (Figure 4; Supplemental 

Datasets 1 and 2). As methylation at the discriminatory cytosine (Figure 4B) is unaffected in 

SOSU1, it seems possible that the reactivation of the SULF gene in the suppressor occurs 

through changes in histone modification (as mediated by the aberrant NAD-dependent histone 

deacetylase fusion gene) rather than through removal of the repressive cytosine methylation. It 

will be interesting to further analyse the mode of action of the gene product of the histone 

deacetylase gene fusion and determine the mechanism of how it releases the paramutated state. 

It is noteworthy that, despite extensive field cultivation of the sulfurea mutant for many 

decades (Hagemann, 1958; Hagemann, 1993), reversion or suppression of the paramutated 

phenotype was never observed. We attribute this to the fact that our screen for suppressors and 

revertants was conducted in tissue culture. Tissue culture conditions are known to trigger 

changes in DNA methylation patterns (Kaeppler and Phillips, 1993; Smulders and de Klerk, 

2011; Miguel and Marum, 2011; Stroud et al., 2013) which may be a major cause of somaclonal 

variation, but also result in elevated mutation rates (Jiang et al., 2011). We, therefore, speculate 
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that screening for suppressors and revertants under tissue culture conditions greatly increases 

the probability of recovering such events. Due to the unsurmountable difficulties with 

regenerating maize efficiently from leafy tissues, the tomato system offers the unique attraction 

of being able to conduct such screens at large scale. 

In sum, the identification of the tomato SULFUREA gene, the discovery of a cytosine 

methylation event upstream of the reading frame which distinguishes paramutated from non-

paramutated tissue, and the isolation of a dominant suppressor and a series of revertants of 

paramutation at the SULF locus provide a new entry point into the study of paramutation in 

plants. Moreover, our work reported here makes a tractable and easily transformable dicot 

model amenable to detailed investigations into the molecular mechanism of paramutation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Plant material, growth conditions, and analysis of paramutation phenotypes 

Tomato seeds (Solanum lycopersicum cv. Lukullus) were germinated in soil. Seedlings were 

cultivated in a growth chamber at a light intensity of 100 μmol quanta m−2 s−1 for 3 weeks, then 

transferred to the greenhouse and grown under standard conditions (average light intensity: 250 

μmol quanta m−2 s−1). Leaf material was harvested and subsequently frozen in liquid nitrogen. 

In the case of homozygous sulf (hom) seedlings, both cotyledons of one-week old seedlings 

were harvested (because no further growth occurred). Heterozygous sulf (het) and wild-type 

seedlings developed true leaves. Phenotypes were documented for up to six weeks. 

Paramutation events in heterozygous plants were easily recognizable as leaf variegations (i.e., 

the appearance of pale green or yellow sectors).  

In vitro cultivation of sulf (hom) and isolation of SOSU and ROSU lines 

As autotrophic and heterotrophic growth of sulf (hom) seedlings is restricted to the cotyledon 

stage, surface-sterilized seeds were germinated on MS medium (with 2% sucrose; Murashige 

and Skoog, 1962). sulf (hom) seedlings (identified by their pale green to yellow cotyledons) 

were continued to be propagated on MS medium with 2% sucrose and 5 µM IAA (Duchefa) 

under low-light conditions (2.5 μmol quanta m−2 s−1) and multiplied via stem cuttings (Ehlert 

et al., 2008). To isolate revertants (ROSU) and suppressors (SOSU) of paramutation, large-

scale in vitro cultures of sulf (hom) tissue were set up and visually searched for spontaneously 

appearing dark green spots. Identified green spots were cut out and regenerated into plantlets 

on MS medium containing 1 mg/L zeatin (Duchefa) under a light intensity of 100 μmol quanta 
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m−2 s−1. Regenerated plantlets of putative SOSU and ROSU plants were rooted under sterile 

conditions on MS medium containing 2% sucrose, transferred to the greenhouse and grown to 

maturity under standard conditions (250 μmol quanta m−2 s−1). 

Genetic complementation of sulfurea  

A cDNA clone of At3g08010 (pda07273) was obtained from the RIKEN collection of full-

length Arabidopsis cDNA clones (Seki et al., 2002). The cDNA fragment was excised from 

the modified pBluescript vector (λZAPIII) by digestion with the restriction enzyme SfiI, ligated 

into plant transformation vector pBI121 and transformed into Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

strain GV2260. Heterozygous sulf (het) cotyledons were used for Agrobacterium-mediated 

plant transformation using standard transformation protocols. Selection of transformed cells 

was performed on MS medium containing kanamycin (50 mg/L), zeatin (1 mg/L) and 2% 

sucrose. Regenerated plantlets were transferred to hormone-free MS medium with 2% sucrose 

to induce rooting. Confirmed transgenic lines, referred to as sulf (com), were subsequently 

grown to maturity under standard greenhouse conditions. 

RNA extraction and RNA gel blot analysis 

Total RNA was isolated from samples of ~100 mg leaf material using the peqGold Trifast 

reagent (PeqLab) and following the manufacturer’s protocol. Samples of 4 µg RNA were 

denatured and electrophoretically separated in formaldyhyde-containing 1% (w/v) agarose gels 

followed by transfer onto HybondTM XL nylon membranes (GE Healthcare) by capillary 

blotting. Hybridization was performed at 65°C using [α-32P]dCTP-labeled probes produced by 

random priming (MegaprimeTM DNA labeling system; GE Healthcare). 25 ng of purified PCR 

products were radiolabeled and used as hybridization probes. For primer sequences, see 

Supplemental Table 8. 

cDNA synthesis  

To remove residual contaminating DNA, extracted total RNA was treated with Turbo DNase 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Samples of 2 µg RNA 

were used for first-strand reverse transcription into cDNA with SuperScript III reverse 

transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 1 µl of the cDNA synthesis reaction was used for 

amplification of target sequences by PCR. Amplification products were separated be 

electrophoresis in 1% (w/v) agarose gels. DNA bands of interest were cut out of the gel and 

eluted using the NucleoSpin Gel and PCR Clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel). 
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DNA isolation and polymerase chain reactions (PCR)  

Total plant DNA was isolated from samples of ~100 mg leaf material using a CTAB-based 

method (Doyle and Doyle, 1990). Extracted DNAs were treated with RNase A for 30 min at 

37°C and subsequently purified by precipitation with isopropanol. PCR reactions were 

performed with DreamTaq Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the protocol of 

the manufacturer. Primers used for amplification of specific gene sequences are listed in 

Supplementary Table 8. 

Microarray analysis of gene expression 

Microarray analysis was performed using the Potato Gene Expression Microarray (POCI 

Array; AMADID 015425; 

https://earray.chem.agilent.com/earray/PublishDesignLogin.do?eArrayAction=showPreviewF

orLogin&publishdesignid=PD408321788). Briefly, isolated total RNA was used for 

amplification with Low RNA Input Linear Amp-Kit (Agilent Technologies). 1 µg RNA was 

reverse transcribed into cDNA, and subsequently converted into cRNA and fluorescently 

labelled. Samples of 1.63 µg labelled cRNA were hybridized to microarrays following the 

Agilent 60-mer oligo microarray processing protocol (MACS Molecular). Microarrays were 

scanned using the Agilent Microarray Scanner system (Agilent Technologies). 

Next-generation genomic sequencing and methylation sequencing of bisulfite-treated 

genomic DNA 

5 g of very young frozen leaf material of sulf (het-g), sulf (het-y), SOSU1 and wild-type 

seedlings were used for genomic sequencing and methylation sequencing. sulf (het-g) and sulf 

(het-y) tissue from two heterozygous sulf (het) plants was pooled to obtain sufficient amounts 

of young leaf tissue for DNA extraction. DNA isolation, bisulfite treatment and next-generation 

DNA sequencing were performed according to published protocols (Schmitz et al., 2011) using 

the tomato genome (The Tomato Genome Consortium, 2012) as scaffold. Paired-end Illumina 

sequencing was performed on a HiSeq instrument (IGA Technology Services, Udine, Italy). 

Sequencing data were deposited in the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under the 

BioProject PRJEB15487. 

Processing of DNA sequencing data 

Quality control (QC) of all sequencing data was performed with FastQC 

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). After QC review, genomic 
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sequencing (DNA-seq) data were trimmed at the 3’ end by five bases and bisulfite sequencing 

(BS-seq) data at the 3’ end by six bases and at the 5’ end by five bases. Undefined bases at the 

ends were removed. A minimal read length of 95 and 89 bp was imposed on DNA-seq and BS-

seq data, respectively, as different numbers of bases were trimmed.  

After trimming, a two-tier mapping approach was performed using BWA version 0.712 

(Li and Durbin, 2009) in aln mode and BSMAP version 2.90 (Xi and Li, 2009) for DNA-seq 

and BS-seq data, respectively. In both cases, data were aligned in the first mapping step to the 

plastid (NC_007898.3; Kahlau et al., 2006) and mitochondrial (AFYB00000000.1) genomes 

of Solanum lycopersicum and only those pairs were kept, where both mates remained 

unmapped. In the second mapping step, both datasets were aligned to chromosomes 1 to 12 of 

the Sol Genomics Network Solanum lycopersicum genome version SL2.50 (Fernandez-Pozo 

et al., 2015). Samtools v1.0 was used to create, sort, index and merge the alignment data 

sample-wise in BAM format (Li et al., 2009). The Picard 

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) plugins FixMateInformation, CleanSam and 

MarkDuplicates were applied to the merged data in order to remove duplicates from the 

samples.  

All remaining DNA-seq reads were then processed by the CNV pipeline cnv-seq 

version 2014/08/12 (Xie and Tammi, 2009) and the Delly deletion pipeline version 0.7.1 

(Rausch et al., 2012) to detect copy number variations and putative deletion events, 

respectively. Both pipelines were run with default parameters, a window size set to 25 kb and 

an expected genome size of 802.1 Mb for the cnv-seq Perl script. Genomic segments in the 

CNV-seq results which had a p-value lower than 0.001 (reflecting the significance cut-off 

recommended in the cnv-seq manual) and a log2 value above or below the 99.75% quantile 

were merged with mergeBed of BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) and kept only if the 

merged region was larger than 100 kb. The resulting regions were checked for confirmation by 

the Delly output and visualized using a custom R script. Genes affected by deletion events were 

illustrated with FancyGene (Rambaldi and Ciccarelli, 2009). 

BS-seq data were processed using the Python script meth_ratio.py included in the 

BSMAP package to calculate base-wise methylation values reporting additionally zero 

methylation values (-z option). Afterwards, methylKit was utilized to calculate differential 

methylation values for the genome features exons, introns and promoters (1 kb upstream of the 

coding region) of the ITAG2.4 annotation by Sol Genomics Network (Fernandez-Pozo et al., 
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2015) and tile-wise for 500 bp windows overlapping by 250 bp over the whole genome 

according to the recommended workflow described in the methylKit manual (Akalin et al., 

2012). Differential methylation statistics for the genomic features were visualized with the R 

package lattice (barchart). Base-wise methylation patterns of genes of interest were visualized 

with a custom R script. 

Supplemental Data 

Supplemental Table 1. Lists of genes deregulated in young sulf (hom) tissue. 

Supplemental Table 2. Expected occurrence of the paramutation phenotype in the 

progeny of complemented lines that were hemizygous for the transgene. 

Supplemental Table 3. Summary of the occurrence of the different phenotypes in the 

segregating T2 generation heterozygous for the transgene At3g08010. 

Supplemental Table 4. Descriptive filtering and mapping statistics of the four samples 

subjected to DNA resequencing. 

Supplemental Table 5. Descriptive filtering and mapping statistics of the four samples 

subjected to methylome sequencing. 

Supplemental Table 6. Summary of the occurrence of the different phenotypes in the 

segregating F1 generation of SOSU plants that were either selfed or crossed to the wild 

type. 

Supplemental Table 7: List of genes affected by the 375 kb genomic deletion in 

chromosome 7 that was identified in the suppressor mutant SOSU1. 

Supplemental Table 8. List of oligonucleotides used in this study. 

Supplemental Figure 1. Comparative analysis of gene expression levels of all genes on 

tomato chromosome 2 represented on the microarray. 

Supplemental Figure 2. CNV analyses of chromosome 2 for sulf (het-g) and sulf (het-y) 

tissue compared to the wild type. 

Supplemental Figure 3. Isolation of the putative suppressor mutants SOSU3-5 and 

expression analysis of the SULF gene Solyc02g005200. 

Supplemental Figure 4. Analysis of the progeny of SOSU3. 
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Supplemental Figure 5. Detection of a 375 kb genomic deletion in chromosome 7 of the 

suppressor mutant SOSU1 by CNV analysis. 

Supplemental Dataset 1. CpG methylation levels at the SULFUREA locus and its adjacent 

regions as measured by methylome sequencing. 

Supplemental Dataset 2. CHG methylation levels at the sulfurea locus and its adjacent 

regions as measured by methylome sequencing. 
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3 Discussion 

With the rise of HTS technologies in the beginning of the 21th century and its vastly dropping 

costs, the postgenomic era became even more accelerated and is now challenged by analyzing 

and interpreting the huge amounts of HTS data properly. As in many research fields, NMI 

research depends nowadays on availability and quality of nuclear and organelle genomes for 

the organism of interest. Considering the chronological appearance of all three genomes of 

Arabidopsis thaliana (1994 PMG; 1999 Plastome; 2000 Nuclear genome) and that organelle 

genome types are more or less equal in size (within the same order of magnitude) the number 

of available land plant genomes categorized by the genomic compartment is quite unbalanced. 

(NCBI records September 2021: 6,662 chloroplasts versus 1,663 nuclear genomes versus 288 

mitochondrial genomes). This could be explained by research interest being focused on 

chloroplast genomes, especially for phylogenetic studies, but mainly by the minor technical 

obstacles. While genome skimming and the structurally conserved and repeat-poor nature of 

chloroplast genomes makes it easy, in normal case, to obtain a plastome sequence, it lacks 

applicable post-Multiple sequence alignment tools linking polymorphic genes/regions to 

numeric phenotypic measurements. To address this issue, I developed a post-multiple sequence 

alignment algorithm, called correlation mapping (CM), which correlates segment-wise 

numbers of nucleotide changes to a numeric ascertainable phenotype to identify genes that may 

cause the competitive behavior of plastid genotypes (Paper 2).  

For PMGs, it is necessary to even take a step back in the context of standardized 

workflows. Such a straight-forward workflow as for chloroplast assemblies is not applicable 

for PMGs as they exhibit a high degree of complexity. Our success in this regard (Paper 1) is 

based on an adapted and optimized workflow and the developed methodology. By approaching 

the post-assembly task from a graph-based perspective, we were not only able to construct a 

spatial model that captures the complexity of PMGs, but additionally to predict a defined 

spectrum of alternative PMG isoforms for the very first time, to the best of my knowledge. 

It becomes even more complex if NMI phenomena like paramutation are to be investi-

gated which acts on multiple biological levels including DNA methylation of the nuclear 

genome. Here, I implemented a pipeline to analyze DNA and bisulfite sequencing data as well 

as microarray data to identify the gene which is causing for the phenotype (Paper 3). 
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3.1 Limitations of assembler programs 

By the assemblathon initiative (https://assemblathon.org/), which brought bioinformaticians 

together from around the world, it quickly became clear that large algorithmic differences of 

available assembler programs led to various results if applied to the same NGS dataset (Earl et 

al., 2011; Bradnam et al., 2013). This might be frustrating at first sight but can also be beneficial 

to find a program within this pool of diverse algorithms/programs which can handle specific 

biological peculiarities in an organism/genome of interest.  

3.1.1 Minimizing biology-derived biases 

Besides choosing the right assembler, a minimization of biology-derived biases paramount to 

wet lab decisions but unfortunately is often ignored or at least neglected. In our study (Paper 

1), initial tests revealed that only one out of four de novo assemblers, namely IDBA, met our 

criteria to proceed with. On the wet lab side, using optimized NGS libraries generated with 

insightful decisions (DNA-extraction from isolated mitochondria of mature leaves) ended up 

in purity levels of mtDNA above 95%. But the impossibility to reach 100% can be explained 

by two types of noise, technical and biological. For example, technical noise might arise by 

difficulties in isolating a pure fraction from the sucrose gradient in the mitochondria isolation 

process. Biological noise, although its manifestation, impurity, is similar, has a different origin 

which is promiscuous DNA that resulted from intercompartimental DNA exchange. DNA 

transfer occurred very often during plant evolution from the plastid into the nucleus and 

mitochondria (Ellis, 1982; Knoop, 2004; Leister, 2005; Wang et al., 2007) as well as in some 

cases even from the nucleus to the mitochondrion, as also described very early within the 

evening primrose (Schuster and Brennicke, 1987; Kleine et al., 2009). Obviously, promiscuous 

DNA does interfere in assembly strategies when starting with whole genome sequencing data 

generated from total DNA extract. Available reference-based such as mitoBIM (Hahn et al., 

2013) and NOVOPlasty (Dierckxsens et al., 2017) as well as also kmer-based assemblers such 

as Norgal (Al-Nakeeb et al., 2017) affirm to be able to assemble mitochondrial genomes. For 

example, mitoBIM is a wrapper program, that executes MIRA in an iterative two-tier approach 

to reconstruct mitochondrial genomes (Hahn et al., 2013). First, by baiting perceived 

mitochondrial reads from total DNA sequence with known mitochondrial genes and/or 

genomic sequences using MIRA in mapper mode. In a second step it assembles those reads 

using the MIRA in assembler mode. Using MIRA, we were not able to generate a circular graph 

for mtDNA-enriched DNA, and we assume it will most likely run into problems for a total 

DNA dataset as well.  
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However, and probably more important, all reference-based and kmer-based assemblers catch 

nuclear mitochondrial DNA sequences independently of advantageous kmer distributions in 

generated HTS data. Per definition, they do not belong to the mitochondrial genome, underlie 

higher mutation rates and most important different recombination events (Wolfe et al., 1987; 

Drouin et al., 2008; Michalovova et al., 2013). This can lead to incorrect assemblies and/or 

introduces SNP/indels which do not belong to the PMG itself. The authors of the Norgal 

program explicitly mention that assembly outcomes from NGS data in which kmer 

distributions are inseparable, should be handled with caution (Al-Nakeeb et al., 2017). 

3.1.2 Benefits of discontiguous mitochondrial genome assemblies 

By explicitly using mainly Illumina paired-end short reads for the de novo assembly, we 

deliberately generated a fragmented and discontiguous assembly output. It turned out, that only 

IDBA was able to split assemblies into structural units of repetitive and non-repetitive 

sequences, which was essential for our post-assembly methodology and can be explained by 

the implemented De Bruijn graph algorithm (Peng et al., 2012). There is a simple explanation 

not to use PacBio and Illumina Mate pair data for initial assemblies: Because available 

assembly programs used for PacBio data, such as Falcon or Canu (Chin et al., 2016; Koren et 

al., 2017), are not designed to work with the smallest structural components of an assembly. 

Consequently, those assemblers could not resolve complex nested repeats and are incapable to 

generate all distinct isoforms which may exist in PMGs. The same is true for incorporating 

mate pair data within de novo assembly or scaffold processes itself. To present but two 

examples, researchers tried to use mate pair data to scaffold contigs further (Guo et al., 2017) 

or to assemble a PMG with just PacBio data (Varré et al., 2019). Both groups were unsuccessful 

to reach one master circle and predicted instead two or more autonomous circles. Interestingly 

in both cases some of the autonomous circles carry a subset of exons of the same trans-spliced 

gene each. 

3.2 Rethinking assembly visualization – supporting more than one 

purpose 

Besides the need of implementing a new assembly visualization tool because of incapabilities 

of and missing features in available programs (Bandage, Contiguity, and missing output 

formats in IDBA, for details see discussion paper 1), another demand motivated such an 

implementation: The capability to predict PMG isoforms with defined parameters. With such 

a unified toolset, we are at the tip of the spear of PMG research by hardening the existence of 

different PMG isoforms in various amounts at the same time. Only a few publications have so 
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far reported about PMG isoform stoichiometries which were similar (Guo et al., 2016) or 

different (Kozik et al., 2019). Additionally, I would like to stress that SAGBAC can be become 

also relevant for the chloroplast research community in the future as it was previously shown 

that chloroplast genomes exist which are more complex regarding their repetitiveness and 

duplicated gene content (Barnard-Kubow et al., 2014).  

3.3 Organelle genome reconstruction and harmonization for comparative 

genomics 

Plastidial and mitochondrial genomes have their own biological characteristics which also 

reflected in different ways to obtain them from assembly outputs. Plastidial genomes are mostly 

assembled indeed in one contig because of their conserved and repeat-poor nature. But two 

minor post assembly steps are necessary to obtain a well-annotated plastome genome: (a) 

restoring the canonical quadripartite structure (Gordon et al., 1981, 1982) by bringing its pair 

of inverted repeats (IR) which separates the two single copy units, namely large single copy 

(LSC) and the small single copy (SSC), into the right order and orientation. This is necessary, 

because of the circularity of and the widely present IR in chloroplast genomes, de novo 

assemblers are order- and orientation-insensitive in regards of the three main genomic regions 

leading to 8 different combinations. (b) Determining the IR boundaries as they can vary, even 

between subspecies/cultivars of the same species (Zhu et al., 2016). But more important IR 

boundaries define the start of the LSC and the end of the SSC and pinpoint the true start and 

end of the genome sequence itself within the single contig assembly. Both post assembly 

curation steps are needed to harmonize plastidial genomes for a multiple sequence alignment 

in order to perform comparative genomics analyses (Paper 2). 

Such a harmonization of PMGs is not possible in the classical sense as by the 

evolutionary occurrence of different sets of RRPs, there are different main genome 

configurations (Paper 1). Possible solutions would be programs like minigraph or an 

implementation of so called 2,5D graph-overlay algorithms (Eades and Feng, 1996; Brandes et 

al., 2004). Minigraph (https://github.com/lh3/minigraph) is a sequence-to-graph mapper, 

which was built for pan genome investigation as well as core and shell genome identification 

but is still being tested. An implementation of 2,5D graph overlay algorithms is not trivial. To 

be able to superimpose a set of graphs generated by SAGBAC, all contigs from all participating 

graphs needed to be fragmented to their smallest common denominators. 
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3.4 Linking comparative genomics to phenotypes 

To perform a comparative genome analysis a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is 

recommended. Classic hierarchical clustering of protein or coding sequences would only be 

meaningful when all sequences are clustering together each according to its phenotypic 

classifier (e.g. inheritance strength). A disadvantage would be that promotors and intergenic 

spacers would be ignored in such an analysis. The small genome size of chloroplast genomes 

compared to nuclear genomes, the low number of polymorphisms as well as the inadequately 

low sample size made it inadequate to perform a genome-wide association study (Nishino et 

al., 2018). Instead, as implemented in the 2nd publication, by applying a segmentation algorithm 

normally used in CNV analyses, the complete chloroplast sequence can be addressed including 

promotors and intergenic spacers. Additionally, such an approach is complete polymorphism-

type independent, and any combination of single nucleotide polymorphisms, deletions and 

insertions can be considered in the calculations. By acquiring segment-wise numbers of 

nucleotide changes, a correlation to a numeric ascertainable phenotype is feasible. As the 

correlations of every segment (Pearson as well as Spearman) are not independent, an obligatory 

p value adjustment for multiple testing correction (Benjamini/Hochberg) is applied. 

In the 2nd publication, our correlation mapping approach identified genetic loci that 

appear to be responsible for the difference in chloroplast competition. Outcompeting the 

weaker chloroplast results in uniparental inheritance at least in evening primrose (Kirk and 

Tilney-Basset, 1978; Chiu et al., 1988; Barnard-Kubow et al., 2017). Interestingly, instead of 

a connection to chloroplast DNA replication or copy number (Nishimura and Stern, 2010), 

chloroplast competition is essentially a metabolic phenotype by an altered lipid composition. 

The underlying molecular loci are rapidly evolving genes known throughout the plant kingdom. 

Ycf1, Ycf2 and also the N-terminus of AccD are highly variable in (Greiner et al., 2008; Wicke 

et al., 2011; de Vries et al., 2015). These loci, which are involved in chloroplast competition, 

are very sensitive to replication slippage, the main mechanism for the occurrence of 

spontaneous chloroplast mutations (Greiner et al., 2008; Massouh et al., 2016). Because of their 

high mutation rates, cytoplasmic drive loci can evolve and become fixed in a population very 

quickly. As the newly evolved aggressive plastomes I and III in Oenothera do not form a 

phylogenetic clade, evolution and fixation of both genotypes must have happened 

independently within a very short time (Greiner et al., 2008). 
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3.5 Bisulfite-sequencing as paramutation loci detector 

In the third publication, we identified Solyc02g005200 as the SULFUREA gene of tomato that 

encodes for the ATAB2 gene in Arabidopsis thaliana (At3g08010) which is a chloroplast-

localized RNA-binding protein. In Arabidopsis thaliana it functions as translational activator 

by controlling the expression of the reaction center subunits of the photosystems in response 

to light (Barneche et al., 2006). Previous physiological analysis revealed strongly reduced 

amounts of photosystem I compared to just a lightly affected photosystem II (Ehlert et al., 

2008). By stable genetic complementation with the homologous gene of Arabidopsis, we not 

only determined without doubt that the homologue of the ATAB2 gene is identical with the 

SULF locus but also demonstrated that the ATAB2 gene is not paramutable.  

Bisulfite-sequencing analysis revealed a candidate cytosine upstream of the SULF locus 

that exactly showed the expected methylation difference between sulf (het-y), sulf (het-g) and 

wild type with 100%, 50 % and 0% methylation respectively. Single CpG regulation was also 

found in human (Tsuboi et al., 2017). Almost all other methylated cytosines in CpG and CHG 

context are shared between sulf (het-g) and sulf(het-y) and therefore, cannot be responsible for 

the switch between the active and inactive state. In our suppressor mutant SOSU1 (Suppressor 

of SULFUREA 1), this candidate cytosine is unchanged but interestingly it shows a genome-

wide changed DNA methylation pattern. As the deletion event on chromosome 7 resulted in a 

fusion gene involving a histone deacetylase (Solyc07g065550), this globally altered 

methylome can be explained by a deregulated histone modification machinery. 

3.6 Repetitive elements: a blessing curse - biological and bioinformatical 

Repetitive elements especially transposons are a blessing curse at the same time in respect of 

the dual nature of transposable elements which is better reviewed elsewhere (Dubin et al., 

2018). Here I just want to point out that in all three presented studies, different types of 

repetitive elements are present and rather are a curse for a proper analyze of the underlying 

NGS data. 

In publication 1, recombinogenic repeat pairs are not only a source of recombination per 

se but serving another functionality. Recombination dependent DNA repair maintains genome 

integrity as within the matrix of mitochondria present oxidative radicals are damaging DNA. 

Which repeats act as recombiners is controlled by the nucleus (Arrieta-Montiel et al., 2009). 

To distinguish between repeats and true RRPs, the contig connectivity of RRPs in regards of 

their CRCs in “double forks” needs be preserved as accomplished by our post assembly 
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pipeline SAGBAC. The result of losing that information can lead to more than one autonomous 

circle as previously pointed out. 

Within the study presented in publication 2, a pair of large inverted repeats are present 

which are part of the canonical quadripartite structure in most plastomes (Gordon et al., 1981, 

1982). But their boundaries and with them the true ends of plastome sequences can only be 

achieved by analyzing so called split reads. NGS reads are cut in two parts in order to align 

both parts properly instead of being discarded entirely. Another type of repeats in chloroplast 

genomes of Oenothera is a major source of spontaneous chloroplast mutations which is caused 

by a mechanism called replication slippage (Massouh et al., 2016). Slippage conferred by 

misalignments of or formed hairpin structures at tandem/direct repeats or palindrome/inverted 

repeats are resulting in deletions or duplications when occurring at leading or lagging (nascent) 

strand respectively. Long Sanger sequencing reads were necessary to span these stretches of 

repetitive elements to fully resolve them. 

In publication 3, repetitive elements upstream of the identified gene (Soly02g005200) 

are potential enhancer elements but are influencing the mappability of short NGS reads and 

with that the interpretability of methylation calls. Methylation calling algorithms often 

recommend to focus on uniquely mapped and properly paired read pairs and do not consider 

uneven coverage present at repetitive loci. A good example is the b1 locus in maize where 

seven copies of a repetitive enhancer element are present. With short NGS reads it can neither 

determined how many copies are existing, nor which copies of the repetitive element are 

methylated or unmethylated.  

3.7 Future directions 

3.7.1 mtDNA sequencing - beyond PMG reconstruction  

With our proof-of-concept study (paper 1) we were able to show that the newly developed 

SAGBAC pipeline and its ISEIS core algorithm reconstructs PMGs. Having accomplished this 

bioinformatic prerequisite, it would be now possible to systematically investigate the overall 

mitochondrial status in different Oenothera species as well as in various organs and 

developmental stages. Besides performing a PMG screening for several Oenothera species, 

SAGBAC would also be capable to shed light into some putative mitochondria-associated 

inheritance patterns in crosses between phylogenetically distant Oenothera species which were 

previously described (Schwemmle, 1938; Barthelmess, 1965; Stubbe, 1989b, a). Here, it would 

be most important to sequence affected and unaffected tissue parts separately to detect any 
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differences in downstream SAGBAC-based analyses. Furthermore, stoichiometric analyses 

would reveal differences in the abundance of CRC combinations for the RRPs sets of the 

crossing partners. As our SAGBAC pipeline identified RRPs which are partially or completely 

part of coding genes, newly created CRC combinations can lead to the creation of novel, 

biologically relevant/active open reading frames (cryptic CMS loci) resulting in 

incompatibilities which may potentially play an important role in the evolution of Oenothera 

species and may act as speciation barrier. Additionally, the identification of different 

mitochondrion genotypes would extend the nuclear-plastome-compatibility chart in Oenothera 

(Stubbe, 1989c; Greiner et al., 2008) by integrating mitochondrion genotypes as a third 

dimension and transform it into a three-dimensional nuclear-plastome-mitochondrion 

compatibility “cube”. 

Our current recommendation for de novo assembly of PMGs is still to perform standard 

Illumina paired-end libraries but an alternative for the discontinued Roche 454 technology 

would be needed. Illumina MiSeq devices are able to sequence libraries with 2x 300 bp paired-

end (https://www.illumina.com/systems/sequencing-platforms/miseq.html). An insert size 

distribution between 450-550 bp would be optimal to merge mates of read pairs and to reduce 

the overlap of mates’ sequences (loss of effective read depth). Illumina mate pair libraries for 

stoichiometric analyses will be hopefully available in the future as other technologies such as 

PacBio HiFi reads are capable to replace them as they are even longer than Sanger sequencing 

reads with the same or even better base accuracy (Hon et al., 2020). Also, nowadays, with the 

appearance of Oxford Nanopore, one of the key players in 3GS technologies, it would also be 

possible to sequence entire mtDNA molecules (PMG isoforms) and thus abundance of PMG 

isoforms would be directly detectable. But to sequence entire PMG isoforms they need to be 

linearized as PMGs are hypothetically circular. But to retain entire DNA molecules, protocols 

are necessary which cut circular molecules only once. This would be achievable by restriction 

enzymes that cut only once preferably on RRP sequences or if they do not exist by designing 

CRISPR-Cas9 probes targeting only single RRPs.  

3.7.2 High throughput plastome assembling and annotation 

Taking our investigation in publication 2 to the next level by broadening the phylogenetic scale 

for multiple sequence alignment would need an increased number of plastomes to be assembled 

and annotated. An implementation of a (completely) automated harmonization pipeline for 

plastome assemblies would be an important step as manual curation is very time-consuming. 

Such a new approach also needs to take care of handling fluent IR boundaries (Zhu et al., 2016) 
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as well as reorganizing assembled plastome contigs regarding order and orientation of genomic 

regions forming the canonical quadripartite structure (Gordon et al., 1981, 1982). Additionally, 

an incorporation of sequences generated by Sanger sequencing should also be considered if 

standard Illumina paired-end libraries generated on HiSeq or NovaSeq devices are still used. 

By sequencing of Illumina libraries on MiSeq devices, paired-end data can be extended to 2x 

300 bp, which can help to overcome the issues of the notorious repetitive regions present in 

Oenothera plastomes. 

3.7.3 Expanding the knowledge on the SULFUREA paramutation phenomenon 

As previously introduced, paramutation phenomena result from a complex interaction of 

several cellular processes including transcription, 24bp sRNA biogenesis and DNA 

methylation machineries. Besides the identification of the chromosomal locus, which becomes 

methylated in trans, little is known about genes from the different interacting processes in 

tomato. By the isolation of a dominant suppressor (SOSU1) and a series of revertants (ROSU2-

6) from tissue culture (see publication 3), detailed investigations into the molecular mechanism 

of paramutation are now possible. 

Genetic interaction in trans depends often on repeat number and therefore it is most 

important to clearly resolve the copy number of the long terminal repeats of gypsy and copia 

type which are present at the SULF locus (Giacopelli and Hollick, 2015). As SULFUREA was 

generated by X-ray experiments, these repetitive elements become may be activated (Dubin et 

al., 2018). That such a resolution is important can be easily illustrated at the b1 locus which is 

paramutated in maize (Stam et al., 2002a; Belele et al., 2013). Seven copies of a repeat are 

present at this locus but if compared to reference genomes deposited in databases like NCBI 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome), ensemblPlants (http://plants.ensembl.org) or 

phytosome (https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov) only one copy is present highlighting the 

importance of structural variant detection with 3GS technologies. 

By performing small RNA sequencing for SOSU1 but also for the several ROSUs that 

have appeared, we would extend and maybe could fundamentally confirm the results from 

Gouil et al which investigated 24bp sRNA biogenesis but only in wild type and sulf(het-y) plant 

material (Gouil et al., 2016). Epigenetic mechanisms besides DNA-Methylation, namely 

chromatin modifications, should also be considered in SOSU1 as the identified fusion gene 

consists of domains of a histone deacethylase. This can be achieved by Chip-seq experiments. 
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Furthermore, Hi-C-seq experiments would reveal changes in global chromatin interactions as 

previously shown in Arabidopsis mutants (Feng et al., 2014).  

There is no doubt that 3GS technologies will gain more importance in the future to resolve 

repetitive structures and to investigate them properly in their biological relevance especially in 

NMI phenomena. Ultimately, another joined effort, named “Telomer2Telomer” aims to 

assemble entire chromosomes including the centromeric regions which are the most repetitive 

regions known so far. This kind of effort was now realized for the very first time for the human 

genome (Nurk et al., 2021) and will surely become standard within the next decade – exiting 

times ahead. 
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